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Abstract

Current literature reflects an increasing emphasis on the need to

focus on the family system when inÈervening therapeutically in bereavemenÈ.

This pracÈícum entailed the provision of short-term sysÈems-oriented

therapy to high-rísk survivors of loss. rt also provided an opportunity

to investigate the role of social work in bereavement and to develop

further ski11s in social work and family intervention. Seven famí1ies

with widely varying demographic characteristics received in-person coun-

seling, and a caseload of approximately thirty additional families re-
ceived bereavement follow-up by telephone. Intervention was based on

grief theory, and íncorporated communication, structural, problem-

solving and network approaches. ResuLts of a Family Concern Form admin-

istered pre- and post-inËervenËion, and of an evaluatíon questionnaire,

indicate increased satisfacÈion rn¡ith family functioning following the

in-person intervention. The systems approach to grief and mourning was

fnrrn¿l t-n €oai'l i +oto + ^*l -í-+^---^-r-! ^- -- r rrLsEç øeeçÞùuer¡L 4rru rlrLE! vÉIrLrulr, au.u LIlg wlogIy varylng

characËeristics and situations of clients provided excellent opportuníty

for skill development.
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PREFACE

This practicum came about as a follow-up Èo a very valuable

learning experíence I was priveleged to have in my undergraduaÈe social

work studies. The opportunity to work briefly rvith the families of

terminally i11 patients at the Princess Elizabeth Hospital in l^linnipeg

led me to feel concern about hor,¡ families cope afÈer the death of a

loved one, when Ëheir conÈact with pastoral and social work supports is

usually reduced.

I knew that because bereavement fo1low-up v,ras not (and still is not)

a very well-developed component in the Canadían health care delivery

syst.em., families r¿ould often be largely dependenÈ upon their ov¡n

resources after the loss of one of their members.

My concern about bereaved families, and my desire to learn more

about the role of social work in bereavemenË follow-up led me to explore

the possibility of an If.S.ú¡. practicum on bereavement at the St. Boniface

Hospital. A warm and interested response from the Department of SociaL

lJork, especially from Fred Nelson of the PalliaËíve care ward, gave me

the opportunity and support I needed Ëo develop my ideas into the

practicum which is reporËed in the following pages.
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INTRODUCTION

A family is more than the sum of íts individual members, and a be-

reaved family is naturally more than a collection of individuals r¿ho have

sustained loss aE a variety of psychosocial stages.

rncreasingly, in the literature of a great many disciplines, the

family has come tô be undersÈood as a system, as "an interactional unit in

which all members influence each other" (!ùorden I}BZ), and r^rherein "the

successful achievement of one personrs task is dependent on and contribu-

tory to the successful achievement by others in the family of their appro-

priate Ëasks. " (Rhodes 1977) .

As a human system, the family is seen to possess a set of systemic

properties - structure, boundaries, communicaËion paËterns, roles, tasks

and functions - by which it seeks to maintaín equilibrium and engage to

some degree in goal-directed acÈivity. In addition, the family system ís

ofÈen described in terms of its rules and values, and in terms of the

temporal context in which it exists. (Anderson and carter 1978).

The development of a systemic view of the family has had great

:--1-:^-ri^-- r- 
- 

!L^ L-1-i-' ' '^-c -rurPrrud.Lruuùi rur Lr¡c rrcrPrr.rt p!uressrolts - Increasl_ngry, E.ne tamlly unlt

is seen as Èhe mosÈ appropriate focus of problem assessment and problem-

solving activities. The family therapy movement and the development of

ecological theory have helped shift attention from the individual alone Èo

Èhe wider familial and social context of whicí s/he is a part.

Yet while this shift in perspectíve has occurred, and while helping

interventions have become increasingly systems-focused, loss, grief and

mourning have largely conËinued to be seen as individual phenomena.

Caroff and Dobrof noted in 1975 thatrrwe have only begun to understand
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Ëhat the family as a system - with its complex intrafamilial transactior, 
,.,,

and its transactions with other systems - can affecÈ the bereavemenË

process. tt

Indeed, as Dennis Reilly noÈed in 1978, "it is the rare thanaÈolog-

ical work which views death and the family in anything approaching a

systems or ecological perspective - that focuses upon the reciprocal /
interaetion between the terminal event and the family as a system in

homeostatic balance." Reilly has emphasized the need to focus "upon

what is going on betr¡een-and-among the family members, and between them

and their social neÈworksr" and laments that "family therapy, which has

so much to offer in this respect, has largely avoided...(the) issue."

(neirly 1978).

Reillyts message has not gone unheeded, and recent research and

clinical practice have focused on the wider familial and. social context -'/

in which individual grief and mourning occur. At Harvard Medical School,

for example, I.lí11iam l^Iorden has demonsÈrated that effect.íve intervention

with individual mourners often depends upon an ability to understand how

a loss has affected the larger family sysÈem. (I,lorden l9B2). Conversely,

he has pointed out Ëhat effective intervention with a bereaved family

often depends upon facilitating the mourning work of just one member.

' As systems thinking continues to influence bereavement research,

the focus of assessment and intervention activities ís beíng re-defined.

Specifically, effective bereavement inÈervention ís increasingly seen to

depend upon an undersÈanding of the interdependent nature of individual

and family mourning, and upon an ability to assess the impact of a loss

in its individual, familial and social contexts.

This systems perspective, though relatívely ner^7 in thanatological
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research, has long been cenÈral to social work practice. The increasing

emphasis on assessing and facilitating mourning in the broadesÈ possible

context is consistent with the long-espoused social work dictum that
i

assessment and change strategies must be focused on the person, and on../

the environment, and on the interaction between them. (Compton and

Galaway, 1975).

The practicum reported in the following pages has been guided by ,,..,

this sysEems ouÈlook which is so central to social work practice and

which is increasingly evident in bereavement research. The literature

review with which the reporÈ begins focuses first on individual grief

and mourning processes, and then examines thern in their wider family and

social contexts. The practicum itself, a social work intervention with

bereaved fa¡nilies, likewise focuses on the-indivídual-within-the-family-

within-the-community, the human rsystemt with ¡¿hich social work has

Èraditionally been concerned.



SECTION ONE

THE LITERATURE REVIEI,J
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CHAPTER ONE

GRIEF AND MOURNING IN THE INDIVIDUAL LIFE CYCLE

I Brief Overview of Grief and Mourning Theory

The literature on gríef and mourning processes throughout the in-

dividual life cycle does not, as one might expect, begin with a consider-

ation of loss and grief in infancy and childhood. The first research on

grief and mourning, like research on many oÈher kinds of human behavior,

was sparked by observations of adult behavior, and early clinical studies

throughout the first half of this century concentrated on attempting to

elucidate the processes or rmechanicst of Ëhat adult loss behavior.

Attempts were made to find linkages between adult grief and other phen-

omena such as rmelancholiar or depression.

It is only in the last three or four decades thaÈ researchers have

turned their attention to loss behavior in infants and children, and as

they have done so, Èhe psychological processes anÇ behavioral manifest-

ations of adult grief have come to be more ful1y understood. Indeed,

research on childhood and infant loss behavior has suggesËed ËhaË grief

reactions throughout the entire life cycle have as their antecedenË the

!separation anxietyt experienced by the infant.

NoÊwithstanding the importance of this later research, however, a

review of the literature on grief and mourning in the indívidual life

cycle may best begin wirh an examination of Èhe early clinical obser-

vations and studies which formed a knowledge base on which later

research would resË.
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Among the earliest research into individual adult grief was that

conducted by Freud, who del-ineaËed an intrapsychic mourning process conmon

to many of the patients he sav¡ in private practice. His description of

that process, though phrased in psychoanalytic language and using theor-

etical constructs such as Èhe libido, nevertheless bears repetition today

because it evokes such a clear image of the psychological pain and struggle

involved in mourning:

Now in what consists the work which mourning performs?. . .
The testing of reality, having shown that Ëhe loved object no
longer exists, requires forthwirh thaÈ all rhe libido shall be
withdrawn from iËs attachments to this object. Against this
demand a struggle of course arises - it may be universally ob-
served that man never wi11ingly abandons a libido-position, not
even rvhen a subsÈitute is already beckoning to him. This strug-
gle can be so intense that a turning away from reality ensues...
The normal outcome is that deference for reality gaíns the day.
Nevertheless, its behest can not be at once obeyed. The task
is now carried through bit by bit, under great ä*p.rr"" of time
and cathectic energy, while all the time the exisÈence of the
lost object is conËinued in the mind. Each single one of the
memories and hopes that bound the libido to the object ís brought
up and hyper-cathected, and the detachment of the libido from it
accomplished...hlhen the work of mourning is completed the ego
becomes free and uninhibiLed again.

Sigmund Freud, "Mourning and Melancholia" (1917)

Tn 'l a+ar r¿a^--^1, L,, E'*.i^L r -:*l^*--- f 1õt.t. \ ¡L^ :-!------- r JvLL eJ !! ¡urr !¿l¿uçuldfÌll \ r7++¿/ , L¡.rg J.rrL¡_äpÈ;yclllc [lourn-

ing process described by Freud was found to have a clear1-y observable physi-

cal and affective counterparÈ. Lindemann, who was Chief of Psychiatry at

ihe Mrssachusetts General Hospital in the Lg4}ts, undertook a study of 101

surviving famil-y members of the victims of the famous Coconut Grove night-

club fire in Boston. Hís description of the major elements common to their

grief responses is now classic. He observed the following:

1) somatic distress, including sighing and shortness of breath, lack of

strength and energy, and weeping;

2) preoccupation with the image of the deceased., including hallucinations

in whích the deceased is presenË;
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3) guilt feelings, coupled with a need to review the circumstances of

the death;

4) hostile reactions, frequently direcÈed at friends and relatives; and

5) disturbance of normal behavior paÈterns and inability to initiate or

maintain organized activity.

Lindemann reports that these affective and behavioral symptoms per-

sisted, in varying degrees, until the mourner completed his or her grief
work - namely, emancipation from the bondage to the deceased, readjustment

to the environment in which the deceased ís missing, and the formation of

new relationships.

In some of the mourners studied by Lindemann, tmorbidf or pathological

grief reacÈions were evident. The most frequent type of morbíd reaction

$ras a delay or postponement of mourning, wherein a shock or denial response

a11or¿ed the survivor to protect him or herself from the pain of confronting

the reality of the Ioss. Lindemann discovered that such reactions can last
many years' as evidenced by Ëhose survívors who, at the time of the study,

began to mourn for the first time a loss experienced many years earlier.
A number of disÊorted grief reactions were observed, including over-

activity patËerned on the activíties formerly earried out by the deceased;

the acquisition of symptoms belonging to the last illness of the deceased;

grief- and stress-related diseases such as ulceratíve colitis, rheumatoid

arthritis and asËhma; progressive social isolation; furious hostility direct-

ed at a specific person deemed "responsible" for the death; mild schizo-

phrenia; prolonged insomnia and hopelessness; self-punítive behavior includ-

ing giving a\Àray all onets money and possessions; and finally, agitaËed de-

pression, in which feelings of worthlessness and guilt led to suicidal

behavior.
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Although Lindemannrs observations t.ended to be stated in t.erms of

the individual, he did suggest at one point that bereavement could be as

devastating for the family system as for the individual survivor. "Not

infrequentlyr" he noted, "the person who passed away represenÈed a key

person in a social system, his deaÈh being followed by disintegration of

this social system and by a profound alteration of the living and social

eondiÈions for the bereaved. In such cases readjustment presents a severe

task quite apart from the reaction to the loss incurred." (Lindemann 1944)

Lindemannrs work has become the starting-point or clinical foundation

for mosË of the studies of grief and mourning conducted in Èhe last forty
years. His observations and conclusions have been confirmed repeatedly in

such large-scale research projects as PeÈer Marrisf London Inlidows Study

(Marris 1958), the London hTidows Study conducted by Colin parkes (parkes

1970), Paula claytonrs Bereavemenr study in sr. Louis (clayton Lg73), the

Harvard Bereavement Study of Young Boston t'lidows and l,lidowers (Glick,

I^leiss and Parkes 1974), and Alfred l{ienerts study of the aged bereaved at

New Yorkts Montefiore Hospital (I,Jiener, Gerber, Battin and Arkin Lg15).

Alongside a growing body of clinical data on the physical and psy-

chological effects of bereavement on adults, some important aÈtempts have

been macie to !up<iater Freu<irs theoretical- explanat,ion of grief and mourn-

ing and to consider adult mourning in relation to chil-dhood loss behavior.

John Bowl-by, the British psychiaËrisÈ, has been the chief contributor to

a unified theory of attachment, loss, separation and grief behavior, a

theory r¿hich has application at all stages of the lífe cycle.

Bowlbyts schema of índividual separation and mourning behavior is

based upon the clinical work of Lind.emann and Marris, and upon clinical
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studies of infant separation behavior such as Èhose undertaken by

Robert,son (Robertson 1953, 1958). Bowlby's explanation of childhood

loss behavior begins with the premise thaÈ the infant has a number of

instinctual response systems which are a part of the inherited behavior

repertoire of humans; when those responses are activated and the mother

figure (or what r¡e would now call the care-giver or parent figure) is

available, attachment behavior results. From the age of about six

months on, when the responses mediating atÈachment behavíor are actívated

and the parent figure is temporarily unavailable, separation anxiety and

protest behavior such as crying and restlessness can be seen to fo1low.

Bowlby describes the infantrs affective behavior as being geared towards

regaining the lost object, the nurrurant parent figure. (Bowlby 1960).

This separation or loss behavior has three distinct phases. First,
says Bowlby, after the initial protest and crying or demand for motherfs

reËurn (which often lasËs many days), Èhe child generally becomes quieter.

S/he is still highly oriented toward the losÈ love object and persístenÈ

longing may become suffused with intense generalized hostility. The targeËs

of thís hostility may be varied, or may clearly be the lost objecË. Offers

of help and comfort are frequently rejeeted, or where they are accepËed,

they are also met with contradictory, rejecÈing behavior. In time, gener-

âlly over several weeks, Ëhis firsË phase of mourning ends - the child

having given vent to íts feelings of frustration, anger and sadness, and

having exhausted its efforts at regaining the lost parent.

A period of confusion or disorientation often follows, in which the

child gradually comes to accept more attention from a substitute care-

giver, while stil1 awaiting the possible return of Èhe lost parent (but

with less expectation).
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Finally, as the childts aln¡areness grohTs that his/her loss is real

and irrevocable, s/he gradually enters a third phase in which s/he begins

to relate to a ne\,I primary care-giver. In psychodynamic terms, rdecathexist

has occurred, and the tasks of mourning have been completed (ie., the ex-

pressive Èasks in phase one, the withdrawal tasks in phase two, and the

refoeusing and reinvestment tasks of phase three). Reality-testing has

shov¡n that the loved object no longer exists, and has demanded that the

libido be r¿ithdrawn from its attachment to the lost object, as painful as

that process must be. Withdrawal of the líbido has been followed by dis-

placement onto a new object.

Bowlby has argued that the mourning process which is so clearly ob-

servable in infant separation behavior is in fact the prototype for mourn-

ing reactions in 1aËer lífe. Though the time-frame for adult mourning is

considerably longer than that observable in infant separation, Bowlby

maintains thaË the three phases of childhood mourning, each with its par-

ticular expressive and inËrapsychic tasks, are the same phases found in

adult gríef. Bowlby has also advanced a thesis regarding the link between

childhood l-oss and pathological outcome in later 1ife, arguing thaÈ where

the devel-opment of a childrs trust in a primary care-giver is hindered by

excessive pain, delay of satisfaction or parental abandonment, the chi1d

nay grohr to be self-cenËered and prone to transient, shallow relationshíps

(ie, decathexis may not be sufficiently accomplished and libídinal reinvest-

menÈ is noË possible). In later life, says Bowlby, the child who has not

learned to trust may also be prone to depressive illness. (Bowlby 1960)

Bowlbyrs theory of mourning has had considerable impact upon the study

of grief and loss. hrhen it was first published, it was remarkable for its

departures from traditíona1 psychoanalytic theory, including Freudts sugg-
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estions thaÈ ambivalence and oral symptoms such as anorexia are evidence

of pathology and regression in mourning (Freud 1915, L9I7), Melanie K]-ein's

argument that anger in mourning is always related to the survivorts oh¡n

death instinct (ftein 1940), and Edith Jacobsonts víew that aggression in

mourning is pathological (Jacobson 1957).

It was departures of this type which resulted in Bowlbyrs theory be-

coming so widely valued. In particular, there are at least four major

ways in which Bowlby revoluËionized mourning theory. First, Bowlby inËe-

grated the clinical observaËions of Frued, Lindemann and Marris u¡ith the

biological theory of Darwin, allowing speculation about the ways in which

grief behavior is both instinctive and adaptive. Second, Bowlby suggested

clear links between specific intrapsychic grief tasks and particular be-

havioral and affective symptons. Third, he unified existing evidence

about childhood loss behavior and adult mourning, forging a ner^r perspec-

tive that could shed light on grief and mourning in other stages of Èhe

life cycle.

Finally, Bowlbyrs theory helped to normalize mourning. The publí-

cation of his thoery in 1960 and 1961, and his later discussion of paËh-

ological mourning published in 1963 helped place the anger, aggression,

dísorientation and physical- illness aÈtendant on mourning in a ne¡^r perspec-

tive. He cl-arifíed the role such behaviors play in the resÈoration of

healthy functioning after a loss has been incurred, and indeed, he suggest-

ed that the absence of such behaviors may be the first indication of a

mourning response gone ar^7ry - a conclusion reaffirmed in later studies by

Parkes (L972) and by Glick, I,leiss and Parkes (1974).
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II Grief and Mournins in Childhood

trtlith some undersÈandÍng of the elemenÈs and processes commonly be-

lieved to be present. in grief reactions, one can begin to look more

closely at their manifestation in the different stages of development in

the individual life cycle. Evidence suggesÈs that the insËincts and pro-

cesses of the infant separation reaction are present ühroughout the life
cycle, but that they are mediated by the level of cognitive awareness

attained at each life stage, and by the particular psychosocial tasks and

processes present in each life stage. Consequently each developmental

period is characterized by unique perceptions of death and unique reactions

to loss.

In childhood, Èhree specific stages have been delineated as a result

of the landmark 1940rs study by Hungarían psychologist María Nagy (Nagy

1948). Nagy conducted her study in Budapest, with 378 children from

different religions, schools and social levels. The children were of

different levels of intelligence, but most fe1l within Ëhe normal range.

They were asked to write compositions and produce drawings on the subject

of <ieaÈh-. and io larer discuss anci interpret their work-- Nagy found

their views of death to correlate with their particular stage of develop-

ment. Clear differences existed beÈween the death perceptions of children

under five years of age, those aged five Ëo nine, and those nine years

and older

Nagyts study has recently been crítícízed by Myra Bluebond-Langner,

whose own sËudy of terminally-il1 American chiLdren yielded considerably

differenÈ results (Bluebond-Langner 1977). I,lhire Bluebond-Langnerrs

research suggests that childrenrs perceptions of death may well vary

according to culture, the passage of time and the psychological state of
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the child, there is some question as to how widely the resulÈs of her

sÈudy may be generalized. hlhile Bluebond-Langnerrs study suggests thaÈ

further research is needed to determine the extent of changes in child-

ïents conceptions of death, Nagyts observations are stil1 widely accepted

as a frame¡vork for undersÈanding the chíldts vievr of death.

The perceptions of death in each of Nagyrs three age groupings, when

viewed in rel-ation Èo the developmental needs of children in Ëhose age

groups, help Ëo explain some of the very specific types of response t.o

loss found at different stages of childhood. For example, Nagy found

that in children aged approximately three to five years, death is per-

ceived as a departure, wherein the deceased ís still líving, but under

changed circumstances. Death is thought by young children to be tempo-

raryr and is not seen as bringing about a lifeless state in the departed.

In developmental terms, we know Ëhat the child aged three to five is

strongly dependent on his/her parents and insistent on routine (Bloom

1980, p. B), and that the death of a parent or sibling is significanÈ

insofar as it interrupts the security and consistency of the childts

environment. Response to loss of a pr imâry care-giving parenÈ is Èhus

likely to be meË with confusion and hostility to substitute care-givers.

On the other hand, where a more peripheral parental figure has died, Èhe

'cnif¿ is likely to be curious about the rdeparturer. Phyllis Silverman

reports the reactíon of one such three year old. To the statement that

Daddy r¿as in heaven wíth God, this child asked "íf his father r¿ould have

his fun clothes on when he stayed with God." (Silverman and Englander,

r97s).

The adjustment task facing Ëhe child who has lost a primary care-

giving parent is to refocus on and reinvest in a nev¡ care-giver, fre-
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quently the surviving parent. Irrhere the child has sustained a previous

loss in infancy, this reinvestment may be shallow and tentative - the child

has learned that it can be dangerous to Ërust. For the child facing a

first loss of a primary care figure, Èhe transition may be somewhat easier,

provided that a secure, stable environment is quickly re-established to

meet the childts need for order, routine and loving care.

The surviving parentts role is crucial here. If the parent \,ras pre-

viously perípheral to the childrs daily existence, it r,¡ill be harder to

provide a sense of continuity. If the surviving parenÈ is the childts

major nurturing figure and is able to provide on-going care in Ëhe midsÈ

of his or her own grief, the childrs Ëransition will be more readily

accomplished.

Nagyts study found that as children move into and through the ages

five to nine, they perceive death as a person, an invisible tbogey-mant

one avoids. Developing aÌ/üareness of the inevitabílity of death reflects

a movement towards realism in this age group, buË at Èhe same time, their

aversion to death indicaÈes a corresponding denial. (Nagy 1948).

Developmentally, the child entering míddle childhood has begun to

engage in the tasks of developing initiative and a conscience (Erikson

1968). This is of particular significance urhere death and loss are con-

cerned, for while the child sees deaËh as the tbogey-manr carrying off a

loved one, he or she frequently sees the bogey-mants action as a direct

response to his or her or"m misbehavior. A sense of responsibility and

guilt for death of a síbling or parent can become operative (Nagy 1948).

Alternatively, the child may not make as firm a connection beËween

his or her own misbehavior and the parentfs death, but carries an aü/are-

ness of the imporËance thaÈ his or her good behavior holds for the de-
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ceased parenË. Silverman tells of one nine year old who prays to her

father every night, asking if he is proud of her behavior. (silverman

and Englander, 1975).

As well, the chíId frequently experiences a confusing mix of anger

and sadness toward the lost loved one and generally needs ttpermission"

to vent these feelings (Furman 1974). S/he needs reassurance that such

ambivalent feelíngs are acceptable, and that s/he is not "bad" for feel-
ing angry at mommy or daddy for going ar4ray.

Children ín this age group may tend to integrate a parenÈ's death inÈo

their ov¡n understanding by playing out the details of the death. Silverman

reports that one six year old boy whose father was ki11ed in an automobile

crash played "crasht' over and over again with his toy cars for several

months (Silverman and Englander 1975). Finally, rhe child in this age

group may experience transitory sleeplessness, eneuresis and/or nightmares

about losing Èheir surviving parent as a normal parË of their reaction to

deaËh.

In Nagyrs study, by the time the chi1d reaches nine to ten years of

aBê, s/he has grasped both the inevitability of dea.th and the dissolution

of bodily l-ife. The child's view of death in this age group reflects the

same realism that is beginning to shape his or her view of the world in

general. (Nagy 1948).

In devel-opmental terms, the nine to ten year old is increasingly con-

fronted with the need to develop competence and mastery in a variety of

settings, and as such s/he continues to rely a great deal on Ëhe help and

ínstruction of adults, and particularly on Ëhe support of parents (nrikson

1968). It is a time when the child is vulnerable to feelings of inferior-

ity, and needs the reassurance and validation of parents as s/he struggles
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to become competent aÈ school, with peers, in sports, etc. Loss of the

primary parental figure in this period presents a developmenÈal crisis,
for the childfs emotional development requires the exist.ence of a nur-

turant figure (Nagera 1970).

Bereaved children of all ages, and particurarly in this age group,

have a "short sadness span" (l^lolfenstein 1966; Nagera 1970). They cannot

toleraËe intense distress for long and generally tend to deal with serious

losses through massive denial (including denial of affect) and frequenÈly,

reversal of af'fect. Llhíle the nine or ten year o1d can briefly demonstrate

real empaÈhy for the grief of others in Èhe family, they tend to impatient-

1y await the familyrs treturn to normalt and frequently seek solace or

diversion in normal activities for their age group in the company of their

Peers.

rt is apparent thaÈ healthy outcome for the child is, to a greaË

extent, dependent upon how the family understands and respond.s Èo his or

her developmenËal needs and normal reacËions to loss and death. There is

some evidence to suggest that where the childrs needs remain unmet, and

v¡here his or her normaf instinctive'grief or loss behavior is sËifled

or othen¿ise interfered with, mourning can take an unhealthy course and

result in pathology, Ëhe effects of ¡¿hich may 1-ast a lifetime (Nagera

1S7O^ Frrrmen lqiL\ -

It has been widely argued that pathological mourning responses are

besË understood in this context of a normal mourning response gone awry.

Bovrlby (1961) and Klein (1940) share the view that differences berween

healthy and pathological mourning are matters of degree rather than of

kind. In this sense, grief and mourning reacËions may be seen as spanning

a spectrum or con!inuum, with pathological responses being an intensifi-
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cation or variaÈion of normal responses. The pathological response in
the child (or later in his/her adult years) is most frequently the re_

sulÈ of unmet developmental needs and interrupted, inhibited or other-
wise incomplete mourning, while healthy responses and outcome resurt
when developmental and mourning work are abre to proceed.

Pathological grief and mourning in children takes many forms, and

- no brief discussion can do justice to the complexity of childhood grief
pathology. However, a discussion of some typical pathologicar responses

to developmental and mourning interrupÈíon is suggestive of Ëhe dysfunction
with which intervention may have to be concerned.

For Èhe child in Ëhe early toddler stage (ie., one to three years),
death in the family may interfere with ego deveropment and object con_

stancy (4. Freud 1952, Nagera Ig7O, Furman :_g74). This may be complicated

by Èhe fact that the surviving parent(s) are unar¡/are of, or unable to
aÈtend to the childrs needs. Regression (íe., loss of recently acquired
functions such as walking or talking) may occur (Furman Lg74), or the
child may develop a symptom, such as the inability to have normal bowel

movements (Barnes 1978). Therapy with one partícular three and a hal_f

year o1d, who developed such a sympËom while his mother rrras in deep

mourning and unable to attend to hís emotional need.s, centered primarily
on helping his mother to sooÈhe his anxieties about death by providing

realistíc explanations and ansr¡rers to his questions, and on helping her

ease his anxieties about the anger he felt towards his father for leaving.
llhen the child learned that the anger he felt \nrâs not bad and would not

result in death taking someone else away from him, happy memories of his
father were abLe to gradually emerge, and his bor¿el funcÈions returned to
normal. (Barnes LgTB).
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A developmental process Èhat death of a family member can interrupt

in any stage of childhood is that of the child differentiating him/her-

sel-f from a parent. The effecÈs of this interruption can be most severe

where the child receives we1l.-meaning but inaccurate or disËorted infor-
maËion about what has happened to Èhe parent. (eg., "God took Daddy be-

cause he l-oved him so mucht', or ttMommy is just having a long sleep").

rn very young children, where differentiation is not well along, the

child may feel that his/her fate ís bound up in that of the deceased

parent(s). Barnes cites the reaction of a three year old boy who was

afraid to fall asleep at night because he was afraid Èhat he, too, might

die as his father had. (Barnes 1978). Some children become terrified of

illness, feeling thaÈ they are bound to experience the fate of their
parenË who died from an illness. (Furman L974).

CompleËing differentiation from the dead parent may be difficult

where Èhe child ís encouraged to ímitate the deceased parenËrs good qual-

ities. The childrs individuality is stifled, s/he may feel rhar his/her

own qualities are not valued and that iË is impossible to be as good as

the deceased Darent, and may respond by withdrawing. (silverman and

Englander L975).

Alternatively, the childts process of differentiation from the sur-

viving parent may be inrpeded. S/he nay fear that any separation from the

surviving parenË will bring about Ëhe death of that parent, and may act

out in ways designed to prevent separation (eg., completely refusing to

go to school or pl-aying sick in order to stay home). (Barnes 1978,

Silverman and Englander 1975, Furman Lgl4).

Death of a parent may also interrupt the childrs developing sex-role

identification, and may prevent or hinder the resolution of oedipal con-
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flicts. A wide variety of adverse reactions may ensue, most of which

revolve around the childrs natural resístance to withdrawing caÈhexis

from the lost parent. Some children withdrav¡ from mosÈ normal activities,
some keep the deceased parent alive in their fantasies, some invest in-
appropriate people in their environment with the roles or characteristics

of their dead parent, and some children direcÈ intense hostility at the

surviving parent (Furman L974, Nagera Ig7O, Silverman and Englander 1975).

The childrs hostility may be based on anger toward the deceased parent

and'/or Ëoward the surviving parent for not being able to fulfill the role
of the deceased parent.

The loss of a parent entails a certåin irony or paradox for the

child as he or she attempts to deal with that 1oss, for as Nagera has

poinÈed out, the child's healthy coping and adjustment is to a large ex-

tenË dependent on that suddenly absent person. (Nagera LgTo). The

childrs normally constituted family no longer exists and s/he must find a

place in the survíving family as it reorganízes afËer the 1oss.

Coping with loss in the context of family changes may be more diffi-
culË for the child where Èhose changes include the evenËual introducËion

of a ne¡¿ parent. The presence of a new parent frequently represents an

interruption in both developmenËal and mourning processes. The reaction
-C a7- Li..,, .,ur Lne cntro can De as severe as regresslon, or it may be that s/he re_

mains arresÈed at the level of maturity s/he had reached aË the time of

the parentrs death. (Furman L974).

A special type of pathological response is that which, on the surface,

appears to indicate that the child is coping particularly well. Indeed,

it is most frequently found where the child is actíng as proËector and

counselor to the surviving parent. The child may become super-responsible,

assuming new household and family duÈies and ministering to his/her
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parent(s)r grief' or may simply function in a relatively normal fashion,

marked by slightly more controlled behavior and subdued affective re-

sponse. (Furman 1974). The child will avoid discussing his/her own

feelíngs about the deceased parent, or r¿il1 even avoid mentioning any-

thing connected with the deceased parent, so as not to upset the sur-

vivíng parent. The consequences of this response may be incomplete or

delayed mourning work.

Any such incomplete or delayed mourning work can lead in the short

term to phobias, fears, amnesia, truancy, stealing and/or self-ínjury

and in the long term to inability to cope with subsequent losses, and to

somatic and/or psychiatric illnesses.

A variety of other symptoms and behavior problems may characterize

a childts response to loss including: hyperactivity; difficulties in

relationships with adults and peers; difficulties in learning, frustration-

Èolerance and self-control. Pathological symptoms and behavior may sur-

face at any time after the death of a parent or síblíng. (Furman 1974).

The childrs ability to continue a healthy emotional life in which patho-

losical svmDtoms are no longer necessarv deoenrls rrnon thp ê'r.f êrìr rô
f _ * 

-- 
_-f --- ----

which s/he can be helped to master the developmental and mourning tasks

as yet unmastered.
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III Grief and Mourning in Adolescence

Many of the normal and pathological responses to loss found in the

child are found ín the adolescent as well. But the adolescent has

special developmental characteristics and needs, and adolescent grief
and mourning need to be seen in the context of those.

Perhaps the most important Ëask or process of the adolescent years

is that of the search for identity. (Alexander and Adlerstein 1958,

Deutsch 1967, Erikson 1968). Between the ages of about Èr+elve and eighteen,

and frequently beyond, the adolescent lives in a transitional world,

vaciltating between the roles of a dependent child and an independent

adult, in an in-between state that is rnarked by changes in virtually
every aspect of functioning. (Kastenbaum 1959). There is litt1e con-

sistency in r+hat the culture expects of the adolescent. Biologically,

s/he ís an adult, but has no social sËatus to match. The changing and

ofËen conflicting demands made on the adolescent provide the occasíon

and necessity for reorganization of the self-concept. (Alexander and

Adlerstein 1958).

The adolescent, while working Ëowards a further differentiation

from his or her parents (as part of an evolving self-concept), is still
dependent upon the continuity and stability that parents can provide.

Parents, sibl-ings and family life form an important background and support

for the adolescentfs integration of an identíty and long-term values.

The adolescentrs half-chi1d, half-adult state of development is re-

flecËed in his or her understanding of and reaction to death. Cognitively,

the adolescent can understand the full implicatíons and finality of death.

His or her reality testing is firmly established; an aüiareness of reality

and capacity to adapË to it are sufficíently developed. All the factors
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generally considered to be necessary precondiÈions for adult mourning

are well esÈablished in the adolescent. (Nagera 1970).

Yet adolescents shy away from Ëhe type of mourning engaged in by

adults. trrhile Ëhey are greatly affected by 1-oss, and react in strong

and specific ways, their responses are significantly different from that

of the adult mourner. (Nagera 1970, l{ebb rgTg). For example, the adol-

escentrs ability to cope ¡¿ith loss of a parent is different from a

childts or adultts. Because of greater ego maturity than a child has

atÈained, the adolescent does not depend as completely on parentaL f.íg-

ures for development, and is generally more able Lo fínd new love objects

because of his or her life in the wider community. (Furman I974, Barnes

L978). Yet on the other hand, because the adolescent's self-picture is

often less stable than that of most healËhy adulÈs, s/he may find it much

more difficulË than an adult to integrate a loss. (Alexander and Adlerstein

19sB).

The response of the individual adolescenË can be seen as parÈly re-

flective of the balance of these È¡,¡o factors in his or her ovrn develop-

ment - a healthy or unhealthy reaction will be shaped to a great degree

by the extent to r¿hich the adolescent has accomplíshed differentiation

from a lost parent and by the extent to r,¡hich the conflicts inherent in

differentiaËion hTere resolved with the losÈ parent. Typically the adol-

escent Ëends to recaÈhecË the image of the lost parent when experiencing

certain needs or developmenËal pressures. Fantasies of Ëhe parentrs

return are common, but these are tempered by the natural ambival-ence

felt to¡¡ards any parental figure. (Wolfenstein L966, Nagera 1970).

The normal mood-sr,rings and emotional unpredictabil"ity of adol-escents

are generally evident in their mourning behavior. It is quite common for
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Èhe adolescent to remain affectless, and at the same time, to be dis-

turbed by his or her ov¡n lack of affect. (woltenstein 1966). At other

times, the adolescent may exhibít elatíon or despaír, but the general

tendency is to isolaÈe those feelings from thoughts of the parentrs

death and t.o resist making connections between those feelings and the

loss Èhey have experienced. (Laufer L966, Nagera 1970).

The bereaved adolescent may behave in ways Èhat are baffling to a

survivíng parent. Lucinda I,lebb reports that only a f ew days af ter the

death of her own husband, her 15 year old duaghter and 13å year old son

confronted her belligerently and demanded to know how she felt about them

smoking pot or having sex. The seeming irrelevance of theír questions in

facÈ constituted a testing of their mother - r¡ould widowhood change the

mother they had knoum, would their mother respond dífferently to them

from now on because of the changes that had been wrought in her own life?
(Irrebb L979).

The adolescentrs affiliation wíth a peer group may be an imporÈant

facÈor in his or her adjustment to 1oss. The peer group is frequently a

place where Ëhe adolescent can escape from the adult mourning Èakíng

place in their household; it is a place where they can choose either to
tËalk it ouÈr or rblock it outt. (l,Jebb 1979).

The adolescentrs idenrification with a peer group is 1ikely to be

intensified duríng bereavement - the loss of a parent can stímulate a

need for connectedness. The adolescenË may identify with the healthy,

more mature members of his or her peer group, or may temporarily over-

identify with pathology. (Barnes 1978). rmportant factors in deter-

mining that process are the naËure of the relationship the adolescenÈ

had with the deceased parent (how conflict-ridden it was) and the staËe
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of his or her relationship with the surviving parent. There r,¡ill be

less need to identify with pathology where the adolescent does not feel
a need Èo punish him/herself, the deceased parent or the surviving par-

ent for past hurts inflicted, and ¡¿here the adolescent sees his or her

home as a safe place where emotional support and understandíng are

available.

In the absence of adequate support, understanding and opporËunity

to verbalíze feelings about a loss, the adolescent may be handicapped in
completing the process of development and differentiation. IncompleËe

mourning may lead to a variety of symptomatic behaviors, including many

of those mentioned in connection v¡ith children. Among the more common

pathological behaviors following loss of a parent are theft, promiscuiÈy

and attempts at suicide.

Shoor and Speed (1963) report the case of a bereaved adolescenË who

began to commit burglaries shortly after the loss of his mother. He had

initially remained affectless after her death (a common adolescenË re-

sponse), but his father had not understood the reaction and had responded

to it in an angry fashion. The boy, feeling misunderstood, and not able

to explain his reaction, reacted by running away from home and engaging

in burglaries. In therapy, efforts r¡rere made to improve the understand-

ii-rg between father and son, and to help the boy put into words his grief

and sense of loss. Delinquent behavior subsequently subsided, and the

boy was eventually able to relate warmly to a ne$r step-mother when his

father later remarried.

Promiscuity as a pathological response was evidenced by a 15 year

o1d girl in shoor and speedts study. Though their description of the

case is from a strongly psychoanalytic perspecËive, ít is an example of
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how adolescent acting-out can be a symptom of a dysfunctional, closed

family communicaÈíon system. In the situation they recount, an adoles-

cent girl was shielded from discussions of her fatherrs death, and the

family rules made expression of her grief very difficul-t. Her frustra-

tion, her need for closeness, and her increasing desire to be treated

as an adult, led her inÈo inappropriaËe sexual encounters in her peer

group. In therapy, the mother hras urged to openly discuss the cause of

her husbandrs deaËh, and Ëhe daughter was assisted to deal with the feel-

ings engendered by the discussion. The daughter !,ras also helped to

undersËand how her sexual acting out \¡ras linked to her unfinished mourn-

ing work.

Suicide or atÈempted suicide is a complex, but not uncommon, paËho-

logical response to death of an important figure. Adolescence is a time

of renewed interest in (or preoccupation r¿ith) immortality. The normal

inËerest in immortality can sometimes be employed defensively to deny

the horror of death, avoíd sadness and/or perpeËuate the fantasy of a

reunion in the physical sense. (Barnes 1978)

The adolescent who longs intensely for a lost parent, sibling or

friend, and/or who wishes to punish him or herself, the dead peïson or

another survivor may struggle wíth these anxieties and with thoughts of

immortality by entertaining suicidal notíons. The bereaved adolescent

who makes uncharacLeristic statements abouË suicíde or immortality needs

to be encouraged to express his or her views so that misconceptions about

death can be clarified (Barnes L97B), and so thaË anxietíes about death

that might otherwise be I tested ouË I can be taLked out.
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IV Grief and Mourning in Adulthood

Although adulthood comprises more than one stage of psychosocial

development (Erikson 1968), the psychological processes underlying

response to l-oss are essentially the same in young adulthood, middle age

and old age. It is generally agreed in the 1iÈerature thât normal adult

mourning comprises several stages, each with its own tasks and symptom-

atic affects and behaviors. Bowlbyrs three-stage schema of mourning is
stíll considered to be the best description of that process, though as

Bowlby intended, the schema is often found to be most useful when it is

flexibly applied (eg. hlordenrs ffour-taskt model - worden 1982).

The affects and behaviors comrton to each stage of normal mourning

r'Jere suggested by Bowlby to have a particular function, and laÈer clinical
observaËíons by Parkes (t972), Glick, tleiss and Parkes (1974) and l,{orden

(L982) have confirmed the role of those affecÈs and behaviors in normal

mourning. For example, in the first phase of mourning, that of the urge

to recover the lost object, weeping and anger are likely to be ín evidence.

These are behaviors organized to achieve reunion. (Bowlby 1961). Anger

m4rt l-oL^ +L'^ ç^** ^f ^i*.^ ^-.^-^^^-:^-^ &^,-^-J^ !L^ -^1!-.*J s66rvÞsrvL Ç^y!ÉùÞ¡v¡lÞ Lvw4ruÞ Ltrts: üc:I!, Luwa.LuS

care-givers, or towards the losÈ object; such expressions r^rere seen by

Bowlby as part of the need to "find the culprit, right the wrong, rein-

state what has been lost, and ensure that it will never be repeated.r'

(Bowlby 1961, p. 334). The mourner does not want comfort in loss, buË

assistance towards reunion. Denial and preoccupation with the image of

Èhe deceased serve as protection while the urge to recover the lost

object goes unsatisfied.

In the second phase of mourning, disorganized behavior fulfi1ls an

important function as the mourner begins to adjust to the environment
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in which the deceased is missing. Since the patterns of behavior which

have grovrn up in inÈeraction with the lost object have ceased to be

appropriate, B'ere they to persist they would be maladaptive; only if

they are broken dor,¡n is it possible for ne!/ ones, adapted to neÌ,J objects,

to be built up. (Bowlby 1961).

In the final phase of mourning, that of reorganization and reinvest-

ment, identification behaviors fulfill a particular function. The mourn-

er gradually begins to discríminate between paËËerns Èhat are clearly no

longer appropriate and those that can reasonably be retained, and grad-

ually attempts Èo put the memory of the deceased in proper perspective.

Bowlby, Parkes and inJorden have all observed that some mourners find it

helpful to adopt particular values and goals of the deceased, or to

carry on the work of a lost loved one, as a r^ray of preserving their

memoryr both internally and externally.

Although there can be considerable individual variation in the tíme-

span over which adult grief and mourning work occurs, the Harvard Bereave-

ment Study found that for a majority of young BosÈon widows and wídowers,

one Èo thTo years was the norm. (Glick, I^leiss and Parkes, 1974). The period

of deep and continued grief seemed Ëo last only a few ¡¿eeks or at most â.

few months. Further recovery seemed to progress more slowly, and r¡ras not

yeÈ fully achieved by the end of the first year of bereavement. Most

widows and r¡idowers felt in control of their l-ives and themselves by the

end of the first year, although most reporÈed considerable loneliness.

Some wido\,{s r¡rere dating by the end of the firsË year, and many remarried

within four years. I{idowers generally moved more quickly toward re-

establishing a stable social life based on remarriage. Inlidows or r¿idov¡-

ers who failed to begin to move Èoward recovery during the first year
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generally experienced difficulty thereafter.

For adults, as for children and adolescents, ít is the completion

of mourning work that is so essential to maintaining mental and physical

health after bereavemenË. IncompleÈe mourning may manifest itself in a

truly staggering array of psychological and physícaI symptoms. (Lindemann

L944' Jackson 1957, Parkes 1972, Lipson L973, Glíck er al Ig74). hrhile

there is no possibiliËy of exploríng Èhe exceedingly complex nature of
pathological adult mourning ín the confines of this 1íËerature review, it
is possíble to highlight some of the variants of pathological response,

including underlying psychological processes and behavioral manifestatíons.

That pathological responses are a variation or distortion of normal

mourning processes may be seen mosË clearly in John Bowlbyts approach to

the subject. (Bowlby 1963). Bowlby has identified five major componenrs

of normal mourning, each of which, when unresolved, can result in specific
symptoms and behaviors. An adverse reaction in an individual may be re-
flective of one or more of the normal processes of mourning being unre-

solved

Bow1by begins by considering the normal yearning to recover the lost
object, and observes that open expression of protest and of demand for the

objectrs return is a necessary condition for a healthy outcome. protest

'may be made through anger and reproach, and yearning may be expressed in
sadness and crying. Both these components of ambívalence need to be

addressed in the mourníng response. Where boËh are not addressed, reality
testing is more likely to fai1, and unconscious yearning for Èhe lost

object can persist. I{hether the bereaved uses denial, repression, delay

or avoidance to resist expression of ambivalent feelíngs , sfhe is prone

to experience symptoms of either anxiety and depression (including in-
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hibition, indecision, nausea and sickness) or hostilíty and aggression..

Another component of normal mourning r¿hich may persist and give

rise to paÈhology is thaÈ of anger and reproach. Healthy outcome is

dependent not only upon the expression of anger about loss, but is de-

pendent upon the expression of anger at the real object of that anger.

Direction of reproaches tor¿ards ínappropriate targets (ie., doctors,

family, eËc.), while often a necessary part of reaction to loss, is not

sufficient ventilation of anger. hlhere the bereaved imagines or accurate-

ly perceives sanctions against "speaking ill of the dead", anger may con-

tinue to be felt or expressed aË inappropríate third parties and/or the

self. The resulting clinical picture is often either paranoia in the

former instance, and depression, guilt and/or self-injury in Ëhe latter
instance.

A third conmon charact.eristic of normal mourníng is the tendency of

the bereaved to become absorbed in caring for someone e1se, particularly

in the case of a bereaved spouse who has dependent children, or in the

case of bereaved parents who have oËher surviving d.ependent children and/

or aging parents. This tendency may limit expression of the bereaved

personts oi,m grief, whereby grief becomes repressed, or it may serve as a

mechanism of projective identification, wherein the bereaved projects

his/her o\¡tn ar"rareness of loss and affects of grief and helplessness on to

a vicarious figure. (fhís nay be destrucÈive for the vicarious figure,

particularly where yearning for the lost object and/or anger at the lost

object are also projected on to the rsubstitutet.)

A fourth component of normal mourning which may persist and result

in pathology is the denial that the object is permanently lost. This may

occur where the bereaved has intensely ambivalent feelings towards Èhe
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deceased, or where death has been sudden, or in situations where the fact

of death has been hidden from the survivor for some length of time. De-

nial- that the object is lost is a defense mechanism, which when combined

with other defense mechanisms, can lead to a variety of clinical conditions

including depression, anxiety, hysterical outbursts, psychopathic behavior

and schizophrenia or rsplitting of the egor. (S. Freud 1938, Lindemann

L944, Volkan 7975).

The bereaved indivídual who denies his or her loss is unlikely ever

to have visited the cemetery, and may actively keep the deceased alive

through a fantasy life and/or through maintaining habiËs and behavior

paEterns oriented towards the deceased (eg., setting a place at the table

for the deceased). S/he may develop an object fixation or feÈish (ie.,

invesring inanimate objects, particularly possessions of the deceased, with

special properties). (See also Volkan I975).

The l-ast component of normal mourning which Bowlby identifíes as one

which may become distorted and lead to pathology is that of identification

with the losÈ objecË. I,rlhen differentiation between the self and object

is blurred or absent, an unhealÈhy unconscious ídentificaÈíon with the

deceased may persist after his or her death. Volkan has described how,

in such pathology, the deceased may be rinternalízedt so thaË the mourner

can have "internal conversaËions" with the deceased. (Vol-kan L972).

Alternatively, the mourner may develop the physical symptoms of which the

deceased died. (Lindernann 1944, Parkes L972).

Finally, unhealthy mourning in its mosË literal sense may resulÈ from

something other Èhan a delay, prolongment or intensification of the normal

psychological elements of mourning - Èhat is, it may take the form of a

physical reaction to the stress of bereavement. Biochemical research has
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shown that the acute stress imposed by grief starts a biochemical process

in the mourner which can result in decreased immunity. (Frederick 1981).

The inÈervening social worker needs to be avrare ÈhaÈ physical symptoms

observed in the mourner may therefore not be índicative of psychol-ogical

pathology. Such sympËoms, however, are added justificaÈion for inter-

vening to facilitaÈe resolution of grief, since resolution of grief wouLd,

according to Frederick, be expected Èo restore the irnmunologic healÈh of

the person.

I.{hether an adultrs grief and mourning responses will be generally

healthy or unhealthy is deËermined in parÈ by the age of the survivor,

the timeliness of death for the deceased and his/her famiLy, the survivorts

experience of previous losses and the extent of the survivor's social

support. (Parkes 1972). In each stage of adult life, these factors r¿ill

be different, and will combine Ëo shape a unique experience of 1oss.

Erikson has identified young adulthood (roughly between the ages of

19 and 40) as a period in which the individual generally strives to further

define an identity in relaÈion to love and work. It is a period in which

the development of intimacy (generally in marriage and family) forms a

foundation for the tasks and growth of later life. (Erikson 1968).

The interruption of thaÈ intimacy Ëhrough the death of a close family

member, particularly Èhat of a spouse, can be catastrophic. Untimely

deaËh (that which occurs in a relaËively young person or leaves young

survivors) is not uncommonly met with pathological reactions (Lehrman Ig73).

Indeed, in several studies of pathological grief reactions, the majority

of patients have been found to be under 45 years of age. (Parkes 1972).

Studies of young bereaved spouses have found that their manifested

grief is more intense than that of older spouses, especially the first
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18 months after Èheir loss. Young bereaved spouses tend to experience

greater shock, confusion, personal death anxiety, guilt, ambivalence and

loneliness. (Ferguson I979, Carey L979, Sanders 1980).

Ferguson found that. young widows face a complex set of problems,

only some of r^rhich occur f or older widows. Many are lef t with dependent

children, and face not only the prospect of raising them alone, but of

having Ëo províde financial support at the same time. (See also Lopata

1979). For the woman who gave up a career or put off getting further

education in order to stay home with her children, it can be exceedingly

diffícult to suddenly have to compete ín the job market, and frequently,

when employment is found, the pay is often too little on which to support

a family.

Related to those problems, the young widow frequently cannot afford

to remain in the family home and faces the prospect of relocation. I'toving

presents particular hazards to Êhe grieving individual, as it can represent

a dissociation or severance from the past for which the individual and

fanily may noË be ready.

FrequenËly, a deceased husband will not have made a wíl1 in early

adulthood. This makes settlement of the estate and short-term support

of the family extremely difficult, and presents an added stress to an

already stressful situaËion.

Eventually, most young widows r^rere faced with the necessity of re-

organizing their social l"ife r¿íthout a partner. Many felt that they had

been t'dropped" by their husbandts friends, and many felt that they had

both lost sËatus and become a fifth wheel. (See also Lopata L979).

Fortunately, howevet, a majority of widows and rsidowers in young

adulthood tend to have adequate social support, so that while the early
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course of their grief is particularly volatile and rocky, they tend to

move more quickly than older widow(er)s to a healthy level of functioning

and establishment of a'new 1ifet. (Sanders 1980). Sanders notes a fac-

tor in restored functioning is Èhat they tend to be more motivated by

hope than older spouses. One might also observe Èhat they are frequenÈly

motivated by neeessiÈy.

IÈ is dífficult to make generalizations about the experience of be-

reavement ín middle age (approximately 41 to 60 years of age). In this

period of lífe, an individual may still be addressing rnany of the psycho-

logical tasks of young adulthood andfor may be moving towards the "maturityt'

and "generativity" which Erikson identifíes as beíng preparatory to the

stage of old age.

Studíes of adult loss reacËions tend Ëo separate data into rolderr

and tyoungert categories, and the middle-aged individual may be counted

as either older or younger depending upon the study. rt is therefore

difficult to separate out data from the literature which gives a clear

picture of a unique middle-age loss experience.

It would appear that a middle-aged individual may react similarly

to a younger or older population depending partly upon their age, but

mosËly upon the major psychosocial tasks they were addressing at the

time of the l-oss.

One Ëheorist has suggested that bereaved uromen in middle age are hit

with a rdouble whammyr - Ëhey face widor¿hood at a time when they are a1-

ready vulnerable to identity crísis. Not only do they face a role Èran-

sition in relation to their offspring, who are generally becoming indep-

endent at this time of their lives, but they lose ídentity as a r¡ife and

as one half of a twosome. (Markhan L979),
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The loss of emotional nourishment produces enormous stress and a

srate of anxiety. This ís compounded by changes in friends t attitudes

and behavior towards a new widow; many widows feeL bitterness and con-

fusion as they come to feel that they cannot even count on old friends.

I,lidows and r,¡idowers in middle-age may feel especíal1y angry about

the loss of their spouse, partícularly if children have just left the

home and the couple had begun to re-adjusÈ to a more intimate relation-

ship. They may be acutely al¡rare Èhat they have been cheated ouÈ of a

period of respite they and their spouse had rearned'and hoped to enjoy

before a loss of health and mobility in old age.

Adjustment can be just as difficult where the marriage r¡/as not par-

ticularly happy and where intimacy had been lacking. A study of widowers

with teen-aged children found that the more passíve and withdrav¡n a hus-

band may have been with his deceased wife, the greater the 1ikelíhood that

his Ëroubled feelings (especially guilt) will adversely affect his atËempËs

to raise his children alone. (trlargotz 1969).

The middle-aged índividual may respond to loss in many of the ways

conmon to elderly individuals. In Eriksonrs scheme, the task facing us

in o1d age ís that of treviewing lifer and completing rintegraËionf.

trrlhere an individual can look back over the past with satisfaction, and

in the present can offer and be valued for his/her wi.sdom and experíence

by the younger generations who will fo1low him/her, integration will be

an easier task and the eventual relinquishment of life will be more

peaceful.

The lack or loss of this accrued integration is often signalled by

the need to find alternate roads to integríty, ie., by "doctoring" one's

memories, and it is often signal-led by the fear of death. (nrikson 1968).
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Reactions Èo loss in old age are in part, then, a reflection of where

the survivor is in this integration process - the loss of loved ones will

stimulate less personal deaÈh anxiety and guilt where integration is some-

what accomplished.

Notwithstanding the factors of individual 'readinessr for loss and

death, however, sÈudies have found cerÈain trends in the bereavement re-

sponses of elderly people. Stern, I{illiams and Prados (1951) observed a

deart.h of overt mental manifestations of grief or of conscious guilt

feelings. Sanders (1980) reports that for elderly spouses, denial fre-

quently acts as a suppressor variable in grief responses. Bereaved

spouses frequently maintain a tdetermined optimismt or rcompulsive self-

reliancer. They will change habits of long-standing to avoid the daily

misery of doing things Ëhey did with their former spouse.

In the short-term, bereaved elderly spouses in Sanders I study demon-

strated tremarkable couragef in Ëhe face of much loneliness, deprivation

and lack of social supporË. However, over the long-Ëerm, older spouses

shor¿ed exacerbated grief reacËions. Despite courage and faith, it became

increasingly difficult to maintain an optimistic ouËlook for the future

when time T¡Ias seen as running ouÈ, physical healËhy was becoming tenuous,

and being alone meant deprivatíon and also fear for oners personal safety.

Loneliness, anxieËy and hopelessness were often accompanied by ihe

tendency to gain comfort in the thought that bereavement would have been

more difficult for the deceased spouse. Ol-der spouses mentally reviewed

the experience of the spousers death as a \Àiay to prepare for their own

deaËh.

Sanders found that in time, the bereavement experience takes a phys-

ical to1I on the elderly survivor. Stern et al (1951) suggest that somatic
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illness may actually be a manifestation of the grief which is suppressed

so early in bereavement. It may also be in some índividuals a tend.ency

Èoward self-punishment, an expression of the death wish and/or identifi-
cation with the deceased.

Pathological reactions in elderly mourners are, as in oÈher age

groups, an inÈensification or variation of normal mourning responses,

Stern et a1 report Ëhat the image of the deceased, which commonly under-

goes peculiar changes in the consciousness of the mourner: ffiây be ideal-

ized to bízarre degrees. This may be accompanied by a trend Èoward self-
isolation and an irrational hosrility to persons in the mournerrs immed-

iate environment. Idealizatíon of the deceased is commonly a d.efense

against confronting ambivalent feelings towards the deceased, and hostil-
ity is often, likewise, a projection of angry feelings that would other-

wise be directed at the deceased. Both tendencies may be seen as con-

sistnet with the process of rlife reviewt and the importance of happy

memories to maintain a sense of integrity.

TreaËment in the stern study focused partly on facilitating the

mournerrs insight into his/her own hostility, self-iso1aËion and/or dis-

tortion of the image of the deceased. In addition, a large part of Ëher-

apy consisted of manipulating the environment. The mechanisms of hostil-

ity and self-isoiation were inËerpreted to the mourneris relatives, so

that the mourner might, Ëo a degree, be allowed the defenses so necessary

to his or her integrity at Èhis late stage in 1ife.
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V Implications for InËervention

Grief and mourning throughout the stages of an indívidualts lífe

are affected by a myriad of fact.ors, only some of which have been touched

on here. Many factors, such as previous experiences of loss, can be

betÈer understood in the context of the family life cycle.

However, the literature reviewed here al1ows at least some import.ant

conclusions to be drawn, especially regardíng intervention. FirsË, there

is evidence Èhat the expression of grief and the completion of mourning

are pre-requisiËes to individual mental health aÈ all stages of the life

cyc1e.

Second, an individualfs ability to complete grief work may be im-

peded in a variety of üIays, and often such impediments may be overcome

with outside assistance. Engel (1961) has likened grief Èo a disease,

in which the natural healing process ofÈen, by itself, leads to the restor-

aÊion of healthy funcEioning. But when, like a disease, grief takes a

course which will- result in impaired funcÈioning, the natural healing pro-

cess can often be facilitated by ttreaËmentt such as grief counseling or

+L^*^^,,çLLeLeyJ.

Parkes (1980), in reviewing grief intervention services such as a

program providing support to high-risk widows in Sydney, Australia (Raphae1

Lg77) and a crisis-inÈervention service for elderly bereaved spouses in

New York (Gerber Lg7Ð, concludes that "professional services and pro-

fessionally supported voluntary and self-he1p services are capable of re-

ducing Èhe risk of psychiatric and psychosomatic disorders resulting from

bereavement." (Parkes 1980, p. 6). I'Iorden (1982) concurs, pointing out

that while Freud o}LT) saw grieving as a natural process which should

not be tampered with, intervention is ofÈen indicated r¿hen the traditional-
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supports of that naËural process are nowhere in evidence. InÈervention

does not have to be an intrusion, but rather may be geared to mobilize

church, family and other social supports so Èhat individual grief may

indeed compleÈe its natural course.

Fina1ly, the literature suggests several clear guidelines or im-

peratives for effective intervention in individual grief:

1) The facilitation of individual mourning and grief musÈ be carefully

attuned to the individual I s stage of psychosocíal development and

be prepared to promote grief work at an appropriate level. The

therapist must be prepared to exercise a range of intervention

techniques appropriate for a variety of ages. ("g. for young child-

ren, play approaches such as Gardnerrs muLual story-t.el1ing Ëech-

nique (Gardner I97I) can be an effective way of dealing with the

loss of a parent. See Chapter Three for techniques appropriate to

other age groups).

2) InÈervenÈion musL be based on an abiliÈy to make connections be-

tr.reen paËhological symptoms and unfinished grief or developmenÈal

tasks

3) It is important to recognize that while Èhe compleËion of each

individualrs mourning work is in many üIays a prerequisite to the

family's ability to reorganize and adjust to a death, the mourning

of a child or adolescent is an on-going process Ëhat may take many

years (as each developmental sÈage is negoËiated without the lost

parent) and healthy outcome is iÈself dependent upon the family's

readjustment. In this sense, there is no clear separation between

the mourning and adjustment process of a child and that of his or

her family. ConsistenË Trlith thaÈ, while individual or peer-group
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counseling approaches may be used with a child or adolescent,

intervention musË also be geared to enter into and facilitate

the inÈerdependent mourning of child and family. (shoor and speed

L963, Jensen and trrlallace 1967, Greenberg Í975, Barnes 1978, Kliman

1979, Black 19Bl).

4) IË is equally apparent that the outcome of adult mourníng is also,

to a greaÈ extenË, shaped ín the family context. Irrhile índividual

counseling approaches are valuable, especially in the early stages

of mourning, and while group or net\,rork counseling approaches have

proven their effectiveness at varíous stages of the bereavement

process, "ít is not sufficient Èo treat each individual in relation-

ship to the deceased and to deal wíth his or her grief withouÈ re-

lating it to the Èotal family neÈwork." (l^lorden L982, p. 97).

A closer examination of bereavement in the family system wilr

reveal more fu11y Lhe ínterdependence of individual and family

mourníng, and will poínt to the importance of bereavement intervention

which is family-oriented
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CHAPTER TI,üO

GRIEF AND MOURNING IN THE FAMILY SYSTEM

I Brief Introduction to the Literature and to the Charàcteristics of the
Familv Svstem Which Affect Bereavement Adiustmènt

A review of the literature reveals a few early attempts to consider

bereavement in a family or interactional context, although as noËed in

the Introduction, a systems perspecÈive on bereavement has been slow in

developing. One of the first attempts to consider the effects of loss on

the farnily system was made by hlillard l,Jaller in his 1951 textbook,

The Family. trlaller observed that in Èhe bereaved familY,

The sociological strucÈure of the group has been al_tered;
although the original paËtern may seem Èo continue to exist
for a Ëime, the fundamental pattern of the dyad or triad
later establishes itself; it is at fírst an al_1"-but-one
configuration, and later the absent member is out of the
picture entirely. For Èhe group which is left the loss of e
member may none the less be an asset; it happens sometimes
that parents are \roven more closely togeËher by the loss of
a child, or the rvhole family is given a rallying poinr by
!l-- I --Lrre ros$ oï a cenfrar merllDer. As I^Ie nave seen, the l]-te of
the deparúed is always ídealized; r^re may say that Ëhe famíly
loses a member but gains a collectíve representation.

(t{aller 1951, pp. 49L-492)

A few years later, Thomas Eliot (1955) noted that the interpersonal

aspects of bereavement are of as much importance as Ëhe personal or ín-

dividual reactions of family members. Echoing Lrra1ler, Eliot pointed out

that bereavement can trigger a change in the configuration of inter-

actions and roles in the family group, and that loss can change the role

of Ëhe family as a ¡¿hol-e ín Ëhe community.
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In a 1957 article considering the relationship between bereavement

and mental healËh. Vol-kart and Michael observed that "familia1 systemsr

bv their influence on the development of the selfr can enhance or re-

duce the initial- vulnerabilitv of persons in bereavement." (p,293).

They argued that insofar as the study of bereavement is concerned, t'the

family and kinship systems are of the greatest importance." (p. 289).

In rgcent years, a small number of theorists and practitioners have

begun to approach bereavement from the broader perspective foreshadowed

in these early writings. Family therapists such as Murray Bowen have

have begun to work with bereaved families from the systems base advocated

by Reilly. (Bowen 1978). I,lilliam l{orden, in practíce and research at

boÈh Harvard Medical School and Èhe Massachusetts General Hospital, em-

phasizes the importance of assessing grief from a family systems view-

poinÈ, and sÈresses that the probability of grief counseling being

effective is greater where the family system ís the focus of inter-

vention. (l^lorden 1982).

Research and practice with bereaved families have suggesËed a

number of dimensions of the family sysËem which are most important ín

adjustment to bereavement. The openness/rclosednessr of the family,

its paËterns of communication, its distribution of roles and tasks, its

intergenerational paËterns of dealing wittr 1-oss, and its sÈage in the

life cycle are dimensions urhich determine the way Èhe fanily responds to

bereavement, and which often in turn are themselves shaped and changed

by the loss event. Although all these dimensions are linked or over-

lapping in the actual family, each r¿ilL be considered separately for

purposes of díscussíon and assessment.
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/tClosednesst of the Family SysËem and InEernal Patterns
of Communication

The open or closed characteristics of the family system may

be seen at t$¡o levels - within the family itself, and in relation

to the community or society in which it exists. rn a four year

study applying crisis intervention techniques to fifty families

r¿ho had experíenced a recent sudden death, RiÈa vollman and her

colleagues at the Fort Logan Mental Health center in Denver ob-

served that the interactive or open qualitíes of the family at

both the íntra- and extra-familial revels have profound signifi-
cance for the bereaved familyrs eventual adjustment and reorgani-

zatíon. (Vo1lman, GanzerË, picher and Williams, LgTL).

rn terms of interactiveness with the larger community and

socíety, VoLlman and her co-researchers have identified three major

types of families. First among these is the atomized nuclear family

who tend to lack a closely knit kin network, but who have direct links

to community and society through fsocial churchgoingr, club member-

ships, schools and the media. This Ëype of famíly ofËen are well-

ínsured and thus financial-1-y prepared for death, but because Èhey

tend to incorporate societal values (such as placing a premium oïr

youth and. beauËy, and avoiding contact with death), they are often

profoundly unprepared for the emotional inpact of death. Their vul-

nerability, however, is often offseË by Ëhe fact that they are accustom-

ed to the idea of seeking/accepting Ëhe advice and support of pro-

fessionals and experts. Left on their own, these families often make

faul-ty long-term emotíonal and psychological adjustment to 1oss, buË

with support can adapt and reorganíze in a healËhy fashion.
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A second type of family is that belonging to a cohesive cultural

subgroup. such families are often cl-osed to mass society, but are

highly inter-active ¡+ith a kin and community network. They funcËion

according to norms which al1ow them to support and be supported ín

times of crisis, to express grief and anger, and to face Èhe reality

of death. These families are Less frequently in need of professional

he1p, but as Vollman discovered, when they are in need of help, it

can be difficult to inÈervene effectively in a traditional manner.

one can surmíse Èhat cross-cultura1 factors might play an important

paït ín explaining the difficulty of such inÈerventions - unless the

worker is a member of, or has experience with, the familyrs ethnic or

cultural group, he or she may be at a significant disadvantage in

aÈËemptíng to join with the family system. In such situations, some

variation of a tnetwork interventionr may be partícularly appropriaËe

(eg., Phyllis Silvermants "wídow-to-widor¿" program, Silverman 1968) .

Finally, Vollman and her col1-eagues have ídentified a type of

atomized, nuclear family who are at particular risk in bereavement.

These famílies do not have a la-rge k-in or social- s)¡stem, and ha.¡e fee¡

or no links to their conurunity through churches, c1ubs, neighbours,

etc. They are tied up in their family exclusively, and loss of a

member is a crisís which often precipitates physical and mental

breakdown in the survivors. Even where breakdown is avoided and some

type of adjustment is made by the family, the long-term consequences

of the loss can be disastrous for the family sysÈem. This type of

family is often characterízed by a resistance to outsíde help which

is as great as their need for it.

The Denver sÈudy also identified certain characteristics and
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consequences of openness at the intrafamilial leve1. Families with

open internal communication sysÈems were found to be more resistant

to societal taboos concerning death, and thus r,irere more rikely to

make real-istic plans for the death of theÍr members. Famil_ies who

in the past had responded to stress by acknowledging rather than de-

nying the reality and implications of the sLressor r^7ere more abl-e to

cope with the crisis of death. Finally, families in which it r,ras

permissible to express feelings of sadness, loss, angeï, guilt and

relief were found to have greater success in readjustment. (See

Later supportive findings from this study in Wi1liams, polak and

Vollman L972).

These findings about openness at the intrafamilía1 level have

been corroborated by a nurrber of other researchers and practitioners.

rn a L977 cincinnati study by Paulíne cohen and her colleagues, forty-

two families v¡ho had receíved family counseling prior Èo the death by

cancer of one of their members were followed up during bereavement.

The study found a significanÈ positive correlation between Ëhe free

flow of information within a family and their util-ization of internal

support systems during bereavement. (Cohen, Dizenhuz and llinget, 1977).

The more family members were able to communicate with one another, to

share infornation, and to share in decision naking, Ëhe greaÈer hTas

the likelihood of an effective adjust,ment during the post-death

period. It is important to note, however, that openness of communi-

cation in a family was frequently found to depend upon the mother.

In families where the moËher has díed, the intervening professional

must be able to help the family sysËem realign in a way that openness

of communication is still ensured, and preferably so that the respon-
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sibilíty is equally distributed rat,her than resEing rvith one member

rvho acts as the rfamil-y switchboardt.

Murray Bowen has noted the difference that an open or closed

relationship system in a family makes in that familyrs reaction to

death. (Bowen 1978). Bowen describes an open relationship system as

one "ín which the individual is free to communicate a high percentage

of inner thoughts, feelings and fantasies to another who can recipro-

cate.t' He sees the closed system as one by which members seek to

protect each other and themselves from the sensitive subjects and

stresses that are a part of living together. closed communication

is an automaÈic emotional reflex designed to pïoÈect the self from

anxiety in the oËher person, but Bowen has observed ËhaË instead it

heightens anxiety in the family system. He pinpoints the closed

cormunication system between family members as an appropriate entry

point for the inËervening professional, and stresses the importance

of using direct words such as death, die and bury, so as not to re-

inforce a famiLyrs denial and indirect coÍmunication.

Fredda Herz (1980) echoes Bowenfs definition of an open family

system, stressing that openness not onLy means sharing of thoughts

and feel-ings, but that each family member is able to stay nonreactive

to the emotionaL intensíty in the system, and that members can ex-

press thoughts and feelings withouÈ expecting others to acË on them.

In her practice r¿ith families dealing with death, Herz has found a

greater likelihood of emotional and,for physical symptom development

r¿hen family rnembers are unable to deal openly r¿ith one another about

Ëhe death. In additíon, she notes that the ísolation and stress of

a bereavement experience can cLose even the most.open and well-
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differentiated family.

Herz argues that of all the factors affecting family reaction

and adjusËment to death, the one which can most quickly be assessed

and therefore most easily used as a therapeutic starting-point, is

the openness of Èhe family system. Most family interventions, she

suggests, should be initially directed toward opening up the family

emotional system, since it is on that foundation that nuch of the

familyrs later reorganízing and restructuring work depends.

B) Distribution of Roles and Tasks

Related to the family's degree of openness and quality of comm-

unication is its role sysËem. The way in whích roles are assigned,

instrumental tasks accomplished and socio-emotional functions served,

as well as the specific roles, Èasks and funcÈions fulfil-led by the

deceased, have been found to have great significance for the familyrs

reaction and adjusËment to death.

Frequently bereaved families are faced with the necessiËy of

filling the role(s) vacated by the deceased. At the intrafamilial

level, the family may have to alter its relationships in order to re'

disËribute instrumenËal and socio-emotional responsibílities and

functions. At the extra-fa¡nilial level, the famiLy may have to drop

ouË of certain activities or they may have to select a nehl family

representative through whom they can relaËe to a community agency,

group or activity.

The way in which the family handles these realignment tasks r¡i1l

depend in part upon how healthy their role system was prior to be-

reavement. In the Denver sËudy by Vollman and t"t "ottuagues 
(1971),
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ít was found that

The resumption of adaptive functioning, following a death,is facilitated ín a family where vital roles and functions
have been apportioned among members in a just and equítab1e
manner for opÈimal comfort and staisfaction in theii per-
formance. This type of apportionmenË occurs r+hen rolàs are
assumed according to individual need, ability and potenËial.
rn such a case, role assumption is usually explicít and wel_1
understood by all family members. !{hen a member of this type
of famíly dies, the critical period of reorganization is not
f-ikely to be experienced as a crisis becausã the family al-
ready has a built-ín process r^rhich allows it to reallocate
the role functions of the decedent with minimal dífficulty.

(Vollman et al L97L, p. 104)

Even in Ëhe healthiest family, ho¡+ever, certain ínstrumental

roles can be difficult to fil1. For example, Ëhe role of the bread-

winner can be troublesome and time-consuming to reallocate if the

skills necessary Ëo fill that role are not available among the sur-

viving family members. The family facing Ëhis type of difficulty

may be at particular risk, since the necessity of resolving such an

inmediate and pressing problem can detract from or ínËerfere with

Ëhe completion of mourning tasks.

The socío-emot,ional role or function of the deceased is also an

indicator of the extent to whích the bereaved faurily is at risk.

Bowen (1978) and Herz (1980) note that the more emotionally signifi-

canË the deceased was to the famil], the greater the disruptíon of the

family's equilíbrium. For instance, in fanilies characterízed by mar-

ital fusion or dependence, loss of the spouse represents an emotional

loss of self to the survivíng spouse, whích has consequences for the

resË of the family.

In famílíes where there is great emotional dependence on a child

(ie., whose function it was to camouflage or resolve a conflicË),

death of the child would severel-y tax the familyrs al-ready inadequate
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resources to deal with stress, provoking further disorganization and

maladaptive behavior. (Vollman et al lgTI).

The deceased member may have been deviant ín some way (eg.,

alcoholic, suicídal, etc.) and may have functioned as a scapegoat,

thereby becoming a focus for the tension within the family system and

effecÈively maintaining the family structure. DeaËh of such a family

member frequently necessitates the appointmenÈ of a new scapegoat, or

the emergence of a ne\^7 symptomatic member, failing which the system

may col1apse. (Vollman et al L97I).

AlËernatively, the deceased member who manifested deviant behavior

may have been a cause of open conflict in the family, and may not have

served a function in the family emotional system, except to act as a

drain upon it. The death of this member may herald a period of peace

and so1ídarity for surviving family members. (vollman et al lgTr).

C) Intergenerational PatËerns of Dealing with Loss

Although some realignment of the familyrs emotional roles begins

very shortly afËer a death, many effects of bereavement on the family

emoËional- system are not always immediately apparent. rndeed, mourn-

ing has come to be seen by many researchers and pracÈítioners as an

intergeneraËional phenomenon.

Among the first Ëo draw atÈention to the intergenerational effects

of loss were Paul and Grosser (1965), tlrho undertook a clinícal study

of 50 families with sc,hizophrenic members and 25 families i¡ith tpsycho-

neurotícr members. These families were characterized by a ffixed

family equil-ibriuil', by inability to change and adapt as they moved

through the family life cycle, and by inability to cope with loss ex-

cept through affective denial. These families r¡rere discovered to
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have sustaíned an important l-oss generally before the birth of the

symptomatic family member, and had been unable to accept and adapË

to the Loss. AffecÈs and attitudes towards the losË person remained

unchanged and recent losses evoked similar reaction patterns. Paul

and Grosser observed that the current style of family life appeared

permeaËed with varying degrees of denial or "wardíng off" of losses

and disappoinÈments. changes in homeostasis, such as those r.¡hich

woul-d bring about a separation from, or independence of a member,

were often resisted.

Paul and Grosser developed a family therapy technique called
t'operational mournirg", wherein the family !üas enabled to come to

terms with its loss, and wherein the symptomatic member could be re-

líeved of the burden of acting out the familyrs anxiety and denial.

The observations and hypotheses advanced by Paul and Grosser

about the intergenerational effects of unresolved loss have been wide-

ly corroborated. Framo (1972) has identified ineffective mourning as

a key factor in famil"y pathology, while Boszormenyí-Nagy and Spark

(1973) and Pincus (Lg74) have observed that postponed mourning related

to oners family of origin impedes the abil-iËy Èo experience emoÈional

loss and separation within the current family.

Norman Paults case studies (L967 and 1982) iLlustrate the role

of long-denied grief in marital disorders, while studies by Dennis

Reilly (1975) suggest that the parents of youthful drug abusers have

never ful1y mourned or resolved their ambival-ent ties to their own

parents. *"ift, speculaÈes that such parents project their unre-

solved mourning and separation onto their present-day families, and

thaË their collusive behavior vis-a-vis the drug abuser forestall-s
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separation, while their scapegoating of Èhe abuser functions as an

outlet for displaced anger.

Orfanidis (1977) and lJalsh (1978) found rhat rhe birrh of the

identified patient in schizophrenic famil"ies correl-ated hrith a death

in the third (ie. oldest) generation of the family.

Murray Bowen (1978) observed the intergenerational effects of

loss in hís family therapy pracÈice as early as the L950rs, and has

descríbed these effects as an I'emotional shock wavet' which frequenÈly

follows the death of a significant family member. He describes the

shock !üave as a neËwork of underground aftershocks, which can occur

anywhere in the extended family system in the months or years follow-

ing Ëhe event. The crucial factor in triggering this shock wave

after a death, says Bornren, is the familyrs denial of emotional depen-

dence on Ëhe deceased and on one anoËher.

Aftershocks can include a wide varieËy of physical, emotional

and social dysfunctions, which, unless víewed in the context of the

multi-generaËiona1 family system, tend to be treated as isolated, un-

rel-ated events. Bowen argues that if Ëhe therapist is ahrare of the

type of family thaË is usually at risk in bereavement, steps can be

taken towards prevention of an emotional shock Tilave. Bowen uses a

tgenogramt to chart. the generations of a family, and to become alert

to connections between births or deaËhs and the onset of family prob-

lems or sympÈoms. Paul and Paul (1982) and Bradt (1980) have also

advocated the use of a tfamily treer gr family tt"pt for this purpose.
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D) The Family Life Cyc 1e

Whether an unhealthy mourning pattern develops and is, in

Liebermanf s wordsr ttperpetuated Ëhrough transgenerational passagert'

(Lieberman L979, p. 59), is dependent not only upon the familyrs

openness, communication, ínstrumental--emotional- role sysÈem and

íntergenerational patterns of dealing with 1oss, but also upon their
place in Ëhe family life cycle at the time of theÍr Loss.

Haley has observed that "symptoms appear when there is a dis-

location or interruption in the unfolding life cycle of a family...

The symptom is a signal that a family has difficulty in getting

past a stage in the life cycle." (ttaley L973). A Lg74 clinical

study conducted by Trevor Hadley and his colleagues at the univer-

sity of Pittsburgh supporËs Haleyrs observation. Hadley and his

coworkers studied symptom onset in 90 families and found a strong

positive correlation between family developmental crises of loss and

symptom onset in one or more members of a family. (Hadley, Jacob,

Milliones, Caplan and Spitz, L974).

Particular d.angers are inherent in loss at each stage of t.he

family life cycle, only some of which can be Ëouched on here. For

example, Meyer (1980) has suggested that in the earliest sËage of a

single family life cycle, wherein the unattached young adult is com-

pleting individuation from hís/her family of origin and forming a

relaÈionship that vri1l be the foundation of a new family, the loss of

grandparents can.be a significant event. For instance, parents of

the young adult may find Ëheir feelings abouË his or her deparÈure

exacerbated by their feelings of loss relaËing to their ornm deceased

parent(s). Separation and individuation of the young adult may, as a
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result, be thwarted by the parents, or by the young adultrs oh¡n

feelings of guilt/responsibility towards hís or her parents.

Meyer notes that the more mature the parents, the less likely
will their feelings be allowed to inËerfere with the individuation of

Ëheir offspring. one might also add thaÈ the healthier the pattern

of mourning rinheritedt by the parents, the more likel_y they can re-

solve their feelings of loss and separation in relation to both the

older and younger generation.

rn the next stage of the family life cycle, that of the ne¡¿

couple, McGoldrick (1980) notes that marital adjustmenË may be par-

ticularly difficult if the couple has met or married shortly af.ter a

signifícant loss. Paul and Paul (1982) cite a case of a husband

and wife who enjoyed a reasonably good sexual relationship untíl the

death of the wifets mother. In her ínability to resolve her feelings

about the loss, the wife shut herself off sexually from her husband.

The change in theír relaÈionship eventually affected the rest of Èhe

family system' and the siËuation lasted several years before therapy

uncovered the loss issue.

Froma t{al-sh (1980) has suggesÈed thaÈ when death occurs in the

young family, it is an t'off-time'r event, and therefore most likely to

disrupÈ the family life cycle and trigger maladaptíve/dysfunctional

coping behaviors, Herz (1980) concur.s, citing the 20 year period in

which children grohT to maturity as the critical period of the family

life cycl-e in which death has iËs greatest impact. The loss of a

young parent can have deleterious effects on the development of the

chil-dren in the family, and on the integrity of the family unit as a

whole. rn addition, this period is critical because the way in which
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young parents deal with loss of their own parents, of a spouse, or

of a child serves as a model for how losses and separations will be

dealt r¿ith in the future.

Loss of a child can be particul-arly stressful on Èhe marital re-

lationship, and can have disastrous effects on family life as a

whole. Schiff (L977) noÈes that within uronths after the death of a

chil-d, as many as 90 percent of all bereaved couples are in serious

marital difficulty, and that separation and divorce frequently

follow. (See also Tíetz, McSherry and Britt, L977).

In some instances, loss of a child in Ëhe young family is

followed by attempts to have another child - often seen as a

"replacement". This situation can impede completion of mournino

for the 1-ost child, and places an unreal-istic burden on the new

chí1d.

The family whose children are in the stage of adolescence is

also at considerable risk after the death of a parent, The normal

conflicts of adolescence often may not have been fully r,rorked out

¡¿ith the parent before his or her death, and much related and unre-

solved anger may surface in the relationship with the remaining

parent. A 1966 study by Eva Deyken and her co1-leagues found overt

conflict between mothers and their adolescent children to be pos-

itively related to the death of the spouse. The \^romen studied by

Deyken had all- been hospitalized for depression after trying to

cope with Èheir loss and r¿iËh subsequenË conflícts with their teen-

agers. (Deyken et a1 L966).

As children in the family move into adulthood, death of a par-

ent is less likely to have the impact of an t'off-ËimettevenË, Pêr-
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ticularl-y if the young adulr children have largely individuated

themselves from their parent(s). The older the parenE, the more

likely his or her death will be experienced by the family system

as a natural, inevitable (but sad) developnental event. However,

for both adult children and their parents, a neT¡r risk arises -
that is, Ëhat problems relating to oners family of origín may not

get worked through before the death of oners parenËs. Bowen (197g)

has observed in his practice that enabling adults to resolve con-

flicts relaÈing to their family of origin becomes extremely diffi-

cult after Èhe death of boËh parents.

Not\,rithstandíng the diff ícu1ty, therapeuLic techniques have

evolved to enable adult mourners to ract outt Ëhe unfinished bus-

iness in therapy, in order thaÈ they may relinquish their hold on

the dead parent(s) and complete the process of reorganizatíon in

Ëheir individual and family life. These techniques will be reviewed

in Chapter Three.
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Implications for InËervefition

Some important conclusions regarding the bereaved family may be drawn

from the f-iterature, concLusions which have irnplicaÈions for intervention.

First, the mourning processes of the indívidual and family are closely

intertwined and mutually dependent at al-l stages of the life cycle. As

such, it would seem that the grief tasks facing the individual and Ëhe

family, though often treated separately in the literature, in fact must

be accomplished in some sort of harmony if the overall family system is

to achieve re-equilibration after the loss of one of its members.

Attempts have been made in the l-iterature to link individual and

family mourning Èasks (Coldberg I973, l,trorden I9B2), but perhaps the tasks

may be restated in a way thaË suggests both a natural order and an in-

creasing compl-exity in the grief r¡ork facing a family system. The tasks,

as they are ouËlíned below, often overlap in rqality, and work may pro-

ceed on several tasks at the same time. Nonetheless, each step or task

is to some degree dependenÈ upon the partial fulfillment of the sËep or

task preceding ít:

1) each indívidual- musË be able to begin his or her ov,¡n grief work.

incl-uding expression of any sadness, hatred, anger, re1-ief , guilt,

fear and/or confusion associated r+ith the loss.

2) individual mourning must be allowed to occur in the midsÈ of the

famíly.

3) family members musË be able to share their collective sense of

loss with one another (íe., how their l-oss affects their sense

of family).

4) the family must relinquish Ëhe deceased as a force in family

actívities, and musÈ begin to xealize they are a newl-y consti -
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tuted family unit with an altered set of needs and resources.

5) the famil-y must rea1ign intrafamí1ia1 and exÈrafamilial roles

accordingly, so that current instrumenËal, developmental and

socio-emotional needs are meË and can contínue to be met.

There is growing consensus in the literature that preventive inter-
vention with the family is indicated where the family is at risk of ex-

periencing diffículty in accomplishing any of these expressive or reorg-

anizational tasks (eg., if a family is laeking in social supports, or if
death was sudden or unexpected or untimely). (tr{illiams, Polak and Vollman

1972; Caroff and Dobrof. 1975; Cameron and Brings 1980).

In addition, there is considerable agreement that intervention v¡ith

the family is indicated at any time during the bereavement period if

evidence of difficuLty with expressive or reorganizational tasks appears

(.g. inËrafamilial conflict, ne\,ù or reactivated problems such as alcohol-

ism or depression in individual members, or inability of the family to

meet its own instrumental needs). (Pincus L974, Gerber et al 1975, Bowen

I97 8, tr{orden L9B2)

Tire iiÈeraiure ofÍers severai ciear gui<ieiines for rhe incervening

professional:

1) lrrhether it is clear thaË the family is having difficulty dealing

¡¿ith a death, or whether they have presented with problems seemingly un-

related to loss, completing a genogram or family tree r¡rith the family can

help bring loss íssues inÈo focus. (Bowen 1980, Bradt 1980, Paul and Paul

L9B2). Briefly asking about the daÈes and circumstances of deaths in

previous generaËions of the family can be a non-threatening rnTay to assess

their rcomforÈ levelt with the subjects of loss and death.
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2) Intervention r'¿ith the bereaved family must be ordered and fo-

cused ín relation to where the family ís fstuck' in negotiating its way

to the new life stage that bereavement has decreed:

a) Generally acknowledged is the need to begin by assessing the

familyrs abílity Èo share their feelings about the loss. The thera-

pist should ensure that r¿here it has noË already occurred, the ex-

pressive mourning work of each individual family member is facili-

tated in a family seËting. Feelings of loss, sadness, anger, relief,

guilt, fear and confusion may have to be deaLt with. Release of

these emotions can assist individual decathexis, and can be an im-

portant step in opening up a closed famíly communication sysËem or

in preserving the existing openness in a familyts communication

patËerns. In addition, sharing of expressive mourníng tasks encour-

ages the inÈeraction and interdependence that is necessary to the

healthy funcÈioning of a system.

b) As family members talk (or resist talking) about the deceased

and their feelings for him/her, it is possibl-e to begin to identify

the famiLyrs structure and role sysÈem, both in terms of the deceased

memberrs plaee and function in the original system, ánd in terms of

the familyrs post-death reorganization. Issues of funfinished busi-

nessf may emerge (such as an unresolved conflict between one family

member and the deceased), and some of the reorganizatíonal Ëasks

facing the family rnay come inLo focus. (t{orden L9B2) .

c) If the farqily has been able to address the expressive tasks

of mourning 6nd perhaps begun to deal with any unfinished business),

intervention can begin to assist the family Ëo realign and communicate

in ways that will a1low it to accomplish unmeË ínsËrumental, develop-
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mental and socio-emoËional tasks. (Gerber 1969, Goldberg r973,

I,trorden I9B2).

rn tr¿o studies by Gerber (1969 and 1975), thís phase of inÈer-

vention has entailed organízíng the resources of friends, relaÈives

and doctors, and has ínvolved problem-solving in areas of employment,

offspringts school problems, financial problems, household chores and

legal affairs. Similarly, the Fort Logan Mental Health team in Denver

(vollman et a1 r97L, I,lilliams et a1 rgTz) has used what may be charac-

terízed as a neÈü¡ork approach by mobilizing the familyrs naËural supp-

orË system (minister, mother-in-1aw, babysitter, doctor, neighbour,

etc.) to help the family reorganíze and make decisions.

lJithin the family, it may be necessary to help alter alliances,

role assignments and the division of tasks r¿here they are the source

of tension and distress or conflict. (l{orden L982).

d) Finally, it may become apparent aË any stage of Èhe inter-

vention thaÈ a previous loss experience is interfering wíth the mourn-

ing work of one or more family members, or thaË Ëhe present loss is

presenting particular difficul-ty for one or more family members.

hÏorden (1982) urges that r¿here possible such issues be dealt with in

the family setting, even if the difficul-ty appears to reside with only

one family member. He recommends the use of techniques such as Paul

and Grosserts ttoperatíonal- mourning" in conjoint famíly therapy, as a

htay Ëo open up the familyts emotional system and as a r¡ray to break

the influence of a dysfunctional inËergenerational mourning pattern.

A fuller discussíon of intervention approaches such as operational

mourning, and of grief assessment devices currently in use will be pre-

sented in Chapter Three.
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CHAPTER THREE

INTERVENTTON APPROACHES

I Instruments foÈ Assessing Bereavement Adjustment

Scales, inventories and indexes for assessing family adjustment to

loss are in fairly short supply. Since the emphasis in research and

practice has been, until very recently, on individual mourning, insËru-

menËs measuring grief or adjustment to loss have tended to focus on

sympËoms of individual physical and psychological health, and have paid

little attention to the family or social context in which Ëhose symptoms

occur. I^lhere the use of such individually-oriented instruments has been

supplemenEed by some attempt to gaÈher family informat.ion, it has often

been for the purpose of establishing a demographic profile of study

subj ects

For example, an instrument used in early bereavement research and

--^^¿-! ^- -'---^-+^-.. l^^; ^-^l L,, n^^^¡1., ^-l ^^^^^.: ñ+^^ +^
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evaluate depression. (Cassidy, Flanagan, Spellman and Cohen, L957).

Paula Clayton and her colleagues employed the inventory in their 1963

study of normal bereavement in St. Louis, and determined that depressed

mood, sleep disturbance and crying r¡ere the most conmon sympËoms of a

reactive depression in the 30 bereaved individuals they studied.

(Clayton, Desmarais and !üinokur, 1968). In an efforË to examine possible

relatíonshíps between Èhese depression symptoms and other factors in the

bereavement situation, the symptoms were analyzed ín relation to sex,

age, length of the deceasedrs illness and rel-atíon to the deceased.
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Consistent r¿ith the individually-oriented perspective on grief and mourn-

ing prevalent at that time, no information r4ras gathered, either through

use of Èhe depression measure or through accompanying demographic quest-

ions, that would allow any perspective on Èhe possible relationship be-

thTeen bereavement symptoms and the family or social context in which

they occured.

As attention began to shift to the interactional or social contexÈ

of individual functioníng, however, thanatological research and practice

began to make use of nehTer measures which would a1lor¿ a broader under-

standing of grief and loss reactions. For example, the Heimler Scale of

Social Functioning, developed ín 1967, has had applícation in studies of

both terminally ill patients (Allison 19BO) and survívors of loss (Scruby

1984). The Heimler Scale gathers information from an individual in sev-

eral categories, including work, finances, friends, family, energy, health,

personal influence, moods, habits and outlook on life. Although its ques-

tions on friends, social contacts and family are few and limited in scope,

use of the scale in bereavement research does reflecÈ the growing auTare-

ness of Ëhe need to consider the wider social setting ín which loss occurs.

Bereavement research and practice have continued to make use of in-

dividual-ly-oriented instruments such as the Goldberg General Health Ques-

Èionnaire (Goldberg L972), but an increasing emphasis has been placed on

gaËhering supplemenËary demographic information which will allow results

to be understood in relation to family and social factors in Ëhe bereave-

ment situation. For example, the Goldberg Questionnaire, a 30-item

measure of an individualrs psychological state designed to identify non-

psychotic psychiatric illness, hras used in a recent Toronto study Ëo

compare the psychological health of high-risk r¿idows rn¡ho received peer
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support with those who did not. l"lary vachon and her colleagues, the

designers of the study, found that of the 162 widov¡s studied, psycho-

logícal health was greater in Ëhose who had received peer support during

bereavement than in those who had not. (vachon, Lyal1, Rogers, Freedman

and Freeman, 1980).

Other individually-oriented measures such as the self-report Grief

Experience rnventory (sanders, Mauger and strong, l9B0), and Raymond

careyrs self-report measure of adjustmenÈ-depression (carey rgTg), have

been used to examine individual adjustment in relation to famíly and.for

social facÈors in the bereavement síËuation. Carey, for example, analyzed

the self-reports of 78 widor¿s and 41 widowers in his 1979 study and found

that widowed persons who lived alone were better adjusted than those r,¡ith

dependent children, who in turn were betËer adjusted than those who l-ived

r¿ith independent children. (Carey L979).

In spite of the broader application of individually-orienËed measures

in recent bereavement research and practice, and in spite of the growing

a\,üareness of the interdependence of individual and famil-y mourning, Èhere

is currently a lack of tools for assessing íntrafamilial and social fac-

tors operaÈive in bereavement adjustment. A few aÈtempts have been made

to meet the need for this type of measure, such as at the Boulder County

Hospice, where a t'Support SysËems Assessmentt' form has been devised for

use with survivors of loss. (Walker and LatËanzí L9B2). Howeveï, con-

siderable room remains for the development of family:oriented assessment

devíces.

For Èhis practicum, an assessment tool appropriate for use with be-

reaved families was devised by adapting an existing family assessmenÈ

insËrumenË. (See APPENDIX II). The Morrison Center Famíly Concern Form
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(Morrison center, 1983) , a 24-ítem self-report measure designed to be

completed by all members of a family aged ten or older, üras revised to

include items specifíca1ly pertaining to individual and family reactions

to loss. The revised form allows family members to indicate their satis-

faction with ínstrumental and affective communication in the family,

allocation of tasks, decision-making and openness to social supports.

It also allows them to indicate their o\¡Jn personal sense of well-being

and level of coping in relatíon to their loss.

In spite of a present lack of assessment devices suitable for use

with bereaved families, the literature does offer a wide variety of

íntervenÈion techniques and models appropriate for work with the mourning

family. A sample of these r¡ill be reviewed the the following section.

II TreaËmenr Techniques and Models

hrhether intervention is preventive or remedial, whether it occurs

early or laËe in the bereavement process, virtually all approaches de-

scríbed in the literaÈure are based on Lindemann's principles of grief

managemenË. Lindemann sees Èhe essential task facing the therapist Èo

be that of sharing the mournerts grief work, specifically:

to assist him to review his relationships with the
deceased, to become acquainÈed \^rith the alterations
in his own modes of emotional reaction. His fear
of insanity, his fear of accepting the surprising
changes in his feelings, especially the overflow of
hostílity, have to be worked through. He will have
to express hís sorro\¡¡ and sense of loss. He r¿iIl
have to find an acceptable formulatíon of his
fuLure relatÍonship to the deceased. He will have
to verbalize his fqeLings of gui1t, and he will
have to find persons around him whom he can use as
'lprimers" for the acquisition of .nev,r patÈerns of
conducË.

(Lindemanrl '1,944, p. r47> .
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Lindemannrs guidelines for grief therapy have been adapted for

use r¡iÈh children, adolescents and adults, and they form the basis of a

variety of individually- and family-orienÈed interventions, be they

crisis-oriented, short-term or long-term. A selection of these are

reviewed below.

A) Techniques and Models for !ùorking with Individuals

i) Children

Like adults, children need to be able to review what they

know about the death of a person who has been close to them, they need

to be able to express Ëheir feelings about the loss, and they need to be

able to reinvest in new relationships. In addiÈion, they have Ëhree very

unique and specífic needs - namely, they need help in understanding the

irreversibility of their loss, they need reassurance that they are not in

any r¡ray responsible for the loss, and they need help to recognize that

resources exist both within themselves and ¡vithin their environment that

will facilitate their survival and continued growth.

One of Èhe most basic and yet perhaps one of the most important

approaches to meeting Èhe needs of the bereaved child is to facilitate

the mourning work of the adults around the child, and to guide Èhose

adults (particularly parent figures) to share their child's mourning

process. (t<liman L979). This is an approach that promotes openness

within the farnily communication system, and as such it is both rernedial

and preventive - it addresses a childrs immediaËe needs, it strengthens

the parent-child relationship, and it facilitates the decaÈhexis that

is so important if a child is ever to accept Ëhe possibilíty of a sur-

viving parentts remarriage. Becker and Margolin recommend that parenÈs

encourage their children to participaÈe in religious and,/or memorial
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observations of a death, such as the funeral, the unveiling of a tomb-

stone, or a visit to the cemeÈery on a deceased parentts birthday or

anniversary of death. (Becker and Margolin 1967). Fassler (1978)

recommends thaÈ parenÈs help their children cope with a loss Èhrough the

use of age-appropriate storybooks on death-related themes.

hlhere support and facilitation cannot be rendered by a childrs

care-givers or close fanily, or r,rhere such support and faciliÈation have

been ineffect.ive in reducing a chíldrs fears, anxieties, sleeplessness,

etc., an intervening social !,rorker may draw upon several therapeutic

techniques to promote mourning. One example is Gardnerts "Mut.ual Story-

telling Technique", a mode of therapeutic communication with children.

(Gardner I97L). In this method, the child and therapist play a game in

which the child makes up a story and explains the moral or lesson of the

sÈory. The therapist responds with a story, using the characÈers and

sítuation invented by the child, but re-telling the story from a healthy

perspecÈive. The new story suggests the strengths of the characters, as

well as the behaviors and coping responses they might appropriately employ

in the sitrrations inr-rentpd bv the child. Gardner has used this technicue

to help children cope with death, and though he cau€ións that it is a

difficult technique to learn, he does ¡ssemmend iÈ as a particularly

useful way of working r^rith latency-age children.

Several oËher techniques appropriate for facilitating childhood

mourning are suggested by Lois Greenberg, a psychiatric social worker who

has treated bereaved children at the South Hil-ls Child Guidance Center in

Pittsburgh. (Greenber g 197Ð. As one example, Greenberg relaÈes how she

has 'modeledt the burial process for an angry child ¡¿ho had not been

allowed to attend his fatherrs funeral. Spontaneously fashioning a tiny
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coffin ouÈ of clay and burying something in it, Greenberg then waÈched as

Ëhe boy re-enacted the ceremony several times. The symbolic burial

triggered a discussion of death, resurrection, and how children feel when

a parent dies,

Greenberg has also used stories, games, drawings and diagrams,

pets, puppet play, a sentence completion test, and a trip to Ëhe cemetery

as part of her approach Èo bereaved children. Greenberg has encouraged

children to revier¿ the past in which their deceased parent or sibling

played such an important part, and has he1-ped children preserve a parË

of thaË past while at the same time encouraging them to be fuÈure-oriented.

For example, one childts memories of trimming the Christmas tree 1ed the

child to begin her own collection of ornaments, a way in which she could

preserve a traditíon that she associated with her deceased mother and

brothers, but. which encouraged her t.o look forward to successive

Christmases.

ii) aaults

A staggering array of intervention approaches and techniques have

L^^- l^--:^^J +^ ç^^-:1-l+^+^ ^J.,1È *^.,---:-^ 
^-1-- - ^---1 ^ ^r LL^-^ ^^- L^uçglr uEvrÞçu LU r4LlrrLdLe 4uurL uuuttrlrlË. vtlrJ d Þ4rxpIE uI Llrglic ual'!,I ue:

reviewed here.

There ar.e a variety of what rnay be caLled "genericttapproaches, all

based on Lindemann's model. Simos (L977), Arkin (1981) and hlorden (1932)

have outlined straightforward interventions which involve the counseling

tasks and the advocacy or coordinating functions specified by Lindemann.

(These are Ëhe tasks and functions ranging from encouraging expressive

mourning work to helping the mourner est4blish new paÈterns of conduct).'

Simos, Arkin and l,lorden pay attention to the social conËexË of a loss in

that they point out that the grief counselor should be prepared to help
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the mourner get assisÈance ¡¿ith medical, child care, legal, financial and

housing problems. There are some differences, hovrever, in the extent to

which they feel a grief counselor should be concerned abouÈ the family of

an adult mourner. Other than mentioning chíld care, Arkinrs only other

reference to family is that "it is hoped therapeuÈic influences r^rill

filter through to those dependent upon (the adult)." (ertín r98l, p. hr).

I^lorden, on Èhe other hand, feels it is crucial that a therapist assess

and promote Èhe mourning work of an individual in relation to that of the

rest of the famíly.

Although Lindemann suggested that adult mourning can be facilítated

in eight to ten sessions over a four to six week períod, there is some

variation in Èhe time-frame employed by the generic approaches based on

his work. Arkin suggesÈs only that the helper should be aware that acute

grief lasts from one to two months and generally recedes by six months.

Worden likewise suggesËs that the counselor be flexible in fitting the

time-frame of counselíng to the needs of the individual(s) involved.

Simos, on Èhe other hand, points out that straighËforward grief counseling

may be finished ín fifteen sessions, or if "a simple grief reaction has

tentacles to complex underlying probl-emsr" (p. 342), intervention may

take considerabl-y longer. In such situations, specialized intervention

techniques may be needed, including those designed to promote complicated

mourning and/or those designed for other psychological and behavioral

problens.

One intervention approach which promotes indívidual mourning through

mobílization of neËr^rork or peer support is the Widow-to-trIidow program

developed by Phyllis Silverman at Harvard Medical Schqol (Silverman 1968,

fg7Ð. In thís type of program, the role of the íntervening worker is to
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put a newly-widowed r^roman in touch with another widow, in order thaÈ she

may have friendship and help during the critícal period immediately after

the death of her husband. This type of intervention is seen as most

effective in situaÈions r+here the bereaved person is not severely sÈressed

and in need of intensíve treatment (trIalker, MacBride and Vachon Lg77), and

it nay be seen as being particularly appropriate for the widow who lacks

family supports. However, where family supports êan be mobilízed, Èhe

peer support approach may be best considered as a backup or supplementary

intervention, not as a substitute.

A behavioral model for handling adult grief, one which has been de-

signed to be used by care-givers from all disciplines, is the BASIC model

developed by Proulx and Baker (1981). BASIC is an acronym referring to

behavior, affect, sensation, imagery and cogniÈion, and Proulx and Baker

suggesË that exploration of all these components of the mourning exper-

ience with the mourner will help her/him to accomplish grief tasks.

Specifically, they poinÈ out that by quantifying frequency, intensity

and duration of specific behaviors, affects, sensaËions, menËa1 images

and c-osnitions in the mournins Drocess- oroblems anri øoa'ls een hp cneci-
---- a-

fied, treâtment techniques can be addressed to particular problems or

goals, and ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness of treaËment is made

poss ible.

In describing the BASIC approach to grief inËervention, Proulx and

Baker do not discuss whaË is perhaps the most irnportant element in the

successful application of this or any other model to human grief - the

attributes, attitude and interactive qualities of the therapist. It has

been emphasized in the literature that the most important element of any

grief interventíon is empathic commu¡ligttion, and so while grief inter-
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vention might be made more focused and specific with the applica¡ion of

a behavioral model such as BASIC, it should be noted that the success of

the model is sÈill likely Èo be very much determined by the warmth and

enpathy r,¡íth which it is administered.

Another approach to grief intervention which should perhaps be sub-

ject to some of Èhe same considerations is an inÈeractionist model devel-

oped by Tamara Ferguson and her colleagues (Ferguson, schorer, Tourney

and Ferguson 1981). Cal1ed "Rescaling Therapy", this intervenËion is de-

signed to evaluate the biopsychosocial effects of the stress of bereave-

menË, and has been used to help widows identify current imbalances in

their lives between expectations and performance. Sixteen specific areas

of the wídowfs life are assessed, rangíng from food and shelter through

health and social life to finance and religion. After imbalances have

been identified, the intervening worker assists the ¡¿ido¡,r to find hrays to

correct them by changing expectatíons and/or performances. Ferguson and

her associates have tested the approach on 100 ü/omen and have found it to

be useful where bereavement has occurred as recenÈly as four months or as

long ago as five years.

Finally, some specialized psychotherapeutic approaches have been de-

signed to faciliÈate adulÈ mourning which has been delayed, avoided, or

which is otherwise i.ncomplete. These approaches may be used by highly

skílled practitioners in situations where simple grief counseling, group

and/or peer support interventions are ineffective in promoting adjusÈment

to loss.

Psychodrama is one such treatment approaeh which allows a survivor

to confront troubling aspects of his or her loss and play out possible

resolutions. Nolte, Smallwood and I.{eistart (1975) describe Ëhe psycho-
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dramatic resolution of a loss which was experienced by a young woman

whose father had died unexpecÈedly six months earl-ier. The young r¡roman,

angry at God, and ful1 of guilt about the unfinished business that re-

mained after her fatherrs death, üras asked to play the role of God in a

psychodrama. Through the experience, she came to realize that God had

not engineered her fatherts death, and that even though her father qras

gone, she could stil-l- take steps to resolve the unfinished business

between them. she r"rrote a letter to her father, apologizing for the

ways she had 1et him dor^'n, idenËifying the things she had learned from

him, and stating her new intention to live free of Èheir past conflicts.

The chance to tstand in Godts placet, followed by the acÈ of putting on

paper her pent-up emotions, enabled her to reach a ne\¡/ peace. She was

able to relinquish her father, but sÈil1 cherish happy memories of him,

and she began to get on r+ith her oum life.

A variety of other psychodramatic techniques have been developed for

use in unfinished mourning, all of them geared to enable Ëhe mourner to

play out and talk out the unfinished business which prevents Èhem from

letting go of the deceased. (See Abra}i,an 1972, 'vJeiner 1,975>.

Two slightly more conventional psychoËherapeutic appraoches to

unresolved loss are Volkants rre-grief therapyt (Volkan 1966, L975),

and Sr¿itzerrs rintensive crisis therapyr (Switzer 1972). In tre-grieft,

mourning is induced (or re-induced) as a sÈep toward breaking pathol-ogical

identificaËion and denial patËerns in bereaved adults. The mourner is

helped to bring forward his or her memories of Ëhe deceased and of the

experiences s/he shared r,sith the deceased, to test them against reality

(ie., to put them in perspective, especial-ly where the memory of the de-

ceased has been idealized or bastardized), to express affect, to accept
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what has happened and to become free from bondage to the dead. Volkan

describes re-griefing as a shorË-term intensive therapy, one which is

effecÈive when the mourner can be seen as often as four times per week

over a four to six r¿eek period.

Switzer's intensive crisis therapy is an approach useful with the

survivor who is resistant to mourning. In this approach, the therapist

uses confrontation and insistent questioning Ëo force the mourner to re-

view his or her relationship with the deceased. Using this technique,

Switzer has been able Ëo break through a mourneïrs resistance and take

them through the review and expressive tasks in six sessions. In addition,

he uses the termination process of therapy as an opportuníty Èo model or

rehearse the handling of separation and loss. Through terminaËíon, the

client has opportunity to test out his/her newly acquired separation ski11s,

as a \,ùay of consolidating the gains of therapy.

B) Techniques and Models for hrorking with Families

As with the techniques and models designed for intervention with in-

dividuals, those designed for family interventions are virtually all based

on Lindemannts guidelines. As well, nany are based on Gerald caplanrs

principles of crisis management. (Caplan 1964).

Perhaps the best example in the 1iÈerature of a crisis-oriented family

intervention is that devised at the Fort Logan Mental Heal-th Center in

Denver (Volhnan et al L'97L, l'lilliams et al. 1972, Polak et al 797Ð. In

this approach, families are conËacted withín 12 hours after Èhe death of

one of their members, and those wishing to receive service are seen for

two to six sessions over a period of one to ten r¡eeks. The total family

or social system is involved in ÈreaLment, with the aim of the interven-

tion being Ëo increase the effectiveness of the fanily in coping with
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feelings, decisions and subsequent adjustment related to the death. The

clinician acËs less as a professional and more as a natural resource

Person to the family system. He or she works in the background of the

system as much as possible, connecting family members with relatives and

oÈher supportive members of their network, facilitating their coping

abilities and encouraging their shared mourning and adjustment. Their

grief work is promoted, but in a way that allor"rs them to recognize and

use their or^m emotional resources, and in a way that is likely to make

them less needy of professional intervention in subsequent life crises.

A somer¿hat similar íntervention designed for the aged bereaved is

that outlíned by Gerber and his colleagues (Gerber et al rg75). Based

on Gerberts earlier family-oriented bereavement service at Montefiore

Hospital in New York (Gerber 1969), the Gerber approach involves a Èher-

apy component' in which a psychiaÈric social worker or nurse assists the

mourner to accomplish the tasks described by Lindemann. As wel1, practi-

cal aid is rendered in several vrays. For example, suit.able friends and

relatives are organized t.o provide on-going support to the bereaved,

assistance is given in dealing wíth legal, financial and household matters,

and help is provided with planning for the fuËure. Thís intervention was

designed to be accomplished through approximately four interviews spaced

over a six month period.

I'Jhere mourning has not been accomplished ín a way that all"ows a fam-

ily to function wel1, family therapy uray be appropriate. Jensen and

I{allace (1967) have developed a short-term approach in which a family can

be seen on a conjoinE basis, or in which individual members of the fam-

ily can be seen concurrenÈly. Using Lindemannts and C4plants guidelines,

they will hold an initial assessment intervier¿ with the r^rhol-e family,
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and' if there is an identified patient or one member of the family whose

mourning ís problematic, they will hold several subsequent sessions only

with that individual. hlhen grief work has been initiated (or re-initiated)
with that individual, the family is Èhen seen together so that mourning

and/or work on an identified problem may be accomplished with the whole

family system. Therapy has generally involved a dozen sessions over a

four to six month period.

A technique for use with families in whom mourning has not been

accomplished has been developed by Paul and Grosser (l-965). called

"operaËional mournitg", this technique is designed to involve the family

in a belated mourning experience with extensive grief reactions. paul

and Grosser describe Èhe technique as follor"¡s:

Mourning is induced by a directed inquiry into the
reactions of family members to specific losses. The
therapist, through repeated review of recolLected
details surrounding these losses, invites the ex-
pression of feelings of the member direcÈly involved.
The other family members are then invited to review
such feelings as are stimulated through witnessing
the grief reaetion. This technique is designed to
permit children, often for the fírst time, to ob-
serve the expression of these intense feelings by
their parents. This can provide a powerful em-
--rLJ ---: -,, - -paLrrr(: experretrce. rne paf,. IenE ancl oE.neT memÞers
can kal-eidoscopically obtain a sense of affective
continuity; Ëhe therapist can assure Èhem that the
revealed feelings are normal...and revelation of
previously unknown "family secrets" can be achieved.

(Paul and Grosser 1965, p. 341)

I^Ihile not a technique for the beginning therapist, operational

mourning can be a valuable tool in opening a closed family coumunication

sysÈem, and it can be a powerful way to break a dysfunctional intergener-

ational mourning patÈern.
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The literature reviewed ín the foregoing three chapters suggests

the complexity and variation in human response Ëo loss. rt also

indicaËes the range of approaches and technigues which a systems-

orienËed social worker can drar+ upon in helping bereaved individuals

and families. on the knowledge base provided by that literature, the

practicun descríbed in Ëhe following section was designed.



SECTION TI,üO

THE PRACTICUM
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CHAPTER FOUR

DESIGN OF THE PRACTICUM

I Introduction and Purpose

Though there is some debate in the literature regarding the degree

of physical and psychological risk and vulnerability present in bereave-

menÈ, several recent studies have d.emonst.rated that the bereaved are â

populaÈion with a higher susceptibiliÈy to morbidity and morËaliÈy than

the general populaËion. (Rees and Lutkins 1967; Maddison and Viola 1968;

Parkes and Brown 1972; Glick, I.Ieiss and Parkes 1974; Frederick 1971, 1981).

Several programs aimed at alleviating morbidity and morÈality among

the bereaved have appeared to favorably influence bereavement outcome.

(Silverman 1968, L975; Gerber et al 1975; Raphael L977; Barrett L978;

Vachon et al 1980). In many of these programs, social workers have played

key roles as counselors, therapists, coordinators, advocates and resource

persons to bring about individual and family coping and adaptation.

At the present time, however, bereavenent follov/-up, whether by

social workers or other mental health professionals, is not a standard or

auËomatic part of service delivery ín the Canadian health care sysËem.

Bereavement counseling is on1-y offered as an automatic part of health care

in a few settings, such as at the Royal Victoria HospiËal in Montreal,

where it is an extension of a palliative care nrorr"r. (See Royal Victoría

Hospital L977, and Ajemian and Mount 1980). In many health care settings

the importance of bereavement follow-up is recognízed, but lack of fund-

ing for bereavement programming and staff means Èhat it is left to the
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discretion of already over-burdened social v¡ork and pastoral care staff.
On the basis of 1) growing evidence of the vulnerability of the

bereaved to morbidity and mortality 2) the effectiveness of social

r¿ork activities in alleviating morbidity and mortality in a number of

experimental bereavement follow-up programs 3) the lack of adequate

bereavement follornr-up in the present health care system and 4) the

inter-relationship betr¿een individuals and their families as a factor

in bereavement adjustment, the following social work pracÈicum was de-

signed to offer counselíng to bereaved families who were at risk of an

unfavorable outcome. rn addition, the practicum was designed as a

personal opportunity to develop further ski1ls in family intervention and

to explore the role of social r¡ork in the bereavement situation.
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II The Setríng

The St. Boniface General Hospital was chosen as a setting for the

practicum for several reasons. FirsÈ, the st. Boniface is one of the

few hospitals in Manitoba to have a well-developed palliative care pro-

gram for terminally i1l patients and their families. In operation since

L974, the service provides total physical care through both an in-hospital

and home-care program. In additíon, an inter-disciplinary team provides

emotional support., counseling and spiritual care to both patients and

Ëheir families. social work staff have played a st,rong role in the pro-

vision of this psychosocial care, and have been active in maintaining a

posÈ-death connection with families Ëhrough written and telephone con-

tacts, a social evening and a short-term bereavemenÈ group. These fac-

tors pointed Èo both a family orientation in socíal work practice deliv-

êry, and to an ahTareness of the importance of bereavement follow-up.

At the same time ho¡¡ever, the scope and depth of follow-up services

provided to bereaved families appeared to be linited by existing resources,

and it seemed likely that the Department of Socíal l,lork would be suppor-

tive of a practicum designed to províde additional- service in this area.

In addition to those factors, the fact that the St. Boniface is a

general hospital was ultimately of some imporÈance in its selection as a

practicum setting. Because the hospital has medical and surgical ¡^'ards

for chíldren and adults in additíon to its palliaËive care service, it

was possible to offer service to families who r{ere at different stages of

the life cycle and. whose loss experience did not necessarily occur in the

contexË of a palliative care htard.

In terms of the hospital as a physical setting for working with be-

reaved families, a few facËs should be noted. For example, it quickly
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became apparent that many families r.rere loathe to reÈurn to the hospital

for any reason afËer they had lost a family member there. rn many

cases, home visits were the only condition under which families would

accept service. Hovrever, for families rvho were able to return to the

hospítal for interviews, the building itself proved to be a comforÈab1e

and convenient setting in which to meet. The social work lounge on the

main floor provided a relaxed and private atmosphere in r¿hich interviews

could be conducted (which could not always be said of clients r homes),

and the hospitalts playroom proved to be an invaluable source of toys

and props for intervíews with children.
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III The Clients

A) Selection

Several procedures ürere involved in obtaining an adequate client
population for the practicum. As a first step, it was decided to send

a letter offering follow-up service Ëo families who had lost a family

member on Èhe palliative care unit within the previous nine months.

(See letter in APPENDIX I). These families \47ere ones identif ied as

being rat-riskt on the basis of the ¡¿ard's death review notes. (The

death review notes detail the family's preparedness for the death, their
response aÈ Èhe time of death, and Ëhe factors, if any, which may im-

pede their bereavement adjustment). Twenty-four families were selected

to receive the letter, which was mailed in January 1984. Of these, tü/o

families responded and requested service. The remaining trÀ7enty-tr,ro

received fo1low-up telephone calls to ensure that they had receíved the

letter, and two additional families who did not receive letËers were also

ca11ed.

These calls were imporÈant in several ways. First, to many who

--- - - J - r Li- - !trecerved -ur-rêrrr, t,rrey were turEner evi<ience oi the paiiiacive care wardf s

support for, and interest in them. Second, the cal1s offered further

opportunity for assessment of a familyts adjustment and provided another

opening for fanilies who night want help¡ but be reticent about asking

for ít, to make their needs known. Third, many peOple remarked thaÈ the

cal1s provided an opportunity for them to talk about their loss to some-

one outside the family, even though they did not aË the present time feel

they needed help in dealing with the loss.

The counseling service offered in the practicum was then initiated

r^rith the two families who had responded, and r¡ith an additional family
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who had been referred indirectl-y by the ward. Further follow-up tele-

phone ca1ls were made to some families who had requested conÈinuing

contact when they were originally Èelephoned in January. When none of

these families proved to be in need of service by March, a second round

of letters I{ras sent to twelve new families who had been identified as

being at risk. Of Ëhese, two families reguested service r¿hen foIlo\d-up

telephone ca1ls were made.

Counseling began with these famil-ies, and, as with the first group

of familíes who had received letters, follow-up telephone contact was

maintained with some families ín the second group who wished to be follow-

ed, but in an tarms:lengthr fashion.

By Apri1, when none of these famí1ies wanted more extensive servíce,

a request was made to Ëhe Department of Social I^Iork for referrals from

social r¿orkers on oÈher wards in the hospital who were a\¡rare of families

needing bereavement fo11ow-up. All of the four families referred were

contacted, and two of these requested service.

B) Description of the Client Population

The te1-ephone rcaseLoadr in this practicun consisted of berea','ed

individuals in a wide varieËy of circumstances. These individuals

ranged from a young mother with a pre-school child, Èhrough middle-aged

widows, widowers and bereaved adult children, to elderly widowed spouses.

All had been bereaved within the previous year, but a few had also suffer-

ed earlier losses of other family members. Some of the middle-aged indiv-

iduals were employed, although many of them and all the elderly survivors

nere not working. The majority were city dwellers, although a few indiv-

iduals líved in rural areas. Most had at least one surviving family mem-

ber or relative, and several had large families andfor one or more long-
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time friends.

The seven familíes who received in-person bereavement counseling

had widely varying demographic characteristics. They rnay be summarized

as follows:

1) s and Life Sta ES

- widowed mid-30ts moËher with pre-school child

- widornred mid-30ts father with both a r¡idowed mother and an

B year old child

- widowed late 30ts man with independent step-chíldren

- mid-30ts \o"oman, bereaved of both parents, married and. mother

of children aged B and 11

- r.ridowed middle-aged father wíth two teenagers

- widowed middle-aged woman with grown children

- elderly r¡roman, bereaved of brother, married with no children.

2) Recency of Bereavement aË time of Initial Cont,act

- three weeks, six weeks, eight weeks, ten weeks, three months,

four months and nine months.

3) Economic Status

- three families were in comfortable niddle:c1ass circumstances

- one famíly Ìiüas on a f íxed income (pension)

- one fanily had been on welfare, but were attempting to live

on death benefits

- one family was working class, supported by a single wage

eaïner

- one family vüas on social assistance.
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4) Type of Communi ty Lived In

- one family lived in a rural neighbourhood

- five families lived in I,trinnipeg suburbs

- one family lived in the core area.

5) ReIigíon

- five families attended a ProEestant church, some regularly,

some occasionally or rarely

- one family was Muslim

- one family had no formal religion.

6) EËhnícity

- all families r¿ere caucasian, of German, French or Anglo origin,

and all family members spoke English.

7) Special Characteristics

- alcoholism was present in two families.
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IV The Intervention

A) By Telephone

IntervenËion with those famílies who r¿ere followed only by tele-

phone was of a supportive nature. These individuals were given an oppor-

tunity to Ëal-k about the illness and death of their family member, and

about the changes that had been wrought in their líves by theír loss.

They were asked about their physical and emotional reactions and they

were given information about the mourning process. They ü/ere questioned

about their coping methods, and were given suggestions about ways to

strengthen these. They \¡rere assisted to ídentify sources of support

(relatives, friends, neighbours, church, etc.) and were encouraged to

draw upon Èhese. Final1y, they were offered further in-person assist-

ance should they feel in need of it.

B) In-Person

The intervention r¡ith famil-ies who requested in-person counsel-

ing was designed Ëo address the successive mourning and reorganization

tasks described in the literature. As such, it proceeded through four

major phases:

1) problem-definition and conÈracting

2) assessment and therapy focusing on expressive mourning tasks

(based on the guidelines defined by Lindemann and trrlorden)

3) assessment and therapy focusíng on problem(s)/symptom(s)

. related to reor ganízatíon (based on comrnunication, structural

and problem-solving approaches of Satir (1983), Minuchin (1974)

and Haley (L976), and on the network approach described by

l{alker, MacBride and Vachon (1,977))

4) termination and evaluation.
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Though these phases may be considered as discrete for purposes of

discussion, in reality they were often overlapping. rn addition, though

intervention with each family generally proceeded in the order suggested

above, it was not uncommon to tjn*p aheadr qrhen a crisis arose, or to
rbackËrackr when a problem needed to be re-defined (especíally after

expressive mourning changed a fanilyrs perspective on a problem). As

we1l, expressive mourning work itself tended to conËinue throughout the

intervention, regardless of what point the intervention had reached.

Notr,ríthstandíng those facts, the general phases of the intervention

may be described as follows:

1) Problem-Definition and Contracting

Initial problem-defínition began with most families during the

first telephone contact. (Generally, where the family included dependent

children, the children r,üere initially identified by the parent(s) as the

chief conceïn. In familíes without children, excessive guilt, sadness or

loneliness, as r¿e11 as economic and instrumental r¡orries r¿ere identified

as concerns).

An inítial intervíeu7 \^ras arranged to discuss these concerns, to

clarify what other problems Ëhe family might be experiencing in their

adjustment to loss, and to outline the type of assistance that could be

offered in relation to the faqilyrs needs.

FrequenËly at the first interview, the sinple fact that a synpa-

thetic listener was paying attention to a family memberts concerns r¡ras

enough to trigger expressive mourning. Often there \^ras an uïgent need on

Èhe part of some mourners Èo Èal-k about the illness of the deceased, cir-

cumstances of the death, and the funeral . This r./as encouraged whenever

it occurred, as it was in and of itsel-f a goai- of therapy. In addition,
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however, it generally provided an excellent opportunity to begin to assess

the family's coping skills and their definition of the problerns facing

Èhem. (For example, in at least one situation where a child in the fam-

ily had initially been identified as the chíef concern or problem, it be-

came apparent that the adultts or.rn ability to successfully carry on rô7as

in facÈ the major \4rorry facing him).

At an appropriaËe point in the first interview, or in some cases not

until the second interview, some general contracting occurred in relation

to the focus and length of the intervention. The following items r¡/ere

generally agreed upon:

- as appropriaÈe, interviews might include both individual and

conjoint sessions.

- interviews could be held either in the fanilyrs home, or in the

hospital, as the family preferred

- interviews r¿ould generally be no less Ëhan one hour, but in many

cases (especially when the focus v¡as on expressíve mourning),

could last one-and-a-ha1f or more hours.

- family men¡bers might be requested tc sign a ccnsent form i-n crder

Ëhat therapy sessions might be audio- or video-taped.

- the number of family interviews to be held would generally be not

less than three atrd not more than twelve, and might be held

weekly, bí-r^reekly, or as convenient.

- all members of a family aged ten or older would be asked to fill

out a revised Morrison Center Family Concern form (see APPENDIX II)

at the beginning and at Ëhe end of therapy. This r^rould enable the

Ëherapist and family to focus on family concerns needing aËtention,

to plan and carry out a course of action designed to alleviate
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concerns, and to determine what change had been achieved ín famiry

concerns afËer intervention.

2) Assessment and Therapy focused on Expressive Mourn ing Tasks

i) It has been argued by many family therapists that assessment is

an on-going Process, one which cannot truly precede íntervention, since

it is only as Ëhe therapist joins and ínteracts ¡¡ith the family system

over time that the mosË importanÈ ínformation abouË the f'amily can be

gathered. (Mínuchín L974, Haley L976).

Consistent with thaË vievr, assessment and therapy lrere int.erwoven

in this pracËicum. From the initial meeting with the family, and through-

out therapy, the therapist worked to assess the family from a sysËems

point of view while attempting to join and bring about change in that

system. This entailed careful assessment of individual functioning, as

well as assessmenÈ of family communication, affective involvement, bound-

aries, alliances, parental function and relation to the environment. As

weaknesses or dysfunctíon were revealed, efforÈs were made to strengthen

or realígn functioning. In this early stage of the inÈervention, such

efforÈs were focused mostly on cormrunicaËion, since affective comnunica-

tion was essential to accomplishing intrafamilial mourning.

ii) Consistent with the literatuïe on intervention with the be-

reaved family, therapy began wiËh an attempt to focus on the familyrs

loss. In situations where there üras a presenting problem such as a

childts disruptive behavior at daycare, it was bríefIy explained that it

r¡ould be important for the therapisÈ to get to know the family, how they

saw themselves, and how they r¿ere before their loss, in order to work

effectively on the presenting problem. (This of course would vary with

the nature and urgency of the presenting problem).
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Farnily members were actively encouraged in the expression of Èheir

full range of feelings relating to the loss. They ürere assisted to re-

call and review memories of the deceased, and to puÈ into perspective

their image of the deceased (ie., neither idealized nor bastardized).

They were assisted to talk about how their loss had changed their sense

of identity as individuals and as a family, and ín what ways it had changed

their roles in the family and the community. (as per Lindemann 1944,

Flesch L975 and hTorden L9BZ).

It was found to be useful ín this stage of Èherapy to complete a

family diagram (Bradt 1980) or genogram (Bowen 1980) âs a means of íden-

tifying prevíous loss experiences and their poÈential role ín the farnilyrs

present attempts to adjust to bereavement. This \¡7as generally an exer-

cise which the family enjoyed, as children were able to print names and

ages of their famíly members on the family diagram, and adults found

themselves recalling long-forgotËen relatives

Thís phase of the intervention required as few as Èwo sessions i¡ith

some families, and as many as six or seven with other families. As work

--^^^^r^J -;*'^ -^"*--¡*- +^-l'- ^---^{ ôôôôñÀñ+ nf +l'a f^-i'l-'
PI\JUSEUçU VÀ¡ ç^P!eOÐrvL ¡Uvurr¡rrró Lso¡\o, vr¡ óv¡116 suueuù¡uur Lr¡e !s¡u¿rJ

system continued.

As mentioned earlier, expressive mourning work llas never tfinishedt

at any poínt in time, but after it had been addressed to some extenÈ,

family members 'hlere geneqally able to begin tO refocus on presenting

problems and synptoms, and to redefine those if necessary. At thís

point, ürork was able to proceed on family concerns other than those

related to expressive mourning.
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3) Assessment and Therapy focused on the Present ing Problem/ Symptom

Maior area of Family Concern. and/or Reo rganizational Tasks

This phase of the intervention was based on communication, structural
and problem-solving approaches of sarir (1983), Minuchin (L974) and.

Haley (L976), and on prínciples of network intervention (similar to those

described by l{alker, MacBride and vachon, L977). As well, the crisis
intervention techniques described by caplan (1964) and Golan (1978)

proved to be very useful.

The length and intensity of this phase of the intervention varied

considerably from one family Èo another. In some families two sessions

and some fo1low-up telephone cal1s were sufficient to accomplish goa1s.

In others, three or four sessions and considerabl-e crisis intervention

by telephone !/ere required. rn still others, six or seven sessions

(individual and conjoint) and sessions r,¡ith important people in their
network (such as a doctor or daycare worker) ¡¡ere needed.

As in the first phase of the intervention, assessment and therapy

were interl¡¡oven throughout this stage of the intervention. The specífics
^f L^1--:-^ -^r-?__i-i__ I ror nelpiÍ'rg acf ivj.tl-es cieBerreieci upon ihe specif ics of the oresentins

problem, but generally involved:

- leading the family (and sometimes significant peopre ín the

familyrs network) to discuss the problem, and tre-framingr the

problem so that it could be seen as belonging to the family system,

not just to one individual. (eg. focusing on a childts rbehavior

problemr as a symptom of the familyrs 1oss, rather Èhan as evidence

of the childIs tbadnesst or runcooperativenesst.)

- providing positive feedback to reinforce healthy transactions and

build self-esteem ( and as a hray of modeling positive communica-
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tion in some families where criticism amd conflict character-

ized interaction).

- correcting unrealistic expectations, whether relatíng to issues

such as how quiekly one could tget the mourníng process over wíÈhr,
-how a four year old could be expected to behave in certain circum-

stances, etc.

- making connections between beha'r¡iors/symptoms and the familyts

as-yet incomplete reorganization, as a way of fnormal ízíngr and

providing ner¡r perspective on some of those behaviors/symptoms.

- delineating roles and functions appropriate t.o each family memberrs

age and abilíties; structuring tasks which enabled family members

to try out specific roles and functions ("g. strengthening a

mother in her Parenting role by having her spend time at home with

her child).

- strengthening weak subsystems in order to allow the family to carry

out its roles and responsibilities and meet its orn¡n needs (eg.

promoting involvement between a father and son as a vüay of fulfill-
ing their emotional needs and as a way of lightening the care-

giving responsibilitíes of the other adult in the family).

- strengthening links betv¡een the family and its social neËwork, and

mobilízing social- supports as necessary (eg. connecting widows r¡ith

the YIICA wido¡¿st group, linking an elderly couple with community

resources, encouraging a reconciliation between a widow and her

estranged family of origin).

AË the end of this phase of the intervenÈion, the revised Family

Concern form was re-administered.
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4) Termination and Evaluation

This phase of the intervention was generally accomplished in one or

two sessions. The overall level of change in the familyrs responses to

the Family Concern form (ie. betr¿een its first and second administration)

r¿as discussed wíth the family. Areas of improvement (based on the fam-

ilyrs o\tn comments, on their responses to the form, and on the therapistrs

observations) were reinforced. Areas of oríginal concern in which no

improvement Ì^ras reflected, or with which family díssatisfaction increased,

were discussed with the family. trrlhere further intervention seemed appro-

priate and was desired by the family, a referral was made.

There !üas a strong attempt to keep the focus on the family unit when

referral TJas necessary. For example, in one situation both parent and

child were referred for further he1p. The most, appropriate form of treat-

ment involved separate therapy for parent and chi1d, but efforts were

made to have them seen concurrent,ly, and to connect them with a social

r¿orker who could keep the focus of treatment on the family unit.

The concluding step of the intervention was one designed to eval-

uate its effectiveness. Each member of a family twelve years of age or

older was asked Ëo complete a questíonnaíre (see APPENDIX IV) regarding

the service they had received. To promote openness in their responses,

they were instructed to remain anonymous unless they particularly wished

to put their name on the questionnaire. Each individual was given an

envelope in which to seal their quesËionnaire, and they were gathered up

at the last interview with the family. (See Chapter Six for details of

the evaluation).
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CHAPTER FIVE

CASE ILLUSTRATIONS

I Introduction

The practicum afforded an opportunity to observe how seven very

different families reacted to loss. Of the factors ídentified in the

literature as mosÈ influential in family adjustment, four were observed

to be particularly important in the families who received service:

1) intrafamilial communication patÈerns

2) the family role sysrem

3) previous coping and problem-solving methods

4) openness to social supports and ability to use these effectívely.

rn addition, two factors commonly identified as influential in

indivídual ad justment were found to play an importanÈ role in the overall

adjustment of the family system:

1) survivors t sense of their own self-worth

2) survivorsr relationships with the deceased, including strength

and security of attachment, degree of reliance and intensity of

ambivalence.

In families where all six of the above facÈors hTere generally healthy,

the natural mourning process could be facilitated with brief, supportive

intervention. ldhere problems existed in one or more of those areas, how*

eveï, mourning l^ras more complicated and intervention tended to be more

lengthy and complex. The following case examples will illustrate how the

factors cíted above influenced adjustment in particular families, and

how intervention was tailored accordingly.
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II Mourning in a Healthy Familv System

Case I - A "One-Shotrr Intervention

A request for an interview was received from Mrs. J., a r/oman in her

mid-thirties who had lost both parents approximately four months earlier.
Mrs. J. felt she was handling her own grief fairly well-, but was concern-

ed about the eldest of her Ë\.Io sons. Eleven year old Rob ¡¿as missing his
grandparents terríbly, had fallen behind in school, and. was overeating

and gaining weight. An appointment was arranged at which the r¿hole fam-

ily was asked to be present, although Mrs. J. r.ras somewhat confused by

this requesÈ, since her husband and younger son !Íere not experiencing

any difficulties.

The conjoint intervíer¿ afforded opportunity to review the illnesses

and deaths of the grandparents r,rith the r¿ho1e family, and t.o explore the

coping methods the family had used during those crises. In addition, it
afforded a chance to observe the familyrs style of communication and to

assess their progress as individuals and as a family in dealing with their
1os ses

The J. Family spcke 1-ovingl_y of Èheir,jeceased famiiv memberÈ: rê_

calling how brandmat and brandpa' had lived with them for a period of

tine. They spoke of how glad they rrrere that they had been able to nurse

their loved ones Èhrough their illnesses. Mrs. J. descríbed how suppor-

tive her husband had been through that period, and she mentioned the con-

tinuing comfort she received from her extended family, especially cousins.

As the family talked, they,cried openly, and both Mr. and Mrs. J. remark-

ed that in many ways their sadness had brought them even closer together

as a family.

Rob was encouraged t.o review his own special memories of his grand-
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parents, and his younger brother joined in. Rob recalled how he had comehome from school each day and talked about hís day r,¡ith hís bed_riddengrandmother' That rítual had strengthened their attachment and over tir¡eRob had begun to feel guílty if he rneglected, his grandmother and wentout to play wíth friends' He reported tearfully that he had recently haddifficulty concentratíng at school beeause he often thought about hísgrandmother' how much he l0ved her, and how he ¡¿ished he coutd have donemore for her r¿hen she rvas so sick. Rob was encouraged to let his tearscome' and at Èhe same time r¿as helped to revier+ his efforts on his grand_motherts behalf and to rearize that he could not have done more for thanhe did' He 
'¡/as 

reassured that his grandmother had undoubtedly v¡anted himto play with his friends as boys his age should, and he was helped to re_call times that she had urged him to go out and be r+ith his friends. Robwas also helped to focus on hís happy memories of his grandmother, inorder that his image of her would be less troubling.
Mr' and Mrs. J. were asked about their methods for handling Rob,sproblems, and they described their attempts to be supportive of Rob andyet at the same time to be firm wíth him regarciing snecking ancì schoolwork' They outlined the homer¿ork guidelines they had set down so thatRob could catch up at school. These r,rTere reasonable and appropriate toRobts circumstances' and r+hen Rob r¡as asked hor¿ he felt about having todo schoolwork at home, he appeared very accepting of his parents, lovingintent in makíng hín do the extra homework.

Mr' and Mrs' J' rvanted to knorv if there r¡'as more they could be do-ing to help Rob, and asíde from some suggestions regarding Robrs snack_ing and mealtime habits, they were encouraged to continue in the firmbut supporÈive course they had embarked upon with Rob. It was sugges

¡
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to them that some changes in Rob I s performance at school and his eating

habits might be more likely to occur nor¿ that he had runloadedr his

burden of guilt and some of his sadness.

rn follow-up telephone calls to the famil_y, Mr. and Mrs. J. spoke

of a tturn-aroundf in Rob. He ü/as no longer $reepy around the house, his

schoolwork had improved, and he had started to lose weight. They re-
marked that they were beginning to feel like a normal farnily, afÈer the

long period of i11ness, death and mourníng they had been through. The

changes they had experienced were maínÈained over several mont.hs.

In summary, this family presenËed because of a concern abouË one

member who had been unable to decathect from his deceased grandparent.

The strong, interdependent relationship between Rob and his grandmother

made it difficult for him to let go of her. However, once Robrs ex-

pressive mourning received some additional encouragement in the presence

of hís family, and once the family was reinforced in its problem-solving

approach, the natural healing process was able to proceed. The familyrs

connectedness with a supportive neË¡¿ork, and Èheir healthy affective,

communication and role systems \rrere factcrs which sustained this process

and helped result in a healthy outcome.
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III Mourning in a Fa¡nily with a C losed Style of Communfcatíon

Case 2 - A Brief Intervention

Mr. L. and his trnro teenaged children were not a family who could

easily request assistance with their adjustment to loss. The emphasis

in their family, throughout the illness and death of Mrs. L., had been on

coping. Mrs. L. herself had seË the tone in the family, refusing to

talk about about the seriousness of her illness, and stressing her in-

tention to return home from the hospital at the earliesÈ opportunity in

order that she could cook and run the household. During the entire period

of Mrs. L.rs illness and death, Èhe two children, Joan and Colin, managed

to maintain honors and exemptions at school, and'hrere encouraged to re-

main active in their many extra-curricular activities.

Because of their excessive emphasis on coping and control, the family

were identified as being at risk aÈ the tirne of Mrs. L.ts death. Initial

telephone cal1s to Mr. L. after the death \¡rere met with a bright and up-

beat response. He recounted how he and his children had tpitched in' 'sith
Ëhe housework, and. how they were managing very well. Yet at the same time,

he <iisprayeci an obvious need to talk about what he had been through. A1-

though he rejected initial offers of a home visit, he responded positivel-y

to offers of continuing telephone fo1-Iow-up.

After a number of phone calls, each one focusing more closely on

Mr. L.rs feel-ings and on his uncertainty about hor¿ his children were

really handling theír motherts loss, the suggestion of a home visit r,ras

finally accepted. Mr. L. rnras initially seen alone, and at this meeting

he poured out his frustration and regret that he had not confronted his

wife about the seriousness of her illness. He expressed greaÈ regret

and sadness that his wife had 'gone and diedt without either he or she
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expressing their deep feelings for one anoÈher. He explained that al-

though their family life had always been happy, Ëhere had never been

much openness and dialogue about feelings. Because of this, he indicated,

he did not know how Ëo talk to his chíldren about their moËher and he

could only hope that they were able Èo handle their sadness appropriately.

The importance of a family being able Èo mourn together was explain-

ed to Mr. L., and he expressed a great desire to be able to do so. He

had grown close to hís children through their cooperative efforts at

running the househol-d since Mrs. L.rs death, but he realized that unless

he could talk openly to Ëhem about his wife and about the day-to-day

concerns they faced as teenagers, the family unit would not truly be

strong or healthy. In addition, he was helped to realíze that for his

own mental health, he needed to be able to give himself permission to

show his ov¡n sadness to those closest to him.

The L. family had been able to draw upon the support of a fer¿ friends

and neighbours, buÈ had no family network on whom they could rely. This

factor had perhaps increased their intention to cope on Èheir own, but at

the same time thís lack of support made them more vulnerable, and increased

the importance of the famíly being able Ëo support each oÈher.

At the first conjoint family interview each member of the family r^7as

asked to fill ouË a family concern form. Each one of them, unbeknor¡nst

to the oËhers, expressed dissatisfaction with their ability as a family to

talk about the member of their family r^rho had died recently. In addítion,

each one of them descríbed themselves as less than satisfied with their

ability as a family to share feelings like anger, sadness and hurt.

Intervention activities were quickly geared to promote the fanilyts

ability Ëo talk togeËher about their loss. Guided by grief intervention

theory and by Satir's view of the therapist as both model- and teacher of
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communication (satir 1983, pp. 125-130), the family was assisted to re-

view Mrs. L.rs illness and deaÈh. The therapist genÈly used rreality'

words such as tcancert, tdiet, rdeathf etc., and assisted family members

to do Èhe same as each one tal-ked about his or her 1oss. Each individual

was 1isÈened to attentively by Èhe Èherapist, \¡ras encouraged Ëo speak for

him/herself, and hTas encouraged to descríbe and express his or her feel-

ings as s/he recal-led memories of Mrs. L. and of her illness and deaÈh.

In addition, each ï^ras encouraged to 1isÈen attentively when other family

members spoke.

The familyrs style of communication was discussed, and each member

was asked to talk about some of the specific factors that made it diffi-

cult for him or her to Èalk openly abouÈ their loss. Mr. L. took thaÈ

opportunity to explain to his children that he had held baek from dis-

cussing their motherrs illness because he had wanted to protect them.

Likewise, he told them, he had not spoken much about Ëheir moËher since

her death because he had not known how to go about it. BoÈh children re-

sponded that they had held back talking about their moËher ín order to

protecÈ hin. The family could quite clearly see how their failure to

openly check out each otherrs feelings had cont.ributed to each memberrs

feelings of isolation.

As Èhe need to openly express sadness and to share feelings within

the family r,rras díscussed, Joan, the elder of the tlrro children, began to

make some inporËant connecËions beÈr¿een fanily communication and her own

behavior. She remarked that her recenË attempt to ltrashr her roomuras

probabl-y a r4ray of getting rid of some of her feelíngs, since she coul-d

not talk to anyone in the family about them.

Following from this, the therapist helped the family spel1 out rules
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for more accurate and effecËive communication (Satir 1983, pp. i_29-130),

so that frustration' anger and sadness could find a more appropriate out-

let. Specifically, they were coached in ways of telling each other that

they felt angry' sad or lonely. They were also assisted to think of ways

that they could openly share their memories of Mrs. L. in the future, and

each member \^las encouraged to choose and preserve his or her ornrn special

memento of Mrs. L.

Once shared mourning had been started in the family, attention could

be directed to other areas of fanily functioning with which dissatisfac-

tion had been expressed. These areas !üere ext.remely few in number in

this family, and centered mosËly around the dívision of responsibilíties.

Based on Haleyts problem-solving approach, the family was assisted to

describe the changes they desired in the division of responsibilities.

(Italey 1976, p.40). Mr. L. rended to identify the youngest childfs

lack of cooperation as the rproblemt and since colin generally agreed

with this description of the situation, he and his father Ì^rere asked to

braínstorm about ways in which the youngster coul-d be motivated to do his

fair share and Èhus reduce the burden of household responsibil-ity on Joan.

Given Mr. L.ts desire not to have to rpolice' Ëhe children, and

given Colinrs desire for some sort of a check-list to help him keep track

of his responsibilities, a self-administered check-list \47as suggested by

Èhe therapist as one approach to the situation. Placed in strategic spots

throughout the house, the form would remind colin of his dutíes, would

reduce Mr. L.ts need to rpolicef Colin, and. would serve as a clear defin-

ition of those tasks lying outside Joanrs realm of responsibility.

In the familyis final concern forms, changes were evidenÈ in items

relating to both mourning and sharing of responsibility. specifically,
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an increase in satisfaction was expressed by all three family members in

items relating to communication and sharing of feelings about their recent

loss, and ín addition, all three members reported an íncrease in feeling

good about themselves as individuals. As well, as the famíly sought to

redistribute its responsibilities, one member reported an increase in

satisfacËion in that regard, one member reported a decrease in satisfac-

tion, and one member reported no change in his/her leve1 of satísfaction.

In summary, this familyrs initial adjustment to loss could be seen

to have been impeded by a closed style of communícaÈion. Though able to

share their feelings with people ouÈside the family, such as friends and

neighbours, they had difficulty expressing Ëhem to one another. In a time

of severe sËress, the family pattern of closed communication proved to be

inadequate. !ühen intervention assisted in brínging mourning rout of the

closeÈr and in changing the familyts communicatíon sty1e, they were able

to recall and draw upon their memories of the positíve relationship they

had enjoyed with Mrs. L.

lJith the aid of a problern-solving approach, the family was then able

Ëo address their atËention to instrumental changes and to proceed in

adjusting to their loss. Their efforts r¡rere supported by their naËural

tendency Èo cope and to problem-solve, the gene¡ally appropriate role

system they had devísed in their newly structured family, and by their

effective use of limited but reliable social supports.
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IV Mournine in Multí-Problem Families

Case 3 - Mouùning C omplicated by Alcoholism'and Poverty

Mr. K.' a core area resident ín his early forties, LTas referred for

social work follor¡r-up after Èhe death of his cornmon-law wife. Several

factors indicated that he uright face a difficult adjustment to his loss.

specifically, Mr. K. was a recovering alcoholic, and had been unemployed

and living on social assisËance for the last few years. He had no close

family of his own for support, and he had what could be characËerized as

an ambivalent relationship with Mrs. K.'s surviving adult children.

Three ¡¡eeks afÈer the death, l"fr. K. himself phoned Èo request an

appointment. He expressed great sadness on the telephone, and said that

although he felt he needed help, he did not lrant to have to return Èo

the hospíÈal setting. An appointment uTas arranged at his home.

Mr. K. presented as a truly dejected figure. His sadness, loneli-

ness and hopelessness hrere evident in his facial expression, his voice

and his posture. He described- the close interdependent relationship he

had had with his r¿ife for fifteen years, and his fear of facíng the future

without her. äe Èaike<i abouÈ his reiacionship with her chiiciren, indica-

ting that because he lacked the official status of a father, he felt he

could not unburden himself to them, especially since they too were griev-

ittg. AË the same Ëime, though he had a desire to.be close to them, he

described their difficulties with drugs and with the law, and indicated

that'he had had conflicts with some of the children in recent yeaïs.

His connecËions to friends and to the conrmunity did not appear Ëo

be much stronger or more promising. Though he belonged to, and regular-

ly attended an Alcoholics Anonymous group, he feLt that Ëhe group lacked

understanding and sympathy for hís ne\¡r situation. He described their
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emphasis on coping and on making the best of things, and recounted

their efforts to get him to tcheer upr. One or two close friends he had

made through the group did offer him support and assistance, but hís re-

sponses to their efforts gradually discouraged them. Mr. K. tended eíther

to rely on them totally for his needs or he tended to reject their assis-

Èance, bel-ieving that he was unworthy of it.

Mr. K. indicated that his past approach to probl-em-solving had been

to escape by getting drunk, and he stressed thaË he did noË ü7ant to re-

peat Èhat patËern ín his present situation. However, having been ,dry,

for only four months, he \¡/as unsure of how strong he could remain in

this resolve.

In addition, Mr. K.ts instrumental worries contributed to his un-

happiness. Because of his ner"r tsingler staËus, City lJelfare would. soon

require him Èo move from the apartment that had been home to he and

Mrs. K.

An inËervention was planned to focus on several of Mr. K.ts concerns.

Attention would be given to assisting him with his expressive mourning

work, Ëo strengthening his family ties, and to helping him negotiate some

satisfactory living arrangements with City I,{elfare. It was hoped that if

mourning work could be facilitated and family supports could be mobilized,

Mr. K. would be less inclined to rely on his former problem-solving

methods.

As mourning work proceeded, the exËent of Mr. K. ts former reliance

on Mrs. K. r¿as revealed. In many r4rays, she had tmotheredr hirn, and his

fear of the future !üas aÈ least partly related to the loss of this pro-

Èectíon. It became apparent that Mr. K. had gravitated to the type of

relationship he had had with Mrs. K. because of his own previously un-

happy homelife when he was growing up. He had been treated, in his words,
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t'like a dog", and she was the first person who had ever loved him for

himseLf.

l"lourning work also revealed Mr. K. ts 1or^r self-esteem. He. felt unable

Èo draw upon the support of other people because he often did not believe

they really wanted to help him and because he believed he v¡as not worth

helping. He tested offers of support by relying so toËally on the person

offering the support that it was eventually withdrawn, thereby 'proving'

that it \"74s noË really sincere or Ëhat he was not really !,rorthy of it.

Mr. K. I^7as encouraged to accept offers of help from friends when

they were forthcoming, and was reassured of his r"¡orthiness and value as

a person. At the same time, he r¿as encouraged to identify strengths r¿ith-

in himself that v¡ould make it unnecessary for him to behave in a totally

dependent fashion on those r¡ho did offer he1p.

As grief work sessions continued, efforts were made to arrange a

meeting at r¿hich Mr. K. rs step-children could be present. These lrere un-

successful, buË Mr. K. hras encouraged to strengthen his network ties by

spending tíne with those of his step-chil-dren r¡ho did not have drug or

alcohol problems. He r¡as also encouraged to make contact with his family,

who lived out of town. In addition, an exËension of his apartment lease

r4ras negotiated with Cíty Welfare.

These new efforts at alleviating Mr. K. rs situation r¡rere not enough

to prevenÈ him from returning to his customary methods of problem-solving.

As the reality of his loss sunk in, and as he atËerrpted to negotiate his

eúvironment wíthout the assistance of Mrs. K.r he began to drink again.

Intervention during Èhis period was often crisis-oriented, often via

telephone, and consisted of fdirect influencet techniques such as advice

giving, advocating a particular course of action, warning Mr. K. of con-

seguences and linking him directly with community resources (as per Golan
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1978, pp. 99-100). Specifically, Mr. K. was assisted to get medical help

when he had been in a fight, he was tËalked dovmr when he r¿as drunk and

self-destructive, he was taken Èo an alcohol treatment center, and he was

encouraged to make contact with his former A.A. sponsor.

Throughout this period, he was further encouraged in the strengthen-

íng of his network. Specifically, he was advised to get in touch with

his ov¡n siblings, of whom he had spoken positively. Eventually, he

reached the decision to conÈact his family, and that communication result-

ed in a plan to leave lJinnipeg. Mr. K. expressed a desire to start afresh,

and would do so by visiting his faurily and by looking for work in the

province where they lived. hlhen he 1efË, he expressed hope for his fuÈure,

saying that he ¡¿ould "geË through this somehow".

In summary, Mr. K.ts mourning can be seen to have been complicated by

a number of factors. His dependent relationship on the person he lost,

his low self-esteem, his lack of social supports, his inability to effec-

tively use those supports he did have, and his unhealthy problem-solving

methods all contributed to a difficult adjustnent. Interventíon aimed at

facilitating his mourning and strengthening hís self-csLeem and his eon-

necÈions to social supporÈs was somewhat effective. Although he reverËed

to previous problen-solving methods, he eventually saw the futility of

these and was abl-e to Ëake some new, healthier steps Èowards coping with

his situation.

Short-term telephone follow-up has indicated that he has mainËained

sobrieÈy, is attending A.A. neetings and is looking for employment in the

province where one of his siblings resides.
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Case 4 - Mourning ín a Twice-Bereaved , Multí-Problem Familv

Mr. 8., a mid-30ish laborer, \¡Ias referred for bereavement fo1-low-up

several months after a double tragedy struck his family. In an unexpect-

ed turn of events over a two-week period, Mr. B. lost both his father

and his ¡¿ife. The familyrs attention had been focused on Mrs. 8., who

r¿as in the final- stages of an incurable illness, when Mr. B. Sr. was

hospitalized fot minor surgery. A post-surgical complicaÈion arose, and

Mr. B. died suddenly. Two rnreeks laÈer, Mrs. B. succumbed Èo the disease

she had been fighting for the past year.

Left to mourn with Mr. B. were his mid-60ish mother and his seven

year old son. As a family, they were at considerable risk for a number

of reasons. The unexpectedness of Mr. B. Sr.fs death, plus the deaÈh of

Mrs. B. when Ëhe fa¡nily $ras already in shock would have been enough to

throw any famí1y into chaos. In addition, however, there were indications

that Mr. B. had a serious drinking problem, that he b'as unprepared to

parent hís seven year o1d son, and that he lacked the emotional resources

to deal with the loss of hís father (to whom he had been very close) and

his '*'ife (witH r¡.hom he hael had a ver]/ stormv reiationship) .

An initial meeËing r,,7as arranged with Mr. B. In that interview,

Mr. B. readily identífied many of the problems facing he and his family,

and indicated hís desire that soneone would rfix thingsr so thaË he

would not feel so misera-ble. l'Ihen asked to compleÈe a farnily concern

form, Mr. B. indicated that he was less than satisfied with 17 of the 25

aspecÈs of family life it covered, including abiLity to share feelings

about loss, communication, decision-makíng and allocation of tasks. In

addition, he indicated that he did not feel good about himsel-f, and thaÈ

he had doubt about his own ability as an individqal to carry on with
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living since having lost his father and r^rife. suggestions to Mr. B.

Èhat these feelings and concerns be explored and deal-t with in a family

setting (ie. with his mother presenÈ) were firmly rejected. Mr. B.

appeared to fear the perspective his mother might bring to the discussion,

particularly his assertion that he Ì¡ras a "controlled alcoholictt. In

addition, the family had reorganized its parenting functions so thaË

Mr. B.'s son now lived with Mrs. B. sr., and r¿hile Mr. B. had some nega-

tive feelings about the arrangement, he appeared Ëo fear that an open

discussion of the situaÈion could result in him having to take greaËer

responsibility for parenting.

IÈ r^¡as suggested to Mr. B. that he could be helped to deal with many

of his loss-related feelings in individual sessions, but thaË the family

problems of such great concern to him could not be rfixedr unless the

family as a whole (ie. he and his mother) eventually met to discuss then.

Several individual- sessions hrere arranged to begin to help Mr. B. deal

with his losses, but so threatened was he by the thought that these indiv-

idual sessions might eventually lead Ëo family-oríented counseling, that

he cance'l led or rforgott every individual- appoinËment that r..ras err--ense¡l

in Èhe next thro monÈhs.

Mr. B. gre\¡¡ increasingly unable to handle his feelings about his

losses duríng this time, however. So great ¡^ras his desíre for help, that

he eventually identified his son as having a rproblemt and requested an

interview to dqal with it. The subsequent session attended by he and his

son proved to be a turning point, for while it was ostensibly an oppor-

tunity to discuss seven year old Peterrs recent behavior at school, it

quickly became a family grief work session. Mr. B. broke dourn and re-

leased his great despair, his hopelessness and his suicídal thoughts.
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rn front of his son, whom he had taught to "fight, not cryt', he wept and

mourned. His son, whom he often called "the IiËtle brattt, crept into his

fatherrs lap to comfort him. This physical affection, usually spurned

by Mr. B. as "unmanly", was gratefully received. Father and son were

encouraged to let their feelings out and to talk about the family nembers

Èhey so desperately missed.

The father-son intervíew provided a valuable opportunity for the

therapist to model and teach cormunicaËion as per Satirrs guidelines

(1983¡ pp. 125-130). Peter was talked Ëo and listened to in a r¡arm and

respectful fashion, his questions v¡ere thoughtfully answered by the ther-

apist, and his statements \¡rere carefully re-stated or f checked outr to

make sure that his nessage was understood. Mr.8., who generally appear-

ed awkward and embarrassedr¿hen addressing his son, had an opporÈunity to

observe the therapistts interaction with his son, and to see that this

type of con¡nunication was effective and enjoyable for both participants.

As well, Mr. B. and Peter r¡rere encouraged to talk directly to each other,

and they were assisted to re-phrase statements so that they could be uore

easilv r:nderstood bv one another. In seneral= hor,¡ever= thev tended to- -'- --J - -"* 'J --- O-----

undersLand each oËher fairly readily, and therapeutic efforts were able

to be directed more to\À7ards increasing the affective dimension of their

communication (ie. getting Mr. B. to state his message with more warmth

and caring, where possible).

Having triggered shared mourning in at least one part of the family

system, and having encouraged increased corrmunication and closeness be-

tT¡reen father and son, intervention would continue to be focused on mourn-

ing and on the father-son relationship for the next few months. Several

sessions r¡rere spent with Mr. 8., helping him to review his relationships
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lrith his father and his wife, the circumstances of their deaths, and the

meanings their loss would have for his future. Because Mr. B.fs relation-

ship with his father had been close and faírly positive, he needed only

minimal assistance to begin Èo lay that relationship to rest.

Considerably rnore work was required to put his relationship r¡ith his

wife into perspective. Their marriage had been stormy, but he had been

very dependent upon her. Mr. B. expressed absoluËe terror and despair at

the prospect of managing on his own, 'rwithout a woman", and with the re-

sponsibility of a young child. His fear of facing the future by himself

1ed him to idealize Mrs. B. ín his memory, and he struggled to come to a

realistic view of her that would a11ow him to lay their past to rest and

begin Ëo reorganize his life without her.

The process of reviewing and relinquishing his relationship with

Mrs. B. involved several steps for Mr. B. Of his o\,rn accord, he brought

in a picture of her and talked about iËs meaning for him. He was helped

to recall Mrs. B.rs good points and rveaknesses, and he was helped to re-

call both happy and unhappy memories of their past together. This review

led Mr. B. to plan a car trip to the places at r¿hich they had honeymooned

and vacatíoned together, and eventually, to dispose of their wedding rings

at a special place he had shared with her. He began to envision his life

without her, and he took steps to learn to deal r¿ith household and finan-

cial matters which had previously been Looked after by Mrs. B.

As this process occurred, several individual sessions hrere also held

with Mr. B.rs son. Through play techniques such as drawing, tape-record-

ing a rradio showr, and the use of dolls, Peter was.helped to talk about

his losses. TypÍcal for a child his age, he inítial1-y expressed many of

his feelings about loss in relation to the farnily dog who had died earlier.
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However, as the play sessions proceeded, Peter gradually became able to

express the sad feelings he had about losíng family members. He reveal-ed

that he had had thoughËs of killing himself in order to be with his de-

ceased famil-y members. Peter was helped to identify alternaÈive ways of

dealing with sadness and loneliness, and he was helped, through the use

of childrenrs books, to discover how oLher children handled sad feelíngs.

He learned that he could turn to his family and friends for comfort, and

that he could keep his happy memories of his moÈher and grandfather alive

by making his own special memorial of them (eg. through drawings and a

scrapbook) .

The scheduling of individual sessions with Peter provided an oppor-

tunity to make contact with Mrs. B. Sr., who was r¿illing to participate

in any type of interview with her son and/or grandson. She was initially

seen wiÈh her grandson, since her son sti1l would not consent to attend a

meeting at which she would be present. Mrs. B. Sr. r¿as asked to complete

a family concern form, and her responses indicated dissatisfaction r¿ith

several areas of family functioning. Like her son, she was concerned

about the family's abiliÈy to listen to and understand each other, to

communicate good feelings to one anoËher, to make sensible rules and take

on responsibility, to make fernily decisions, to be consistent with disci-

pline, and to feel good about Èhemselves as individuals. She was al-so

concerned about her sonrs use of liquor. On the other hand, she indicated

that she felt able to carry on without her husband, and discussion of her

loss confirmed that she was dealing with it in a healthy and appropriate

fashion.

Mrs. B. Sr. also appeared to be handling her parental responsibilities

in a fairly positive fashion. She indicated that she had been surrogate
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parenË to her grandson in the past when her son and his wife had been

unwilling or unable to fulfi11 their responsíbilities as parents. She

had taken over much of the parentíng responsibilities during l'Irs. B. rs

illness, and her present parental role seemed natural- and fitting to her,

especially in víew of her sonts shift rvork and drinking problem.

l"Irs. B. Sr. f s posiËion as parenÈ, though perhaps not ideal, appeared

to be adaptive and functional in the familyts current situation, Inter-

vention with Mrs. B. was thus focused on helpíng her use her parental

abilities to greatest advantage. Specifically, she was encouraged to

speak positively of her deceased daughter-in-1aw to her grandson, even

though she had long harbored bitter feelings about her daughter-in-1ar¿rs

abilicies as a wife and mother. In addition, she was asked to help pro-

mote Peterts mourning work through the use of childrents books, and by

helping Peter compose a memorial notice on the one year anniversary of

his noËherf s deaÈh. She ¡rTas also directed to promote involvement between

her son and grandson, and she willingly conplied with all these directives.

In the meantime, as Mr. B. progressed ¡¡ith his mourning work, he grew

more able to discuss his role in the fanily and this al"lowed some inter-

vention in the family structure. Specífically, efforts were made to help

Mr. B. clarify Èhe boundaries around himself as a parental subsystem (as

per Minuchin 1974r pp. L43-I47), by encouraging him to spend more time

with his son on a regular basis. Mr. B. was abl-e to see that this was a

way he could begin both to reduce his fears about parenËing and address

the question of how much parental responsibility he actually wanÈed. As

this occurred, Mr. B. took steps to meet with his moËher to discuss

Peterrs future and to arrange a contingency plan for Peterts care should

something happen to either of them.
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Mr. B. uras also helped to finarry discuss his alcoholism openly.

He explained that he had been in an alcohol treatment program once, but

that he would not consider doing it again, even Ëhough his health r¿as in
jeopardy. However, towards the end of Èherapy, Mr. B. met and became in-
volved with a r,r7oman, and this relationship began to have a very positive
effect on him in several ways. He expressed his feering thaÈ for Èhe

first tíme in a long time he had a reason to look afËer his health, and

he renarked that sínce his new \¡roman friend was not nuch interesËed in
social drinking anJ rray, it had become easier for him to cut dor¿n on his

oÌ'tn use of liquor.

Mr. B. and his mother \¡rere not seen together until the end of therapy,

since ít was not until- then that Mr. B. rvould consent to attend an ínter-
view with his mother. This alone represented an important change in the

family systen' but in addition, several more changes were evident. Mr. B.

and his mother were able to openly discuss Mr. B.rs drínking probrem, and

they were able to discuss changes in their present parenting ro1es. Both

agreed that Mr. B. needed to reduce his drinking, and both agreed that

Peter needed to be raised by his om father. They discussed the type of

changes that would be necessary if Mr. B. were to be able to parent effec-
tively, and Mr. B. agreed to consíder seeking outside help with parenting

(such as a parenËing class).

In additíon, Mr. B. discussed the relationship he was devel-oping with

the woman he had met recently, and he expressed their desire for counseL-

ing sessions in which they could be assisted to develop their relation-
ship in a treal-thy fashion. ArrangemenËs were made so that therapy could

continue brief Iy r.rith Mr. B. and his r^roman friend.

Although intervention r¿ith Ëhe B. family had iqcluded almost no con-
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joint sessions, the family-focused intervenËion activities ¡^rhich had been

carried out with the individuals and dyads in the family sysrem appeared

to have promoted considerable change in the family as a whole. In their
fínal family concern forms, both Mr. B. and his mother indicated increased

satisfaction with items related to the familyts ability to share its feel-

ings about loss, its communication and its rules. rn addition, Mr. B.

expressed increased satisfaction with his ov¡r and r.rith the familyts abil-

ity to carry on in spite of having lost a family member.

rn summary, the B. familyrs adjustment to loss can be seen to have

been complicated by ineffective communication patterns, by Mr. B. fs use

of liquor as a coping mechanism, by the ambivalent relationship he had

had with his wife, and by the familyrs inability to share its feelings

about the death of two of its members. VJith the aid of inËervention re-

lated to those factors, and with the familyrs ability to adapt its role

system in a time of crisis and its connecËedness with a limited number of

reliable social supports, the B. family ¡"ras able to proceed in a healthy

fashion towards readjustment.
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Cá.se 5 - Mournins in a Multi-Problem Family wi th No Social Supports

Mrs. 4., a mid-3Oish suburban mother, üras referred for social work

follow-up two months after the death of her husband. Mrs. A. described

her own loneliness and lack of social supports as conceïns, but identified

the behavior of her pre-school daughter Èo be the major problem facíng

the famíly. Four year old Margaret, who attended daycare full-time, !ùas

exhibiting considerable aggression and refusing to nap at daycare, and in

addition she was difficult to manage aÈ home.

Through the use of a family concern form, a family tree and a social

support map, iË was clarified that Mrs. A. was totally lacking in social

supports. She had had a very unhappy childh-ood and had been estranged

from her family of origin, all of whom lived overseas, for many years.

She did not get along with her in-laws, had no close friends, and had

only occasional contact with neighbours and with a few families who attend-

ed her church. Mrs. A. reported an inability to be calm or patient with

her daughter, she reported difficulty in feeling or demonstrating affec-

Èion toward her daughter, and she expressed considerable ambivalence about

her role as a parenË. In addition, she complained that since the death of

her husband, she had felt exhausted and unable to function adequately

around the house.

An intervention was designed to focus on all Mrs. A.ts concerns, be-

ginning with her daughËer's behavior and with the loneliness and exhausË-

ion she r"ras experiencing as part of her loss. Consistent rrith the liter-

ature, initial activities hrere focused on assessíng and promoting indiv-

idual and shared mourníng work for Margaret and Mrs. A. ït was hoped

that by opening up the family emotional system and ensuring that mourning

proceeded, changes might be tùiggered in t"trs. A.rs emotional and physical

health, in the relationship beÈween Mrs. A. and her daughter, and possibly
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in l"largaretf s behavior. Specif ically, l"lrs. A. was instructed and assist-
ed in the use of childrents storybooks about death, as a r¡ray to promote

dialogue between she and MargareÈ about their loss, and as a $tay of pro-

motíng involvenent between them and strengthening the boundary around

them (as per Minuchin 1974, p. 146). Mrs. A's mourning work !üas promoted

in several individual sessions, and she was referred to a widows, group,

which would provide her with some desperately-needed social support (as

per Walker, MacBride and Vachon lg77).

As r¿ork proceeded with Mrs.4., it was gradually revealed Ëhat she

and her husband had had an ambivalent relationship, and she had expected

his death to be a relief. She had not expected to have to mourn his loss

to any gteat extent, and so the sadness, exhausËion and depression she did

feel r¿ere confusing to her. These factors, along r+ith the fact thaÈ she

had always considered weeping to be a sign of weakness, made her seek es-

cape in intense activity after her husbandts d.eath. Mrs. A. rras assisted

Èo understand that even a conflictual relationship needs to be mourned

r¿hen it is over, and she r¿as encouraged to release her feelings through

the tears which"she had heretofore forbidden herself.

rn addition, Mrs. A. gradually began to open up about her unhappy

past. Her troubled relatíonship with her ov¡n mother, and a previously

unsuccessfuL parenting experience which hpd resulted in her giving up her

first child, were slowly revealed. Mrs. A. r+as helped to see how these

factors made it difficult for her in the present - ho¡v her l-ack of an

effective parenting tnodel and her unresolved rel-ationship with her m6ther

nade it hard for her to feel positive about herselfr about her orvn abil-
ities as a parent, and about her daughter MargareË.

A strategy \{as devised to address the mother-daughter relationships
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in both generations. First, therapeutic efforts began to be focused on

altering the inappropriately rigid boundary r¿hich l"frs. A had originally
established to end the conflict between she and her mother. Using Satirrs
guidelines (1983), Mrs. A. r¿as instructed in rules for effective non-con-

flictual communication and she was encouraged to initiate contact with

her mother. She was also assisted to express her feelings in a tthera-

peutic letterf as a way of preparing for eventual dialogue with her mother,

and she was helped to rehearse appropriate ways of expressing and reveal-

ing her feelings in telephone calls. She l,'as assisted to find words to

convey to her mother her desire for a future connection.

Second, Mrs. A. r¿as assisted to deal with Margaretrs problems at day-

care and to get specific help with parenting Margaret. I.lith regard to the

former, meetíngs r¡rere held with l"trs. A. and the staff of the daycare attend-

ed by her daughter, and a modified behavioral approach was devised to handle

Margaretrs conÈinuing behavior problems. The approach required (and assist-

ed) l4rs. A. to spend more quality time with her daughter, and as such it
reinforced her in her parental role and at the same time strengthened the

boundary around she and MargareË. I{ith regard to the lattern Mrs. A. was

registered in a special parenting class which taught child development

and anger management, and she was l-inked with a teaching homemaker rnrho

could both coach her in effective díscipline and teach her to enjoy and

have fun with Margaret.

A psychological assessment of Margaret r^ras arranged, and through

that, Margaret was enrolled in play therapy to help her develop a more

positive self-image (which would reduce her need to behave in an aggress-

ive, attention-seeking manner), and to further work on her adjusËment to

l-oss.
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Other intervention activities designed to assist Mrs. A. with her

ambivalent relatíonships r¡ith her deceased husband, her mother, and later,
rvith her in-l-aws took p1-ace over several months. She was gradually able

to Iay to rest her relationship with her husband, and she began to gain

sone perspect.ive on the importance of resolving her conflicts r¡ith her

mother and her in-laws.

Towards the end of therapy, Mrs. A. began to take sÈeps which would

enabre her to return to work. she began to look forward to rfeeling

usefultt, having conÈact with rnore adults, and having a paycheque. she

had maintained on-going contact with the widowst group, and had begun

dating. (iter approach to dating was cautious and. well though-out, as she

had no desire to become involved in another unsatisfactory relationship,

and she acknowledged her need to be selective and careful to avoid hurt-
ing her daughter, herself, or a man with r¡hom she might become involved).

As her social isolaÈion eased, and as l'Irs. A. gained help with parenting,

she began to express optimism about her ability to cope more effectively.

In her final family concern form, Mrs. A. indicated increased satis-

faction with the familyrs ability to ta1-k about their 1oss, and in her

abílities to be patient and calm, shor^r care and concern, be positive to-

r,'rards others and make sensible rules. she indicated no change in her

ability to be consistent r^'ith discipline or to enjoy fanily activities,

but she expressed hope that on-going parenting training woul-d make a

difference in these items.

In surrmary, mourning in the A. family can be .seen to have been im-

peded by virtually every risk factor identífied in the Literature. In-

effective intrafamilial communication; ineffective coping and problem-

solving methods (eg. breaking off relatíons with family members, handling
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anger by yelling and spanking); inability to rink rvith, and use social

supports effectively, low self-esteem; and ambivalenÈ ties to the de-

ceased, all contributed to this familyrs difficulty in adjustment.

hlith a multi-faceted intervention extending over a period of at

least seven months and eighÈeen sessions, this family was assisted to

improve its cottunicaËion and boundary system, its copíng and problen-

solving methods, íts links with social supporËs, its memberst low self-

esteem, and its unresolved ties to the deceased. Upon termination, social

and parenting supports hTere left in p1ace, and arrangements had been made

for on-going therapy for both Mrs. A. and Margaret in order that they

could maintain and perhaps increase the gains they had made in Èherapy to

date.
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CHAPTER SIX

EVALUATION

I Introduction

As stated in Chapter Four, the practicum was designed r,rith three

specific objectives in mind:

1) to offer counseling to bereaved fanilies who ürere at risk of

an unfavorable outcome

2) to explore the role of social work in the bereavement situation

3) to develop further skills in social work and family intervention.

The exÈent to which these objectives have been fulfilled may be

evaluated against certain criteria. Each r¡i11 be considered separately

in the following three sections.

I
i
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II Evaluation of Outcome

Outcome of the intervention with bereaved families can be eval-

uated in relation to two major criteria:

1) hrhether increases occurred in c1íentsl satisfaction with

family functioning (on Èhe basis of pre- and post-intervention

scores on the Family Concern form).

2) hlhether clients reported improvement in their najor areas of

concern, and rvhether they reporÈed satisfaction with the social

work service they received (as reflected in their responses to

the evaluaÈion questionnaire administered upon termination of

service. See questionnaire in APPENDIX IV).

Each of these is considered belor¡:

A) Evaluatíon on Èhe Basis of Pre- and Post-Intervention Scores on the

Family Concern Form

0f the seven families who.received in-person counseling; five

completed both pre- and post-intervenËion concern forms. of the

remaining tr¿o families, one qras seen only once and cornpleÈed neither

pre- nor post-íntervention forms, while the other famíly completed a

pre-intervention measure but left the city before arrangemenÈs could

be made to conplete the post-intervention form.

Results for the five families who did complete both before and

after self-reports indicate íncreased satisfaction in some areas of

family functioning, decreased satisfaction in other areas, but an

overall increase in satisfaction for every member of every family.

(See APPENDIX III).

More specifically, in Family A, across-the-board increases
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(ie. in every member) hTere reporÈed in relation to item 4 (communi-

cation abouÈ loss) and item 27 (feeling good about themselves as

individuals). No across-the-board decreases in satisfaction were

reported in any iÈems. on some items, one person reported increased

satisfaction r¿here another reported a decrease or no change.

rn Family B, both members reported increased satisfacÈion in

relation to item 6 (listening and understanding). There Ì,üere no

areas in which both members reported a decrease, although each member

reported some individual decreases in satisfaction. (for one member

these related to recreation, and for another, these related to disci-
pline and use of alcohol). on one item (item 21 - making family de-

cisions) ' one member reported a decrease while the oÈher reporÈed an

]-ncreåse.

In Family C, both members reported increased satisfaction with

item 9 (being positive, saying nice things abour others) and item 21

(making farnily decisions). There Ìrere no areas in which they both

reported a decrease, although one member reporËed some individual

decreases.

In Family D, the only member reporting indicated increased satis-

faction in several areas of functioning, including item 4 (communica-

tion about the deceased), item 7 (being paÈient or calm with others),

item 8 (showing care and concern), item 9 (being posítive, saying

nice thíngs about others), item 11" (dealing ¡aith matters concerning

sex and companíonship), item 12 (making sensible rules), item 15

(use of self-control) and item 17 (deciding upon discipline). De-

creaseè in satísfaction ürere reported ín two areas.

In Family E, the qnly member reporËing indicated increased satis-
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faction with item 4 (communication about the deceased), item 6

(listening and understanding) and item 27 (feeling good about him/

herself). A decrease vras reported from t'very satisfied" to "satis-
fied" in íten 2 (sharing feelings about day-to-day matters).

In all families, areas of increased satisfaction included items

which v¡ere the focus of intervention and items which Ìüere not. Like-

wise, areas of decreased satisfaction included items which were the

focus of intervention and items which r¡¡ere not. This vüas to be ex-

pected, and can be explained in terms of the "ripple effect in the

family system" (Greenberg I975) r¿hich occurs when changes are made in

any one part of the system. rn many cases, discussion of individual

decreases in satisfaction revealed that these LTere the result of in-

tervention acÈiviÈies r¿hich stimulated awareness of existing weaknesses

in the family system (eg. sorne family members reported decreased sat-

ísfaction because iÈ was painful to recognize areas in which some per-

sonal changes might have to be made. Others reported decreased satis-

faction because of their stated desire to be more realistic abouË

their view of the fanily. In both these types of situations, decreases

\{ere seen as progress).

In addition, some decreases ín individual satisfaction resulted

r^rhen the farnily r^ras assisted to change a dysfunctional patÈern which

had served. one individuat (eg. in Family B, a much-needed reorganíza-

tion of decision-making processes - iËem 21 : resulted in the in-

creased satisfaction of one member at the expense of another who had

been well-served by the original system).

On the whole, Èhe results of the Family Concern forms were posi-

tíve. while it could not be said that sweeping changes oceurred in
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any family, saÈisfaction with family functioning did generally in-

crease. The case-study design of the intervention (ie. the lack of

standardized treaLment techniques due to the widely varying present-

ing complaints of families, and Èhe lack of a conËrol group) do not

permit f irm conclusions to be drarn¡n regarding the cause(s) of change

in fanily functioning. several factors may have contributed to the

changes reported, including:

1) reactivity of the insËrument itself (because as a self-

report it is an obtrusive measure)

2) history

3) maturation.

It is ful1y expecÈed, and indeed could even be said to have been

a goal of Èherapy, Éhat maturaÊion did influence outcome. The inten-

tion of the inÈervention was to facilitate Ëhe natural healíng pro-

cess in each individual and family, by naking them more open to each

other and to the supports available in their environment. tt is

hoped that increases in satisfaction vrrere a result of Ëhe intervention

itself and of an enhanced ability to draw support from other sources.

B) Evaluation on the Basis of Clients t Responses to EvaluaÈion

Questionnaires

As described in Chapter Four, the fourth and final sLage of the

l-nterventron rncluded the administration of an evaluation question-

naire to each member of a family twelve years of age or older. (See

Èhe full quesÈíonnaire in APPENDIX IV). The quesÈionnaire included

items r^rhich could be answered with a checkmark, and also provided

space for clients I comrents regarding the changes they had experienced
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and the service they had received. rn designing the questionnaire,

an attempt r¿as made to balance the desire for detailed feedback from

families r,¡ith the need to keep it a reasonable length and re/ltíveLy
easy to respond to. (rn general, individuals took fifteen to twenty

minutes to complete the form). Eleven individuals received and cour-

pleted the questionnaire

Twelve of the eíghteen questions in the questionnaire pertained

specifically Ëo client satisfaction r,¡ith the social work intervention

offered in this practicum (questions 3 through 13 and quesrion 18).

Responses to these questions may be summarized as follows:

(see the summary of the other six quesÈions in AppENDrx rv).

3) consistent with the demographic d.ata reported in chapter Four,

two clients reported their first contact r¿ith the social worker to be

approximately 1 month after the death, three reported 2 - 3 months,

four reported 4 - 5 months, one reported 6 - B monÊhs, and one re-

ported one year.

4) Related to this, nine respondents felË that their first post-

death contact with the social worker oecurred at abouÈ the right time,

while thTo respondents would have preferred an earlier contact. of

those t\./o, one had been contacted at 4 - 5 months, the other aÈ 6 - g

months

5) Seven respondents indicated that they met rvith the social worker

only in their ornm home, while four indicated that they met only at

the hospital.

6) Of the above seven respondents who ürere seen only in their homes,

three indicated that they would not have accepted service had they

had to come to the hospital. one of those added the comment .onIy
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because going to the hospital is too painful."

Two respondents who r¡ere seen only in their o¡^rn homes indicated

that they r¿ould have come to the hospital had it been absolutely

necessary, but that they t'preferred to meet at home.t'

7) Asked to indicate how helpful they found their meetings with the

social ¡¿orker, six checked "very helpful", four checked "a little

helpful", and one checked "not sure", adding the comment trJust waiting

Lo see the course life !üi11 take.rl

of the four who checked "a little helpful", only tr¿o offered ex-

planatíons in the space provided. One indicated, "it got us talking

about my Mom just a little bit more than before,r'while the other

commented, "I told her some important things, but alot of things I

didnft remember to."

Of the six who checked "very helpful", all offered comments

including:

- "...the meeting helped me understand Èhe feelings of each individ-

ual person (in the family)."

-'rlt helped the entire family to fuIIy understand and cope better

with the situation.r'

- "(It was helpful) by talking about any problems and giving advice."

- "I appreciated the supporÈ given my wife."

- "(I) felt more secure having someone to talk to about everything

in confidence, someone so understanding."

- "I believe that it is much easier to pour out your feelings to

someone other than your family and close friends. Just talking

abouÈ your loss is so good for a survivor."

8) Ten respondents indicated that they atËended a meeting with the

social worker at which other members of their famil-y !üere present.
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All ten felÈ those meetings hrere helpful. one respondent did not

have other family members present at a meeting, and would not have

liked to, saying, "As my family have their oh,rr lives established,

I am the one who must live wíth changes. "

9) The topics which respondents recalled having discussed with the

social worker are listed below in descending order of frequency:

- the ilLness of the deceased family menber (10)

- communication with the deceased family memberduring the Èime of

his or her illness and hospitalization (10)

- past relationships with the deceased family member (10)

- communication between the respondent and other surviving members

of the family (10)

- the medical care the deceased family member received before his or

her death (8)

- feeling sad (B)

- concerns about the behavior or coping of children in the family (7)

- difficulty with sleeping, earing or health (7)

- loneliness (7)

- anger (6)

- feeling empty (6)

- fear (5)

- feeling guilry (5)

- the funeral of the deceased (4)

- helplessness (3)

- re1-igious beliefs (3)

- decisions relating to financial matters (2)

One respondent pencilled in a topic not on the lisË:
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- ttnaking neI¡r connectionstt.

10) Related Èo the above, nine respondenÈs reported that Èhere were

no additional topics they had r¿anÈed to discuss with the social work-

er. One person did not answer, and one person pencilled in "new re-

lationships. " Presumably thaÈ is the respondent lrho later asked for

continuing counseling for he and his new Íroman friend. (See case

illustration 4 in Chapter Five).

11) Respondents identified a wide variety of "major concerns" r¿hich

v¡ere worked on ín the intervention. These included:

- communicaÈion with family members (4)

- children (3)

- loneliness (2)

- household affairs (2)

- emotions (1)

- anger (1)

- guilt (1)

- behavior of family members (1)

- relationships (1)

- how to be supportive to another family nember (1)

In regards to the change that r¿as experienced in relation to these

concerns, three were described as 'rmuch Èhe same" after the interven-

tion, eight were described as rfsomewhat better" and six were described

as "much betterrt. One respondent did not check off any ans$rer, explain-

ing that she had not yet started a widows' group, but that she expected

it would "prove very gratifying and helpful".

12) All eLeven respondents said they would recommend the type of help

they had received to other bereaved families.
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13) Five respondenÈs said that they felt the herp they had received

from the social worker would make it easier to deal with future loss.
(Two pencilled in "Definitely!") six respondents indicated "perhaps,,

to this question.

18) seven respondents added additional comments in the space provided

at the end of the questionnaire. These comments were lengthy and pos-

itive. Three of the seven respondents included praise for the service

they had received at the hospital v¡hile their family member was alive.
Perhaps the tone of the comments in this section can be best summed up

by one respondent who said, "rf you could, you should please carry on

the good work, helping others in their dark hours ! "

Some general comtenÈs and conclusions may be staËed in relation to

these client responses. First, the responses to questions 3 and 4 suggest

that Èhere is considerable range in what survivors see as Êhe appropriaÈe

point aÈ which to receive bereavement folloür-up. This is undoubtedly due

Èo the fact that differing risk, stress and coping facÈors cause some sur-

vivors to desire assistance earlier than oËhers. Given the difficulty of
predicting the poínt at which survivors may nost need assisËance, bereave-

ment follor¡I-up may best be offered aÈ several points in the bereavemenË

process, including at Èhe time of death and at several points throughout

the firsË year.

Second, responses to questions 5 and 6 indicate the inportance of

bereavement follow-up service delivery being flexible (ie. community-

based where necessary) .

Third, responses to question B generarry reaffirm the value of

having the family unit as the focus of intervention.

Fourth, responses to.question 13 suggest the preventive element
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which may be present in bereavement follow-up. once mourners learn

effectíve ways of releasing their feelings and sharing them in a family

setting, they may be better equipped to do so without intervention in

the future. (This nay be an additional sense ín which bereavement inter-

vention is cost-effective).

Fifth, whíle responses to question 18 do suggest thaÈ Èhe interven-

tion ¡¿as felt to be parËicularly beneficial by some clients, these re-

sponses may also, in part, be indicative of Èhe simple gratitude families

felt for having received service at all. Most clients recognized that

social work counseling programs for the bereaved are not a standard offer-

ing in the health care delivery system, and as one \¡¡oman said, receiving

the bereavement care she needed made her feel like a "special case".

Fina1ly, the overall responses to the twelve questions orr the inter-

vention suggest that it was valuable to families in several urays. Spec-

ifically, the intervenËion appears to have been timely for most families,

and it appears to have met the need for in-home counseling expressed by

some famí1ies. Counseling sessions $rere reported to have been helpful

to ten out of eleven respondents, with most respondents indicating that

the intervier¡s provided opportuniËy Èo discuss all the subjects they

needed Èo talk about. Fourteen out of seventeen family concerns Ì.rrere

descríbed as better afÈer the intervention while three reflecËed little

or no change. All respondents said they would ¡sssmmgnd the service they

had received, and approximately half fel-t it would make future losses

easier to deal with. Finally, more than half of the respondents chose

to add personal commenËs expressing Èheir satisfaction and gratitude for

the service they received

¿ *
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overall, while Ëhe intervention did not appear to bring about

dramatic changes in any family, and while there were undoubtedly areas

in which better service could have been provided, results of the Family

Concern form and evaluation questionnaire are consistent with one another

and indicate that the intervention was, on the r.rhole, beneficial to Èhose

r+ho received it.
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III The Role of Social l^lork in Bereavement

The pracÈicum was intended to allor¿ exploration of the role of

social work in bereavement. The extent to which this objecLive was

fulfilled may be assessed in relation to at leasÈ two criteria:

1) Itrhat conclusions does the practicum yield regardíng social

work intervention in bereavemenÈ?

2) hrhat recommendations can be offered on the basis of the

practicumrs findings?

Each of these is considered belor¿:

a) Conclusions Regarding Social Work Intervention in Bereavement

The practicum yields several conclusions regarding bereavement

r-ntervenÈr-on:

1) As suggested in the díscussion of clientsr responses to the eval-

uation questionnaire, there is considerable difficulty in attempting

to define the poínt at r¡hich survivors may most need assistance with

mourning and adjustment. Depending upon individual risk, stress and

coping factors, ínÈervention nay be welcomed by survivors at a

variety of points in the bereavement process.

2) As suggested in the literature, and as discussed in 'tlmplications

for Interventiont' in Chapters One and Two, a wide range of interven-

tíon techniques and activities are necessary to promote mourning and

adjustment to 1oss. Intervention with bereaved families needs to be

broad-based and flexible enough to include both individual and con-

joint counseling, to employ a variety of age-appropriate Èreatment

techniques (in some cases ranging from puppet play with children to

life review with the elderly), to provide prâctical assistance wíth
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instrumental concerns, and to strengthen neÈwork and social supports.

3) Telephone contact plays an important role in bereavement follov¡-

up. rn this practicum, this was found to be true in several Ìíays:

a) Telephone follow-up calls to families who had received the

letter offering service confirmed one factor which has been

cited in the literaËure as an important mediator of adjustment.

Specífically, the vast majority of at-risk families r¿ho declined

ín-person service did so because they could identify one or more

reliable social supports whom they felt would adequately see them

through their crísis.

b) Telephone contact proved to be an important reinforcement of

the letter as a means of offering service. rt would appear that

a telephone call was felt by families to be more personal, andfor

that an offer of service by telephone was believed by families Ëo

be more sincerely meant.

c) The Èelephone is a relatively non-threatening rno-obligationl

medium through which a resístant (but needy) client may díscuss

his or her 1oss. Continuing telephone follow-up wiËh one such

indívidual was the only means by which he could eventually be

convinced of the saf ety of more personal service. I^lith another

such indívidual, lengthy Ëelephone discussions al-lowed her to

ventilate some of her anger about multiple losses she had ex-

perienced. Although this Ì^roman refused more personal service,

an important part of her rnourníng work was accompl-íshed through

the use of Èhe telephone.

d) The telephone proved to be an invaluable intervention tool

when crises arose in some families. A telephone call was an
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effective and relativery quíck way of referring families to

appropriate community resources, and on one occasion it \¡7as a

medium for suicíde prevention.

e) Telephone conÈact proved to be a valuable means of post-

intervention follos¡-up.

4) As suggested in the díscussion of client responses to the eval-

uation questionnaire, communiÈy-based intervention (ie. that r¿hich

could be offered in the clienÈs' home) was found to be a valuable

and necessary part of service delivery.

5) The family/systems orientation to intervention suggested in the

literature proved iËs value and utility in this practicum. Families

themselves expressed considerable satisfaction r,¡ith the famiry- and

network-focused intervention, both in cornments made in interviews

and in their ïesponses and comrnents on the evaluation questionnaire.

rn addition, the family/systems approach was valuable from the point

of view of the intervening worker. specifíca1ly, the broader assess-

ment base it provided often made it easier to locaËe sources of in-

dividual pain, and it generally made it possible to design an inter-

vention which addressed both that individual pain and the family

dynamics and social factors contributing to it.

B) Recormhendations for Social tJork InterventiOn in Berèavement

On the basis of the foregoing coqclusions, Ëhe following recommend-

atíons uray be made:

1) That in-person bereavement counseling be availeble as a regular

part of health care services, and that it be offered at several

points in the bereavement process, including .at the time of
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death and at regurar intervals throughout the first year after

loss occurs.

2) ThaË such counseling be offered in a flexible manner, so that

those providing the service have both the time and the means to

provide service in clientst homes.

3) That bereavement follow-up have as its focus, wherever possible,

the- ind ivídual-with in-the-f anily-with in-the-community, and that

as part of that focus, intervention be able to:

a) offer (or link clienrs wirh) individual and family

counseling

b) mobilize socía1 supports within the clientsr networks

c) link clients with peer supports in the community (such

as r^ridows t groups) .

4) That improved death education be offered in both schools and

Ëhe community, so that children and adolescents 1earn aÈ an

early age that death can be talked about, and that feelings

of sadness, anger, guilt, relief, confusion, etc. anre a normal

Tesponse to loss and need to be shared. This type of educaËion

and dialogue would be an important step Èoward lessening Èhe

fear of deaÈh, removing social taboos, preparing individuals

for the loss events which are inevitable in their lives, and

ul-timately reducing morbidiÈy and nortality rates in bereavement.
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IV Skil1 Development Afforded by the pracËicum

The practicum was intended Èo be an opportunity for the development

of further skills in socíal work and family intervention, and indeed, it
presented several challenges and opportunities in that regard.

The heÈerogeneous nature of the clíent population r¡ras perhaps the

facËor which most demanded that my skills be broadened and developed.

Because of clientsr widely varying denographic characËeristics, including

ages and stages of family 1ife, socio-economic status and family member

lost; and because of the wide variety of risk factors, presenting com-

plaints, coping mechanisms and styles of interaction present in these

families, I found it necessary to expand my repertoire of intervention

techniques and skills, and to become more proficient at employing those

techniques and ski1ls I already possessed.

Specif ica1ly, I learned ne\¡/ I¡rays of working and cormunicating with

children, and I experienced some of the personal pleasure and clinical
results Ëhat are possible when a child is reached through make-believe.

I learned nevs Í/ays of helping clients finish unfinished business

with family members r^rho were deceased, or from whom they hrere estranged.

what r have labelled "the therapeutic letter" proved to be a powerful

medium by whích clients could express long-inhibited feelings of anger,

gui1t, remorse and forgiveness.

I learned to deal more effectively with alcoholics, to work within

the reality of a clientts drinking problem and to be more dispassionate

when a drinking bout "interrupÈed the flow of therapy".

Crisis intervention skills which I already possessed r¿ere tested

and refined, and I learned to be rnore skilled at handling family dynamics

in the interview setting. In particular, I became more comforËable with
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family conflict' more appreciative of ít as an assessment opportunity

and better able to use it as a point of therapeutic entry.

The practícum demanded that I become more creative with the use of

practice aids such as books, toys, tape-record.ers, and that I becone more

spontaneous and creative with my use of self in the ínterview setting.

The practicum also demanded that I become more familiar with the network

of social services existing in l{innipeg.

Fina1ly, the evaluation componenË of the practicum presented

oPportunity to become more familiar with the use of assessment and out-

come measures. The Farnily Concern form r¿as found to be a valuable

assessment instrument, and its use assisted considerably ín focusing

intervention activities. The evaluatíon questionnaire likewise provided

focused and specific feedback on the intervention itself. The use of

both these instruments reinforced my intention to utilize assessment and

out.come measures as a regular part of future practice.

0vera11, the practicum presented excellent opporÈunities to

develop and refine practice skills with individuals and families. It

offered a challenge to become more fl-exible, more self-aÌ¡rare and more

adaptive, and as such, it proved to be not only professionally rewarding,

but personally rewarding as we11.
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HôpitaI Général S t. Bonif ace
409 Tache Avenue,
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA R2H 2Aó

General Hospitat
(204) 943-03r I

Please allow me to inÈroduce myseLf. My name is l'laureen KÍtchur Harrison

and I am a Master of Social- Work student at the Universíty of Manitoba. I
am writing to you because I want to tell you about a counselling program r
will be offerring over the next few months to farnílies who have been assoc-

íated with the st. Boniface HospiËalrs Palliative care program on wards

E2 and E3.

For many famil-ies lÍke your own who have lost a member through a recent
death, readjustment can be very dÍffícurt. Grief, loneliness, economíc

worries and new responsibiLÍtíes can be hard for faurily members to cope with.
sometimes childrenrs behavior patterns change and can be diffÍcult for a

parent to deal with. rt is common for the bereaved family to feel Ísolated
and without resources.

rf your family is facing any of these difficultÍes and would like heLp

dealíng with them, You may be Ínterested ín the counseLling program r referred
to' Beginning in February, r ¡,rÍ11 be abLe to provide counsel-ling to a rimited
number of familÍes on a confídential, individual basis. There wÍll be no cosË.

rf you are interested in knowíng more, or if you wish to make an

appointment for your family, please telephone me at 453-2366, or leave a

message for me at 237-2449 bef.ore February .

Yours sincereLy,

Maureen Kitchur Harrison, 8.A., B.S.W.
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THE RN\TISED MORRISON CENTER FORM

To be completed by ell faoily nenbers aged Èen or older

Belor¿ is a list of fanily concerns, rndicate ho¡r satisfied you are with hor"r yourfanily is.doing ngr¡ in each area. put a check (Ø in the uox t¡at shows yourfeeling about each area,

Shoving good feelings (joy,
happiness, pleasure, etc.)

fee anger,
Êadnesa, hurÈ, eÈc. about

hat

3, Sharing problems wíth the fanily

Be able to t the
member of our fanily who
recent I died

5. Sha ng ange¡,
sadness, hurt, etc, âbout
losi someone in our famil
List and undersÈandi

Being patient or caln çith
others

8. Showing care and concern

Be pos trve,
rhi about other

to expect
at different

nat ters
concern¡- sex

L2. Making sensible rules
13 eto

Sat isfied
1

shat ís and

I4 on s1 Iities
I5. Use of self-control

16. Proper use of alcohol, drugs

L7. c
disc L ine

coDs
line

agree uPon

rh
sc

f AIDI
fun and recreation

20. üaklng individual decisions

2I. I'faking fanily decisions
Seek
fron friends, relativesrchurch,
etc.

at act s out-
6ide the fanily (ie., comunity,

¡¡ith friends etc.
our can tnanage

and carry on even though werve
st Iose feni neEber

25. Feeling good about our fanily

Hake the last ratings for yourself:
Fee can carry on w
living even though Irve lost a
cloÊe nember

t

I

Very dis-
sat is f ied

Dis-
sat Í 6f ied

In
Bet$een Sat is fíed

27. Feeling good about Eyself
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Background on the Original form and on its Revision

Because of the lack of appropriate family assessment devices for

use with bereaved families (see discussion in chapter Three), it was

decided to adapt a family assessment instrument in current use.

The original Morrison Center Family Concern form has been in use

for over five years at the Morrison Center For Youth and Family Service

in Portland, Oregon. It has been found to be an effective instrument for

measuring clientsr satisfaction with aspects of their familyrs function-

ing and interaction, alÈhough no figures on it.s reliabiliÈy are currently

available. The original form is brief, easily understood by family members

over Èhe age of ten, and is simple to administer.

Because of the formts assets, few changes r¡/ere ïequired to make it

appropriate for use with bereaved families. The items numbered 41 5r 24

and' 26 on the revised form r¿ere ones added for the purposes of this prac-

ticum. rn addition, items 2 and 23 were re-vrorded to make them more

appropriate to bereaved families.

Sensitivity to Change

The original and revised forms permit a relatively large range of

change. Categories of response at either end of the scale permit both

very low and very high indications of satisfaction. Five categories of

response allow a client to indicate a change in feelings about his or

her family without presentíng a bewildering number of possible response

categories.

The number of iÈens on the form make it possible to observe changes

Ín some areas even while no change occurs in other areas. The number of

items thus prevents the danger of inferring general satisfacÈion or dis-

satisfaction on the basis of limited information.
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Reliability

No figures are available on the reliability of the revised form,

since the present intervention constitutes its first use. This is a

disadvantage to be weighed against the formfs merits and utility. The

lack of an appropriate measure to supplement Ëhe therapeutíc interview

necessiËates the use of thís untried original self-report measure, but.

as Bloom and Fischer have pointed out, "Ëhere is little evidence that

self-reports are any more or less reliable or valid than many other

forms of measurement.tt (Bloom and Fischer 1982, p. 169).

Face and Content Validit v

The revised form appears to have face validity, when considered in

the context of the literature on normal and bereaved family functioníng.

Its content Èaps the elements of functioning cited in the liËerature as

important indicators of non-bereaved and bereaved family functioning

including problem-solving, communication, roles, affect,ive expression and

involvenenÈ, behavior conËrol, and response Èo loss. (Vollman et al L97l;

Goldberg I973; Epstein, Bishop and Levin t978; Epstein, Baldwin and Bishop

1983 ; úJalsh 1982) .

Criterion-Related Val idi ty

The revised form cannot be fully val-idated by comparison to other

instruments, since none Èap exactly the same elements. (Uaa there been

such an instrument, it woul-d have been the measure of choice for this

practicum). However, the validity of the original Morrison center

Family Concern form alloü/s some validity to:be assumed in the revised

ínstrument, and Èhe comparison of the results obtained by the revised

insËrument with the observations nade by the therapist in interviews

with clients índicates an acceptable level of validity.
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I,treaknesses /L imitat ions

a) the aforementioned lack of data on reliability

b) because the self-report is an obtrusive measure, it may be

subject to reactivity

c) although the revised Family concern form is a direct measure

of client satisfacÈion with farnily functioning, it is an in-

direct measure of the actual family functioning itself. The

Èherapíst may only make inferences about family functioning

based on the satisfaction ratings. (This ís offset to some

degree by the opportuniËy to observe client inËeraction and

functioning in the therapeutic intervier¿).



APPENDIX III

DIFFERENCES BETI^¡EEN PRE- AND POST-INTERVENTION SCORES

ON THE FAMILY CONCERN FORM

FOR THE FIVE FAMILIES TO I{HOM IT WAS ADMINISTERED
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AN EXPLANATORY NOTE ON THE REPORTING OF

C}TANGES IN'PRE- AND POST_INTERVENTION SCORES

ON THE FAMILY CONCERN FORM

In the following tables, an increase or decrease in

satisfacrion is represented by a plus (+) or minus (-) sign

in front of the number of response categories the item changed

over the course of the intervention, Given that there \47ere

five possible caÈegories of response on the Family concern form,

the maximum change that r+as possible on any given item was plus

or minus 4 (ie. from very dissatisfied to very satisfied).

The notation "nc" indicates that no change occurred, whire

the notation "--" indicates that the item was not applicable to

the respondent or that data is missing.
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DIFFERXNCES BETT¡EEN PRE- AND POST-INT'ERVENTION SCORES

ON lHE FAHILY CONCERN FORH

FÀqILY A

Ìlenber I llenber 2 Henber 3

o),n8,

ne66 etc
n86 anSer,

6adDe66, hurt, etc. about
tt¡attera

3. Sharing probleD6 nirh the family
to t8 t

tDeuber of our fenily uho receDtly

Dg 1 aDger,
aadne66, hurt, etc. ebout
los in 60IDeODe our fa¡oi

ó, Listening and understanding

Pat ent or calo wl
other6

8. Showing care and concern

ce
rh about others

r¡hat behav or to expect
at different

11. Deal ng Eat ters
concerD

L2. llakiog sensible rules
able to 6 CUAS

¡ùat is ri t ånd

14. Taking on responsibilities

15. Use of self-control

16. Proper use of alcohol, drugs

17 uPoD
¡-ne

conÊ ÊteDt

fu¡ and recreation
20. llaù.ing individual decieions

21. Hakiug fanily decisions
p for

frm frieods, rel.atives, church,
etc.

ng act out-
side the fanily (ie., co*unity,

yÍth friends ctc.
our caD DaDaSe

and carry oD even though rerve
lost a close f

25. Feeling good about our fanily
I can carry on

living even Èhough lrve lost a
close fani nember

Pos ve, 6ay n8nt

+l nc

nc DC

nc nc

+1 +1

+1 DC

+1 nc

-1 nc

nc nc

nc +1

nc +l

nc +2

nc nc

nc DC

-1 +1

nc +2

nc nc

+1 +1

DC nc

nc nc

nc ¡c

ac -1

ttc -1

tlc ¡tc

nc DC

nc nc

nc +t

+t

nc

DC

+227. Feeling good about nyeelf +1 +1
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DIFTERENCES EEII,IEEN PRE- AND POSI-INTERVENIION SCORES

, ON THE FAXILT CONCERN FORH

FAUILY B

ìtember 2
good fee

tne66 I easure etc
ee g6 en8er,

eadne66, hurt, etc. about
erE

3. Sharing problens rith the fanily
n8 tot out

oenber of our fanily vlto recently
d

Shar DB enger,
sadness, hurt, etc. about
los Eoneone in our f

ó. Lietening and understanding

Pat ent or cslE rh
others

L Showing csre and concern

Po V€¡ n ce
thin s sbout others

Lthat or to exPect
at different

1l, Dealing rûth natters

12. l{aking sensible rules
Ee ng eble to d u6s
¡rl¡at is and

14. Taking on responoibilities

15. Use of self-control

16. Proper use of alcohol, drugs

L7. Dec , aBree Dg uPoD
disci l'De

con6 tent

fun and recreation

20. llaking individual decisions

21. Ìtaking fanily decisions

he
fron friends, relatives, church,
ctc.

out-
ride the faoily (ie.. cornuuity,

our caD Eanage
and carry on even though uerve
lost a close faoi ¡enber

25. Feeling good about our fanily
e caD carry oE

living evea though lrve lost a
close fani EeEber

+2

nc DC

nc

nc +1

nc +2

+1 +2

L. nc

nc nc

+l

+1

nc DC

+1

-1

+1 nc

-2

nc

-J

-1

-1 nc

nc -1

+I -1

nc Itc

-1 nc

nc +1

nc nc

llc +1

nc27. Feeling good about tuyself nc
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DIFFERENCES BETh'EEN PRE- AND POSI-INTER\¡ENTION SCORES

ON lHE FAI{ILT CONCER}i FORH

FAYILY C

n8, goo I
1ne66 a6ure etc

Shar ag feel anSer,
Êadnes8, hurt, etc. about

3. Sharing probleos r¡ith the faroily
Be g &ble to e
nember of our faoily who receotly
died

ng gnget,
sadness, hurt, etc. about
1os in Eoneone in our f

6. Listening and understanding

Pa or celn rh
othe¡s

8. Shouing care and concern

9. Being pos ve, Êay n8t
thi t others

rb to expect
at different e
Deal th Datters

ßexconcer¡

L2. Haking sensible rules
ab eto uas

çàat is and

L4. Taking on responsibilitiea

15. Use of self-coDtrol

16. Proper use of alcohol, drugs

, agree uPoD

cona
disc

1y
fun and recreation

20. l{aking iudividual decisions

'21. llaking fanily decisions

en6
froo friends, relatives, churcb,
etc.

ac out-
Bide the faoily (ie., comuufty,

frie¡ds etc
our ly can naaage

end cerry on even though refve
lost s close fani

25. Feeling good about our fanily
can carry on

living even though Irve lost a
close faoi Denber

Dec
dis

3

-1 nc

nc +1

-1 nc

nc +1

fIc nc

nc nc

nc nc

nc

+1 +1

+1 nc

-3 llC

+1

-1 +1

nc +1

ftc +1

+1 nc

+1

nc t¡c

DC

+2 +1

DC +l

ftc +1

-1 nc

nc

+I nc

nc27. Feeling good about rryself

rh

+1
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DIFFERENCES EETIJEE}i PRE- AND POST-INTERVENTION SCORES

ON ÎrE FA}ÍILY CONCER}ì FOR}'

FAHILY D

Henber 1
n8 fee oy

at a
el SDger,

sadness, hutÈ, etc. about
r6

3. Sharing problens r¡ith the faoily
ug ab etot t

nenber of our fa.oily ntro recently
died

e el aDSer,
eadness, hurt, etc. about

60Deone tn faniI

6. Listening and understanding

Pat or caLo wt
other s

L ShovÍng care and concerD

Be posr t ve, aay nB
rh about others

10 n8, t behavior to expect
atd ff es

DAt ter6
conc ßex

L2. Ìlaking eeosible rules
to cu66

uhat is and

14. Taking on responsibilities

15. Use of self-conÈrol

16. Proper use of alcohol, drugs

atree uPoD
diec line
Be CODE

I ine
atent

dis
19.

*

v
fu¡ recreat ion

20. l{aking individual decisíoas

27. t{aking faoily decisions

t
fron frie¡ds, relatives, church,

out-
¡ide tbe fe¡¡ily (ie., comrmity,
church th frieuds etc

our ly cau EåDege
and carry oB eveD though werve

a close feni
25. Feeling good about our fanily

can carry on
livíng even though Irve lost a

nenber

27. Feeling good about Eyself DC

nc

nc

DC

+1

nc

nc

+1

+1

+2

nc

+2

+2

fìc

+1

+1

DC

-1

l¡C

IlC

DC

DC

nc

-I

* the respondent sdded thl6 LÈetr on both the pre- and posÈ-Lntervention forbs.
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DIFFERENCES EETI{EEN PRE- AND POST-INTERVENTION SCORES

ON NTE FA}IILY CONCERN FORH

FÀqILY E

Èlember 1
n8 8oo e

lneB6 etc
rng ee anger I

Gadne6Ê, hurt, €tc. about
Dat terS

3. Sharing problens uith the faoíly
ng to ta the

oenber of oul fauily vho recently
died

eel eDSer,
eadness, hurt, etc, about
los i aoneone our faroi

6. Li6tening and understanding

Be ng pat torcs
others

L Shouing ca¡e and concerD

Pos ve, 6 D 1Ce
t s about others
l(n vhat to expect
at diffe¡ent

l. Dea Eatter6

12. Ilaking sensible rules
able to cuss

rrT¡at is r and

74. Taking on responsibilities

15. Use of eelf-control

16. Proper use of alcohol, drugs

upoD
disc

rh
line

fu¡ e¡.d recreetion
20. l{aking individual deci¡io¡s

21. llaking fanily decisio¡s
help

froo friends, relatives, church,
etc.

ect out-
side the fauily (íe., comrmity,

¡chool vith frienile etc
our can Datrage

and carry oD eveD though retve
lost a close

25. Feeling good about our fanily
that I cen carry oD

liviag even though Irve lo¡t a
close fani

t

nc

-1

nc

+1

nc

+t

nc

nc

nc

nc

nc

nc

trc

uc

nc

tìc

nc

27. Feeling good about uyself +1



APPENDIX IV

THE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

and

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

OF QUESTIONS NOT RELATED TO THE SERVICE COMPONENT OF THE PRACTICUM

( QUASTTONS 1r 2, 14, 15, 16 and 17 )
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Your answers to the following quesÈionnaire will help improve socíalwork service to bereaved families. Please check off the i""pàr,"" rvhichyou think best answers each question below. A space for commenÈs isprovided in selected questions and at the end of the questionnaire.
Thank you for your assistance.

1) How did you and your social worker come into contact?

The social worker senÈ me a
telephoning him/her.

letter, and I responded by

r telephoned the social worker after being given her/his
name and phone number by another social worker.

The social worker telephoned me or someone in my family.

2) Do you feel that a social worker should contacÈ every family at least
once after the deaÈh of one of their members?

Yes No

3) How soon after the death of your family member was your firsÈ contactwith the social worker?

one month

2 - 3 months

4 - 5 months

6 - B months

9 - 11 months

one year

4) My first contact v¡ith the
member was

social worker after the death of my family

too soon

later than I would have preferred

at about the right tíme
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5) I met with nry social worker

only at my home

only at the hospital

at my home and at the hospital

6) hlould you have been willing to meet r¡ith the social worker if she
could meet ¡¿ith you only at the hospital?

Yes No

7) How helpful were your meetings with the social worker?

Very helpful

He lpfu I

A 1ittle helpful

Not sure

Not at all helpful

Please explain:

B) Did you atÈend meetings with your social worker at which other members
of your fanily were presenÈ?

_ Ye" (If yes, go to question B a) below)

No (If no, go to question B b) below)

a) If you ansr¿ered yes to the above question, were those
neetings helpful for you?

Yes No

b) If you answered no to question 8, would you have liked a
meetíng at r+hich your family could have been present?

Yes No
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9) Please examine the list below and place a check beside the
you discussed with your social worker:

topics that

loneliness

helplessness

anger

religious beliefs

the illness of your deceased famíly member

the medical care your family member received before his or
her death

communication with your deceased family member during the timeof his or her illness and hospitalization

your past relationship with your deceased family member

the funeral of your family member

fear

feeling guilty

feeling empry

feeling sad

communication between you and other surviving members of
your family

concerns abouÈ the behavior or coping of children in your
family

decisions relating to financial maÈters

difficulty with sleeping, eating or your health

10) Is there any subject not listed above which you would have liked to
discuss with your social worker?

Yes

If yes, please list:

No
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11) Please list two main concerns or problems that you rvorked on withyour social worker:

a)

b)

How much change have you experienced in relation to item a) ?

It is much better

It is somer¿hat better

It is much the same

It has become r¡rorse

Please explain in what way it is better, vüorse or the same:

Hor¿ much change have you experienced in reration to item b) ?

It is much better

It is somer¿haË better

It is much the same

It has become worse

Please explain in r¿hat way it is better, Ìrorse or the same:

L2) I{ould you reconmend the type of help you received to other bereaved
fanilies?

Yes Perhaps No

13) Do you feel that the help you received from your social worker will
make it easier to deal with future losses?

Yes Perhaps No
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14) Have you (or do you hope to)
for bereaved individual-s?

particípate(d) in any kind of group

Yes No

rf yes, at whaÈ poinÈ do you think attending such a group can be
most helpful?

abouÈ one week after the funeral

about one month after

about three months after

about six months after

a year or more after

15) tr'Iere you invited to attend a social evening for bereaved familiesat the St. Boniface Hospital?

Yes No

16) If you attended the social evening, did you find ír helpful?

NoYes

If yes, what did you find most helpful about it?

If no, hTas there a particular reason it was not helpful?

L7) If you turned down an invitation to attend the social evening, please
check any of the reasons below that apply to you:

you didntt h'ant to return to the hospital

you felt iË was too soon to attend a social evening

you felt it wouldnrt be any help

you thought it might make you feel ¡¿orse

oËher:
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18) Any other commenÈs you have regarding the social work service you

received, or on social work services for bereaved families in general,

would be most welcome:

THANK YOU!
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF EVALUATION QUESTTONS

NOT RELATED TO THE SERVICE COMPONENT OF TI1E PRACTICIIM

six questions not relating to Ëhe service component of the

practicum v¡ere included in the quesÈionnaire:

i) Question I was designed to provide a context in which a respondentrs

ans!üers could be understood. Ten respondents reported that the

social worker had contacted them or someone in their family. One

reporËed having contacted the social worker on his/her o\,rïr. The

mode of initial contact did not appear to make a significant differ-
ence in respondentsr replies to other questions.

2) Question 2 was designed to gather client opinion on the importance

of bereavement fo11ow-up in general. Eleven respondents felt that

a social r¡orker should contact every family at least once afÈer the

death of one of their members. One of those respondents qualified

their ansr¡/er with the clause t'unless parents were in their eighties".

Questions 14, L5, 16 and 17 were designed to gauge client
feelings about two oÈher types of bereavement follow-up.

14) rive respondents had (or hoped to) participate(d) in a group for

bereaved individuals. Three of these thought such a group would be

nost helpful about one month after the death, one thought about six

monËhs after would be most helpfuI, and one thought a year or more

would be most helpful. Six respondenÈs had no"ü (and ¿iA ho"u hope to)

participate in a group for bereaved individuals.

15) err of the respondents had been invited to a social evening for

bereaved families at the St. Boníface Hospital.
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16) of the five who attended the social evening, trìro did not find it
helpful, explaining thaÈ they "knew nobody except the doctorrr.

Three found the social evening helpful because of the opportuni¡y Èo

talk to pastoral and social work staff and meet other rsurvivorsf.

L7) of the six respondents who Ëurned down an invitation to the socíal

evening, their reasons Ìrere as follows:

- thought it would make them feel worse (2)

- did not \,Jant to return to Èhe hospital (2)

- felt it was too soon to attend a social evening (2), (Bottr Èhese

respondents had been invited approximaËely three months after the

death of a spouse).
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